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Shop hours 9.00am - 5.30pm Monday - Saturday Trade
Fax
Web Site www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk
e-mail: sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk
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rpurchased up until the end of March, 1999

G30JV/ GOPEP

At V43 you get Much More

There are some dealers that would have you believe they offer the
lowest prices. Others claim to give the best deals and after -sales
service. But only at Waters & Stanton PLC do you get all these
PLUS Much Much more.

Public Limited Company

Financially Sound
ISO -9002
Guaranteed Standards
Lowest UK Prices
No Need to Shop Around
Price Match
Nobody Beats Our Deals
Only Genuine UK Stock
Full Manufacturers' Warranty
10 Day Approval
No Risk to You
4 Service Engineers
Gives You Fast Service
Friendly After -Sales Assistance We don't Just Shift Boxes!
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IC -706
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Digital Dispay~:
Keypad Eiltri
1750Hz Tarr
130 - 174MHz Rx
AA Cell Operation
Progthmmable Featu.

m Handheld

EgrAs
Dual Band PertutindliGt
2m & /Ucms Handheld

COM 1.8 -146MHz
inciuues 1.)6P & CTCSS Encode

erclorre

5 W,

-r

Includes
Wideband Receive
AM Atrband

uoy rnr

5W from 12V
Full Duplex
Alphanumeric Display

Yes. it's your final chance to purchase this great
iransceiver unenng iuu wafts on au banes from 7 itiMetZ
to b4MHz plus ZU Watts on 144MHz.

weather

200 Memones
CSS 6 1 lbUHz tone

Ni-cads &Charger

AR -146 2M 50W Mobile

Station

&?adio Controlled

mount
Includes Full CTCSS
n e and mobile
Micropho
ComPiete e/

uate. uay M- onth
cable Free
1 -(emote .sensor

uutside
emperature
Air Pressure
" Weather Forecast

Don't miss out on all our
Terrific Bargains
240 Pages!
Our Latest 1999
Colour Catalogue
is available with
DISCOUNT Vouchers

C-408 70cms Handheld
Over 1000pcs Sold
Must be Good Value!
Amazing Value
20 Memories. CTCSS
350mW Output
Wideband Receive
!deal for the travelling Ham

EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order Sales
YAESU FT -847 HF - VHF UHF

UK's Lowest Price!
Phone W&S

lcom's "Top
Dealer"

Includes 70MHz Transceive
Yaesu 's great new base station design lets you operate on ail bands
from 160m to 70cms One small package but what a package' Give
us a call for the FREE leaflet

In Stock Now!

YAESU FT -920 1.8 - 54MHz

reat Pent Ereltaates Dada -

1.8 - 440MHz 100W HF + 6m 50W 2m 20W 70cms
FT-1000MPDC (AC £2199)

£1899

!
- 54MHz 100W DSP lifter MOSFET PA ' Internal ATU
Auto notch ' Neel VFOs ' Auto glow display Shuttle jog Digital
voice memory 'Electronic keyer ' RS -232C converter ' Quick
memory bank lots more phone or e-mail toe colour leafier

' t 8 - 30MHz 100W SSB - CW - FM - AM ' Re /00fiXtz - 30MHz
Message memory Dual m -band rx EDSP filter RF processor RF
pre -amp Electronic keyer ' IF sh
Coains !eters ' oinvehen
nF H.11 inn
s ve ,-,enu system RS -232 ir'e4.ir-

41 YAESU
FT -100 1.8 - 430MHz
All modes - All Banda - 0n Bar

IC -706 MkIIG looks like being another great rig
from the !corn stable. To have a complete HF and
VHF/UHF station in one box that Ms in the car or in
the draw of the shack desk is amazing but corn
have done it What is more. the track record of the
two earlier versions are such that you should have
no wornes about reliability. Give us a call and we'll let
you have the latest information.

KENWOOD

£31 9

New TH-D7E

Dual bander VHF / UHF

Built-in TNC Data Display

KENWOOD SALE

Non enivy Ine coral
a bJ[1.,n INC aic
APRS (Automate GPS Packet Reporting
System) The handheld That takes you int,
the Year 2000!

144/430MHz ' Wide I Narrow
Deviation 120019600bps TNC ' DX
Cluster Monitor Dual Rx Datalloice on
VHF 12 digit 311ne display plus sc,o,
function ' 200 Memories ' CTCSS p'.
1750Hz tone ' AIP (VHF1 ' APRS ' Burr in 13.8V DC charger ' SW on 13.8V DC
Features

Its been a long time coming - first shown at Dayton 9 months ago
- we realty are promised it for March, As usual we wit have the
first stocks and the best pnces

0
ICOM

IC -746 1.8 - 144MHz

TS -870S

Price
Phone for "Neer Trade"

Model
HF Transceivers

Normal

Sale

TS -870S
TS -570
TS -790

£199
£999
£1959

£1495
£849
£1295

AC charger E NJ -cad pack

YAESU
FT -50R 21170cms Handy
' Woeband Re 1AM A,,ta,90)
' FM Broadcast receive
' CTCSS d 1750Hz
' 112 Alphanumeric Memories
' Dual Watch - Miditary rated
' 5W from 12v DC input
' Ni-cads and AC Charger

The IC -746 has proved to be one of the best value base sta ion
transceivers around. All bands from 1.8 144MHz and a straight
100W makes this great value. Give us a call for the latest

brochure and the best price around'

YAESU FT -8401.8 - 30MHz

s rs a very solid rig that is proving one of
popular iniA tJtri.tt

VHF Transceivers
TM -255E
TM -742

TM-V7E
TMG-707
THG-71E

you are looking for a good reliable 100W tralscerbiet then this is
lust the lob Supplied with FREE Base Mic

£1059
£879
£569
£349
£279

£449
£549
£479
£295
£235

SGC-2020 ORP HF Transceiver
0 - 20 Wans SSB
1.8 - 30MHz

YA F": SU
FT.8100 Dual Bander Mobile

ICOM
6m
2m

70cms

£599 //CY

and CW with CW
break-in Runs from

0

12V DC and has

IC-T8E Triple Band Handy

All in one
small package.
' SW output (13V)

' 25! 12.5kHz ready
' Wrdeband Re
' Necker Hydride ball

' Wide FM broadcast
AM for airband
' Raped scannin;
Alphanumeric

ICOM Dual Bander

very nice SCAF

audio fillenng Very
_

AOC,' rrn,,e4;!

low current requiremerits

Yaesu s top selling dual band mobile transceiver, very thing you could wish for Including wideband receiver

com New IC -21002M

Mobilej,26r

AV: W4chsd:1 Z4148 a 254111

YAESU VX-1R Dual Bander

ye4hjec

2m / 70cms

500mW Output
290 Mernones

Alphanumeric display
Full CTCSS
Dual Watch
Smart Search

ThelC-2100 Mobile transceiver from ICOM features switched filtering. 55 Watts with 113 memones. And all this at a very compel 01/13 price In stock NOW

email:

salesRwsplc.demon.co.uk

2m & 70cms FM & AM
In Stock NOW

,

Fbt

This pocket handheld provides 300mW
of FM on 2m & 70cms plus wideband
receive FM AM WFM from 30MHz 1300MHz - no gaps. Runs from 2 x AA
cells

ICOM £369

IC -207H 2ml7Ocm Mobile

A smart Mile handheld that has been

2,71 8 70cm

one of our best setlers for many
months Ideal for the bnel case give
us a call for a realty super deal'

' 50W 30W
' Detachable head

UK's largest Catalogue £3.95 inc. post

W RON

Where Value & Quality Come Naturally

Base Antennas

NiMH High Capacity Battery Kits

yt

Twice the capacity of Ni-Cads
No Memory Effect
Very High Current Capability
Up to 500 Charges

WVA-100

2m/70cm
2 4 5d8 1 09m long

£29 95

W.30

3/6d8 1 15m long

£39 95

W.50

4.517 2d8 1 Bm long

£49 95

W.300

6 5/9d13 3 im long

£59 95

Ideal for Digilai cameras GPS & Transceivers

W.2000

2 1516.2/8 448 2.5m long

£69 95

Triple bander

Mobile Antennas

Kit comprises : AC charger suitable lox either NOAH
or Ni-Cad cells size M AAAor PP -3 plus a set of

*M Ni-'1H cells
Additional Cells

%WNW trey - Kt cchrtwrse-

Dual Band

AA k. -AM teas

WEP-501

Adjustable Boom Mic

Single Band 2 metres

.285

E18 95

4 x M NMH

E9 95

4 tt AAA NoLiti

£9 98

Hands Free Mobile
With Handhelds
W.50 Baser

'his brand new design is

0
Fr a

INS new Doom nectoohone

'ulfy adiustable and unkke

some copies does not
creak after five minutest
L,ghhvegrit earpiece and
Terrible and rotatable Doan
box

£14 95

harsdhelds whilst mobile

W.ECH

Supplied with a locking PTT

WA M-2

5m standard cable kit
BNC window clip mount

£1895
£1295
£1295

WMM7

Magnetic mount

LID 95

NONNI Hatch Mount

19.6

Yaesu etc

£24 95

LX 8K

Kenwood

£24 95

X0-17 Throat Mic

Just the thing to have in any

cabinets have loafed vents arid are finished in 3
cream coloured plastic pant Front and rear panels
we plan alloy ready for doling and finishing

210* x 1500 x 85h mm

EM -03

200re x 1 ?Oil x 119h rim

Speaker Mics.

gnarl iln-uPi case
Ref CON -K
£49.85

These are a great aitematrxe to the official

factory models and far cheaper - yet with super

performance There we models fot most of the
current handheids if in doubt phone for
confirmation when ondenng
050-110 For Yaesu loom etc

050.110K For Kenwood

£16 95
£16 95

For Motorola

£19.95

WM N-227

HF Headset at a Great Price

WM-308 Base Microphone
Ideal for all base station appiications
this high quality unit has electronic
PTT I latching plus pre -amp and
SSB r FM response switch Matches
impedances from 500 to 50k Ohms
Supplied with open ended lead and
6 -pin plug plus wiring diagram

WM-308

As above

This heaaset has been designed by
Watson to match the modern HF
transceiver Dual earphone and an
adjustable boom microphone mount onto a
lightweight assembly Supplied with mono
audio plug and open ended mic lead We
can also supply PTT box if required
£39 95
W.184
As described above
VV 184W
Wired for your rig
£49 95
W184PTT W.184 PTT box
£49 95

£59 95

WM-308W Wired for your rig £69 95

h' I

XO-17 Throat Mic.

Nun redo station Now you
tan corned virtually anything
anythirfg, This 32 piece set
covers
8NC SMA TNC
UHF & Mini UHF Suppled n

£1095
£1295
£1596

0
0

No not the old fashioned type with horrible audio this laies'
version offers amazing quality Ideal fa use in high noise levels or
where discretion is of importance. Comes with PTT box for
attachment to c-othing and a lightweight earpiece Versions
available for Yaesu Standard loom Kenwood arid Motorola
E39 95
For Yaesu loom Standard
X0-17
For Ken wood
£3995
XO.17K
=cr Yotcrola
E39.95
X0 -17M

Connector Kit

Great for constnicbon protects these boxes have
internal side cheers lot mounting PC boards The

EM -02

£34 95

Accessories
5m low loss cable kit

£24 95

160w x 120d x 75h mm

£32 95

Triple band 6m 2m 70cm
2 154 87 2d8, 1 62m
W.627

Hatch Boot mount

£2495

EM -01

E2495

WCK

£24.95

Equipment Cabinets

E14 95

W.3HM

Yaesu and Kenwood

WEP.501 raesu etc
WEP501 Kenwood
WEP50t motoroia

£14 95

with sing* earphone is
ideal for use min

switch you can talk hands.
tree There are models for

Come complete with PTT

S ath loldover base

Dual Band 2n170cms
W-77LS
.ow profile 0 39m long
W-770HB
3.55d81 lm long
57 6dB 1 5m long
W.7900

Antenna Analyser
Tnis professors, Quality unit
covers 1 8 - 170MHz. The
BR -200 measures VSWR

and impedance from 12 5
300 Ohms Dual gate times

!rug

and excellent slow motion
dial mean accurate tuning.
Requires 6 x k4 or 12V DC

I

W184P71.1

Made 'n Japan

BR -200 1 8 170MHz £329

BR AO 100 500MHz E399

Watson VSWR I Power Meters

Watson Power Supplies
The UK Market Leaders

(GicAtVAtie
A really accurate range of
VSWR Meters - 51 201200W
W-220
W-420
W-620

1.8 - 200MHz
118 - 530MHz

1.8 530MHz

£49 95
£49 95
£89 95

VigWs & Stanton PLC
13 8V fixed 3 Amp continuous S Amps peak
W 5A
13 8V fixed 5 Amp continuous 7 Amps peak
13 BV switch mode 10 Amp continuous. 12 Amp peak
W- 10SM
W10AM 0 - 15V vanable 10 Amp continuous 12 Amp peak
W-25AM 0 15C variable 25 Amp continuous 30 Amp peak
W- 30AM 0 - 15V variable 30 Amp continuous. 35 Amp peak
WPS -312 lnpu 12V DC Output 1 5 - 9V 800mA Cigar plug
W -3A

22, Main Road. Hockley. Essex. SS5 40S
Tel. (01702) 206835 204965 Fax. 205843
Trade Enquiries 01702 203353
Free -Phone Orders 0500 73 73 88
e-mail: sales g wsplc. demon.co. uk

£22 95
£29 95
£49 95
£59 95

£8995
£119 95

£9 95
L

web: wwwwaters-and-stanton.co.uk
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EDITORIAL OFFICES
Practical Wireless
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

APRIL 1999 CONTENTS
16 WHAT IS A ...?

44 VALVE & VINTAGE

This month Ian Poole G3YWX answers the question:
'What are Diacs and Triacs"?

lames Brett GOTFP explains how he

This month it's Charles Miller's turn to look
after the PlAlyintage 'wireless shop' He
turns his satirical gaze to look at some
'heroic failures' from the world of
thermionic devices!

constructed a 'simple". "practical" and
"economical" deviation meter to check

46 THE MIll-945E MOBILE ANTENNA TUNER

20 A SIMPLE DEVIATION METER

the deviation of an f.m. transmitter.

Rob Mannion G3XFD describes his
continuing success and enjoyment
working 'portable' from his car using a
variety of antennas and what seems to he
a very useful antenna tuning unit from MF I
in the USA.

22 THE ALINCO DR-MO6TH
50MHz MOBILE TRANSCEIVER

IT (01202) 659910
iour-or.hoursleryire by amwenng rnarhinei

FAX. (01202) 659950

Richard Newton GORSN takes a long,
hard look at the Alnico DR-M06TH
SOMHz Mobile Transceiver and pits
It against other rigs in order to give
you a fair opinion of this transceiver.

48 CARRYING ON THE PRACTICAL WAY
loin Rev. George Dobbs G3RIV this month as he
provides a blow-by-blow account of building a
double balanced mixer

28 RADIO BASICS

Editor

Rob Mannion G3XFD explains how to get the
best results from your receiver whether it's a commercial model or
'home-hrewed' along with some ideas
for 'add on projects' to improve

Rob Mannion Gik I D
Technical Projects Sub -Editor

NGI-Tex"1 Swann Gin%
News & Production Editor
to Williams

ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT
ADVERT SALES & PRODUCTION
(General Enquiries to Broactsione Office)

Chris Steadman MBIM ISalesi

reception and ease -of -operating.

Dick Pascoe GOBPS describes how you can make a
)./4 vertical for the 1.8MHz band - it's easier than you
think!

30 REMINISCENCES OF THE

57

MACROELECTRONICS ERA
Brian Dance recalls his childhood memories, mainly
of radio, .n a time when electronics was easily
carried out without a microscope and there were few
applications other than radio!

31

Steve Hunt (Art Director)
lobs: Kitching (An Editor)
Peter Eklrett (TypesettingdPnxtuclion)

Ir (01202) 659920

SPEAKERS AND HEADPHONES

Gordon King G4VFV, author of our new regular
series 'Looking At ...' and well-known
technical journalist. describes the various
principles which any Radio Amateur
should know about speakers and
headphones in order to "optimise on audio quality".

FAX: (01202) 659950
ADVERTISING MANAGER

Roger Hall G4TNT

PO Box 948. London 5W6 205

38 A PRACTICAL BEAM - FROM BITS!
Derek Holmes GW3ISV describes how he recycled a
very towhil beam antenna for the 1B and 24MHz
WARC bands using bits from his 'junk -box'.

1r 0171-731 6222
FAX: 0171-384 1031

40 WIND - DOES IT AFFECT FREQUENCY?

Mobile: (0585) 851385

BOOKS & SUBSCRIPTIONS
Michael Hurst

ELECTRONICS -1N -ACTION

In this month's Electronic -in -Action, Tex Swann
G1TEX discusses, amongst other things, a small
amplifier from Lake Electronics and he reviews
the UpTek LP -310 digital multi -meter id.m.m.1
from Vann Draper Electronics

LISLE snerr - RADIO'S 'MEMORY LANE'

Peter Hymns GW4OZU has very special memories
of Lisle Street and for good reason too - his father
ran one of the famous radio shops! So, why not take
a stroll down memory lane with him?

34

19.30am - 5.30pm)

50 ANTENNA WORKSHOP

Trevor Newstead GOLQX explains why he thinks that
ihe wind may affect trequency. A controversial idea?
Read on and Judge for yourself!

Take A Trip Down Memory Lane... Page 31

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

Biwa

is (01202) 659930
ioui-cono.1 service by answering machine)

FAX: (012021659950

E-MAIL

_11

PWs Internet address is:

pwpublishing.hd.uk

11
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KEYLINES
LETTERS

10
14
54

NEWS

60
62
76
80
83

BOOK PROFILES
RADIO SCENE
BARGAIN BASEMENT
BOOK STORE
COMING NEXT MONTH

RADIO DIARY
SUBS

Wind... Does it Affect Frequency?... Page 40
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You can send mail to anyone at PkV, just

insert their name at the beginning of the

.4=111r-

Nine pages of band
reports from all your
favourite authors.

address,

e.g rob@pwpublishing.ltd.uk
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r GOOD ADVICE

a Fair Square
Last month we told you that we
would offer a special prize to the
person who spent the most during
January.

SMC

O
L GOOD PRICES

Special
Prize

£1000
Holiday
Accomodation
Florida

We are pleased to announce the
winner was Bob Carpenter G4BAH
Have a good holiday Bob

SMC INTRODUCE A NEW RANGE OF ANTENNAS
We have found some extremely well made VHF Yagis made from Dural Aluminium.
These antennas are all individually tested to 1kW. The gamma matching ensures a very
good VSWR and the square section heavy duty aluminium ensures that they will last.

O
O
O
to

5 ele boom length 63ins
8 ele boom length 125ins
2m 11 ele boom length 186ins
6m 3 ele boom length 72ins
6m 5 ele boom length 142ins
2m
2m

£36.95
£46.95
£65.95
£49.95
£69.95

9.0dbd
11.0dbd
12.7dbd
7.0dbd
9.0dbd

We also have a new range of vertical antennas for 2m / 70cms and 6m / 2m / 70cms
X5ON

1.7m height
2.5m height
2.15/6.2/8.4dBi 2.5m height

144/430

4.517.2dBi
6.0/8.0dBi

X200N 144/430
V2000 50/144/430

g...46-..95
g.Z.5.7.95

E.64-95

£35.00
£45.00
£58.00

New Mobile aerials? - of course
SG7000 144/430
SG7200 144/430
SG7900 144/430

£14.95
£17.95
£28.95

2.15/3.8dB 100W
3.20/5.7dB 150W
5.0/7.6.0dB 150W

SMC INTRODUCE A NEW RANGE OF AMPLIFIERS

We are now the official agents for Linear Amp UK
SERIOUS POWER FOR SERIOUS RADIO AMATEURS
The NEW CHALLENGER2 with a pair of
Svetlana 4CX800 valves and an internal fan.
This serious piece of kit delivers 1500W.
See the Hunter, Explorer. Discovery and
Challenger

CUALLIENGEA
OIMIO

.1111.

NO

NOW IN STOCK

SMC BARGAIN OFFERS
Frequency metres

6, 10, 12, 15,

17, 20

Gain dBi
VSWR
Power Watts
Radiation Angle
Horizontal Angle
Height ft (m)
Mast Size ins
Wind Load ft. (m')

3

1.2:1 typical
1500
16

360
19 (5.6)

1.5 - 1.75
1.5 (0.14}

CF30MR Low pass HF filters 30mHz
CF50MR Low pass 6m filters 54mHz
BPF2 Band pass filters for 6m
BPF2 Band pass filters for 2m
CF -530 Duplexer 1.3-90mHz 1125 - 470mHz
G500A elevation rotator (one only)
5ele crossed yagi 137mHz
2ele crossed yagi 137mHz

- £25
- £25
- £27
- £27
- £25
- £189
- £47
- £39

NEW to Shortwave Listening?
Why not try the AKD HF-3S

SPECIAL PRICE THIS
MONTH
E1 3 9

Phone Rodney at Axminster

We have a quantity of SPECIAL PRICE - FT -920's and IC-PCR1000's
Phone NOW for a great deal
HO. S.M.House School Close Chandlers Ford Ind Est, Eastleigh, Hants. 5053 4BY
Reg Ward & Co. 1 Westminster House, West Street, Axminster, Devon EX13 5NX
.

SMC

South Midlands C

deal from SMC
ICOM

IC -R2

Probably
the best
value
scanner
around

The New IC706 MK11G
remember we will accept just
a £10 deposit to secure you an
early delivery of this transceiver
CALL FOR AN UNBEATABLE PRICE

NEW LOW PRICE
IC -821 H

Call Rodney at Axminster
Just a couple left

YAESU

Coming
soon
The New FT -847
All Modes, All Bands in one very well
engineered package

CALL FOR AN UNBEATABLE PRIC

KENWOOD

The New FT100
remember we will accept just
a £10 deposit to secure you an
early delivery of this transceiver
CALL FOR AN UNBEATABLE PRIG

KENWOOD

The New THD-7E
Dual Band Handy
with built in TNC
and

The New VC -H1

handheld SSTV
communicator

Call NOW for a great package
deal on both items

The TMG707E
Probably the best selling mobile dual bander
at an unbeatable price complete with a dual
band mobile aerial (mount not included)

SOUTHAMPTON

AXMINSTER

TEL: 01703 246222
FAX: 01703 246206
EMAIL: amateur©smc-comms.com

TEL: 01297 34918
FAX: 01297 34949
EMAIL: regward©smc-comms.com

ommunications Ltd

VX-5R
Triple band
Handy
with a host
of innovative
features

CALL NOW
for details

ANTENNA RANGE from

HB9CV 2 Element
Beam 3.5 dbd

All come complete with Felt or
Rubber Bose please specify

£15"
£17"

70ans (Boom 12').

2 Min (Boom 201
4 nom (Boom 231

0.7"

6 mem (Boom 331
C34"
10 metre (Boom 52'1..,.., £60"

2 make (sue 12' approe) £12"
4 metre 'sue 20' opprox) £18"
6 metre 'sue 30' opproz) £24"

1/2 Wave Vertical
Fibre Glass (GRP)
Base Antenna
70 am (toroth 26'1
2 metre (length 521

.

SM200 Dooklander... .£29"

£39"

(2 mts 3.5dBi) (70cms 6.2dBi)
(Length 62')
BM200 Duaglander..
.£39"
(2 mts 4.5dBd) (70crns 75dBd)
(Length 62')
SQBM200' Dud -Bander £49"
(2 mts 4.5dBd)
7.5d8d1

3 8 Tri-Mos 3*.5'

Mounting Brackets,
Poles, U Bolts and
Clam s etc.
£600

12' T &K Ileadoe
(complete weh LI !loin

t20"

4 mike (WO 92') --ISA"
6 nuke 'length 126')

50239 Mog Mount 7'.114"

(complete with ()Boos'

£15"

flees

18' T&K lkodcm
complete woh U Soh(

Swagged Poles feet of 4

8M500 Deal -Bander

£12"
£14"

(70ans 9.2c111d)

1`1"x 5' Heavy Duty AN

GSRV Wire Antenna
(10.20/80 metre)

(length 62')
Super Gainer
(2 mts 6.8dBd)

24' T &K &Debt
(complete wtibU Bahl

£44"

129."

(2 mis 3dBd) (70cms 6dBd)
(Length391
SCIBIA100*Dvaillanclor £39"
(2 mts 3dBd)
(70cms 6d8d) (Length391

Stand OF Bracket

(without ground ',Jones)

8M100 Duaillonder

3/8 Mog Mount 3.5'
£7"
50239 Mog Mount 3 5. £9"
3/8 Mog Mount 5' .
£9"
50239 Mog Mount 5'..£11"
3/8 Mog Mount 7'
.£12"
.

Halo Loops

Vertical Fibre Glass
(GRP) Base Antennas

£19"

£49"

Yogi Beams
2 metre 4 Element
(Boom 481 (Gain 7dacil
119"
2 metre 5 Element
(Boom 63') (Gain 10dBd)....131"
2 metre 8 Element
(Boom 125') (Gain 12d13d),..£41"
2 metre 12 Element
(Boom 186') (Gain 13dBd)...165"
4 metre 3 Element
£34"
(Boom 451 (Gam 8dfld)
4 metre 5 Element
(Boom 128') (Gain 10d8d1.154"
6 metre 3 Element

(Boom 72') (Gam 75480 149"
6 metre 5 Element
(Boom 142'( Gain 9.54Bd1 £69"
70 cms 13 Element
(Boom 76') Porn 12.5dBc11.150"

Mobile HF
Whips
(with 3/8 base
fitting)
AMPRO 160 metre

(length 7' opproxl

£49"
AMMO 80 metre
(length 7' opprox)

£18"
AMPRO 40 metre

(length 7' oppro4

£15"
AMPRO 30 metre

(length 7' opproxf

£15"
AMPRO 20 metre

Crossed Yagi Beams

(length T oppro4

SQBM500 Dual - Bander
Super Gainer
£59"
(2 mts 6.8dBd) (70cms 9.2dBd)
(Lenah1001

2 metre 5 Element
(Boom 64') (Gen 75dBc1) £64"
2 metre 8 Element
(Boom 126') (Gain 11.5dEtd) £79"
70 cms 13 Element

AMPRO 17 metre

£49"

(Boom 83') (Gen 1.5484 149"

llength100")

Economy Fut 'Length 102') £16"

SM1000 Wander

Economy Holi (Length 521 £14"
Standard Full 'Length 102') £18"

(2 mts 5.2dBi) (6 mts 2.6d&)
(70cms 7dBi) (Length 741

Standard Hat (Length 521 £16"

BM1000 Trilondsr.

£59"

(2 mts 6 2dlicil (6 rats 3.0dBd)
170cms 8 4dficli (length 100')

SOBM1000' Trilandar.169"
(2 mts 6.2dBd) (6 mu 3.0dBdI
(70cms 8 4dBd( (Length 100')

SQBM1000/200/ 100/500
wile., See. C....a-el 3,3

r.' :

MOONRAKER (UK) LTD

re

C:ova

wal3v) x *ew

£15"

IL Special Yogi Beams

£15"
AMPRO 15 metre

(length 7' opprox)

£15"
AMPRO 12 metre

(length 7' opproxl

2 metre 5 Element
(Boom 54') (Gain 9.5c113d)

(length 7' opproxl

. Mt" £15"

AMPRO 10 metre
2 metre 7 Element
Boom 60') (Gain 12d8d) £39" (length oppro4
2 metre 12 Element
£15"
(Boom 126') (Gain 14dBd). £65" AMPRO 6 metre

70 cms 7 Element
(Boom 28') (Gain 11 5dBc11....1.24"
70 ems 12 Element

(Boom 48') (Gain I4dBd1 £39"

I.

(length 4 6 approk)

£15"
All PrKei Mut f0.00
PAR per order.

UNIT 12, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS. CRANFIELD ROAD, WOBURN SANDS, BUCKS NI(17 SUR. TEL (01908) 281705. FAX (01908) 281 706.

41\1. 4:11
t's time to turn the 'Club Spotlight' on again
as we invite you to enter your club
magazines into the 1999 Practical Wireless

professional printing, etc.) and whether or not
the publication is 'sponsored', the number of
copies printed and membership size of your
club. It would also help the judging panel if you
could provide some historical details on your club.
The judging panel this year includes Jim Bacon

& Kenwood Club Spotlight Magazine
Competition. Local clubs entering will be
competing for the magnificent original trophy kindly donated by Kenwood -and 'national'
clubs will be competing for the 'Bert's Bell' award.
which was instituted in 1997 in tribute to the late
Bert Newman G2F1X.
It's very simple to enter the Club Spotlight
magazine competition and all you need to do is to
send us the three most recent copies of your
magazine and a covering letter. The covering letter

should make it clear which category of club you

would like to enter your magazines into.
For example, the Benelux QRP Club winner of the
1998 national award - can only enter as a 'national'

club' section, whereas the Crowborough & District
Amateur Radio Society - last year's winners, now

i"

nue Wawa. Cam

MW.1111 tannin.
1114,1.1.

41a zerrbi
Assam, 4

=4,sr...r

WI IR 10111,1104.10 .411
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have to specify that they are a local club.

National Or Local
For either category ( national or local) your covering
letter should provide the following details: How many
people there are on the Editorial team and the type of
job they do/or did
retired t; how long the
magazine has been established; how it's
produced Ion your computer or text
supplied to 'outside' printer for

G3Y1A, David Barlow G3PLEtwho of course first
suggested the competition! 1, Tex Swann G1TEX (PW

Technical Projects Sub Editor). Dave Wilkins
G5HY and Rob Mannion G3XFD. Additionally - and
for entries in the national category only - the
Salisbury Club will be providing one extra judge to
decide the winner of the 'Bert's Bell' Trophy
(Salisbury was of course Bert's Club).

Entry to the competition is open now and
all entries should be at the PW offices in Broadstone no
later than Thursday 1st July 1999. This is because the
presentations are to be made at the Leicester Show in
September (the new venue of course 1 and members of the

judging panel live in places as far apart as Cornwall. East
Anglia and Greater London. so it will not be possible to
consider late entries!
So. make sure your club's entry reaches us in good time by

sending it to Jo Williams, Club Spotlight Magazine
Competition, Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
The Editor's decision (as head of the adjudication
panel) is final and no correspondence will be entered
into. Good luck and we look forward to reading YOUR
magazine!

Rob Mannion G3XFD
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Ever since the untimely

death of His Royal
Highness King Hussein
of 'Jordan. I have been
left wondering why it
takes the passing of
such an esteemed and
respected person involved in
our hobby to provide the
media with a thin and
temporary veneer of
acceptance for what is usually
considered by them to be a
pastime undertaken by
'eccentrics'.
Although 'Keylines' is not the
place in PW for me to present my
appreciation. which will be
somewhat inadequate bearing in
mind the achievements of the late
King's life, I feel I must take this
opportunity to comment on the
variety of articles and media

'snippets' that have appeared
since his death, IA full personal
appreciation ofJY1 appears as the
lead on the News pages).

Public Face
Although brought up to think of
myself as being 'British' rather
than English. nowadays it's
important to be seen to be
'politically correct'. So I don't
presume to be writing on behalf of
the Scottish, Welsh and Irish
cultures when I say that 'here' (in
the 'English' part of the Islands.,
Amateur Radio continues to have
a rather odd public face.
However, having
acknowledged the fact that the
other countries sharing the largest
island of 'our group' have separate
identities - I know from experience
that our hobby is seen in the same
way throughout the 'British Isles
and it's one of the very few things

I wish we didn't have to share!
I have mentioned the 'public
face topic many times and to
justify my comments this time, it
seems a good idea to mention an
interesting and generally well
researched article from The
Guardian newspaper which
appeared during the week
following JYrs funeral. Other
articles appeared in the 'quality'
and 'tabloid' press but that from
The Guardian made particularly
interesting reading.
Within the article, the author

made it clear that when
researching the details - the 'trawl'
on personalities was thorough. All
the famous names many of us
know are Radio Amateurs were
there - plus one that I didn't know
(the widow of the late Elvis
Presley!) being mentioned.
The list was comprehensive in
detailing famous living Radio
Amateurs, together with those
that have passed on.
Unfortunately though, in
common with so many media
mentions of the hobby it was
obvious that the author had no
real understanding of what we do
and could not distinguish the
Amateur Radio
telecommunications hobby from
that of broadcasting itself because
the word 'broadcast' was firmly
linked to our activities.
Personally, I think our hobby
is unlikely ever to be properly
understood by the media in
general. Atter all give the
average journalist anything more
complicated than the 13A mains
plug and they're immediately lost
aren't they? And from the aspect
of an uninformed listener/viewer

or reader how often must we
ourselves be misled by
uninformed media sources on
subjects new to us?
As an avid reader myself,
particularly on scientific, medical
and technical matters I rely on
informed journalists and writers.
On the many occasions where I
know nothing or little about a
particular specialist subject - it's
highly likely that rm being misled
too.

As I write this there's much
publicity about genetically
modified food and, even though
I've just finished a five year
external degree course on genetics
(an up -date was really needed if
my work as a medical and
scientific writer and journalist was
to be fully informed i ... I think I'll
have to be treating all the media
information on the subject very
carefully indeed!
However, and despite my
pessimism, there's still hope for
good specialist subject
presentation within the media
(including Amateur Radio), in

particular via the BBC's Radio 4
service. I can say this even though
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keen supporters of Radio 4's much
lamented 'Medicine Now and
'Science Now still regret their
passing - the BBC recently
transmitted a series; of 15 minute
programmes on what is now seen
to be a precursor of the 'Internet' the old telegraphy system which
in its day revolutionised
communications and the spread of
information.
So, in rounding Won this
topic, I can honestly say that I
think that Radio Amateurs were,
and still are, pioneers in
communications despite the fact
that the media in general looks on
us as being 'old fashioned'. Yes
there are old fashioned aspects of
our hobby, but there's also true
'state of the art' aspects too. There
can't be many activities available
to such a widespread section of the
community 1 us! with such a
variety of specialities can there?
The Internet is nothing new in
reality - the only difference is that
it's available to all at a price!) via
the telephone whereas we have
our own various communication
modes. There's much more to
science and learning than just
sitting in front of a keyboard as we

Cultra near Bangor in County
Down. I was introduced to this
wonderful place lit reflects
transport from all over Ireland )
by Terry Barnes GI3USS and
his son several years ago. So. I'm
looking forward to another visit
during the holiday. See you there
perhaps?

Silent Bark
My work often brings the sad task
of writing obituaries for Amateur
Radio friends, under the title
'Silent Key' but this time it's not a
key that's silent - it's the friendly
bark from my Labrador Mandy
who died on Tuesday 9th
February.
Many people met Mandy as
she accompanied me to clubs and
shows throughout the UK and
Ireland. Indeed, many clubs
provided biscuits and a welcome

Irish Holiday
I need a holiday this year and I'm
first heading for Tipperary (it's not
so far you know!) to visit friends at
the Tipperary Club. I'll be in El
and GI from Friday April 23rd
to Saturday 1st of May.
From Tipperary I'll be
travelling up to visit John El9GB
and other friends in Donegal (and
also visiting sites of the County
Donegal narrow gauge railways of
course). I hope to work as many
friends on the air as possible using
EI/G3XFD and GI3XFD un 3.5
and 7MHz - so ni be pleased to
work you on the bands too!
The holiday rounds off
hopefullyiwith another
trip to the hidden jewel of
Ireland - the l'ransport
Museum, at the Ulster Folk Museum at
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I'm continually amazed at the
number of people entering our
hobby 'backwards'. They've
enjoyed the 'Internet' and
computers and then discover they
want to learn just what is behind
those specialised communications
and then join our hobby. We must
welcome them with open arms. So,
we've just got to keep reminding
everyone that we're still here.
intend to remain and to take our
ever expanding subject into its
second century.

CJ

O
for her. However, although at 14
and a half years old she'd had a
good long life, it was a sad time for
myself and my family when she
died, very suddenly and quickly in
my arms before breakfast on the
9th of February.
Mandy was a much loved
friend and companion and I
thought it best to mention her
passing because readers expect to
see her with me. in life we were
rarely apart for long, but even her
death can't remove the happy
memories of our love and
friendship. It's good to have
friends, whether they have two or
four legs, isn't it?

O
O
=I

Rob G3XFD
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Kenwood Modification
Dear Sir

COMPILED B1 ROB MANNION
& JO WILLIAMS

I am sure that those of your readers
who purchased Kenwood TS570s and
experienced a very short lithium battery
life will be pleased to know that there is
a Kenwood modification which should
ensure the next battery life lasts the
normal five years.
I am also told by Lowe Electronics
of Matlock that they can upgrade the
earlier TS -570D to a DG, thereby giving
the advantages of the later model.
I am very pleased to see Kenwood
care enough for their
customers to make
The Star Latter will
this possible and for
Lowes co-operation
receive a voucher
in doing the
worth £10 to spend
modifications.
on items from our
K G Evans MOAQQ

Book or other
services offered by
Practical Wireless.

All other letters will
receive a ES
voucher.

Nr St. Helens

Editor's comment:
We contacted
Kenwood for a
comment and
Dave Wilkins
G5HY replied:

Battle Batteries
Dear Sir
The article in the January issue of PW by Ben Nock G4HXD on the Wireless Set
No. 46' brought back some memories. Since I was working in 1944 on the production
and testing of batteries for these sets. They were, by the way. type 162/3, not 16313
as mentioned and I believe they were also used for tank transceivers. They were of
very high quality designed to perform satisfactorily in a wide range of environments
- down to -40' (which is the same in Centigrade and Fahrenheit) for Arctic warfare,
40'C and 984 relative humidity for jungles and up to 50'C for tanks, closed up for
desert battle.
The care taken over the sealing of both the cells and the outer case was
considerable. The 108 penlight cells, then known as V cells, now 'AN. were
protected against corrosion and perforation of the zinc cans by dipping in a
styrene/benzene solution plasticised with tri-cresyl phosphate - "TM"' (not to be
confused with the disinfectant) and coloured with a red dye since the solution was
colourless and detection of a missed cell would otherwise not have been easy.
After assembly and connection, using only resin cored solder, (the use of
corrosive flux as in civilian 120V h.t. batteries was absolutely taboo) and housed in a
normal waxed card egg -crate container, this section was sprayed with paraffin wax
and formed the lower layer of the unit.
The upper 3V 1.t. assembly consisted of two series connected groups of four
paralleled 'cycle lamp'. 'K' cells, now apparently extinct. These cells were not styrene
dipped since their zinc cases were much more substantial.
The shallow waxed card tray containing the I.t. section fitted directly over the
h.t. section the cells being arranged to leave an empty corner for the five -pin socket.
This was connected, so far as I can remember, red +150V, black -h.t.kg.b., yellow 12V, green +3V and blue -3V
At first these were rubber covered 14/0076 flex but this was superseded by per
insulation; this was late in 1944 and was my first introduction to this new material.
After soldering the socket tag connections, black rubber sleeves were pushed back along
the lead to insulate the tags, which were quite close together since the five -pin contacts
were spaced almost equally on a 5/8in pitch circle. These sleeves were fitted before the
solder and resin flux had fully cooled so that they were held securely in position.
The whole battery was about brick sized and the lid, which came right down to
the bottom of the box. was sealed with a hot and sticky solution of resin dissolved in
engine oil. This may sound a bit odd, but was extremely effective sealing and
waterproofing, easily withstanding prolonged total water immersion tests. The
socket was sealed with adhesive tape which was cut open when the battery was
required for use. I have no idea what these batteries cost, but they were made on a
£500 000 contract ... and in 1944, that was a lot of money.

Jack Davidson
Fife
Editor's comment: Fascinating memories Jack and I wonder how many of
your batteries are still in store waiting to be discovered! Any more of the
same sort of memories readers?
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well as the favourable revie , seemed
to reinforce Mr Evans' comments in his
letter about this latest version of a very
popular rig.

David Wilkins G5HY
Kenwood

Morse Letter Competition:
Entries for the 'Morse Or No Morse?
competition are now arriving at the
PW offices in Broadstone. If you
would like to send in a letter
maximum length 200 words, please
see the March issue for full details,
categories of letters. prizes and
closing date. Please don't forget to
clearly mark your entry 'Morse

Fitter Competition'.
Letters entered into the
competition will NOT be published
only the winning letters will appear
in the next available PW after the
closing date - I June 1999. On
behalf of the Editorial team I wish
you good luck! Rob Mannion
G3XFD

More On Morse!
Dear Sir

Dear Sir
Many thanks for
sending me a copy of

the letter from
MOAQQ regarding
his Kenwood TS -

570D h.f. transceiver.
I can confirm that
some early examples

did have lithium
batteries that
discharged a lot
sooner than the
expected five-year
life! Our Head Office
in Japan produced a
simple modification
for this - any
appointed Kenwood

Amateur Dealer with
a suitable workshop
can carry this out
free of charge. under
warranty.
Mr Evans also

mentions the ability
of the TS -570D to be

upgraded to the
latest 'DG' standard.
This involves
changing the main
Processor and the
DSP modules - we
would make a charge
here of £150
(including VAT) for
the work, but an
individual Kenwood
Dealer would take
into account their
own labour rate
when quoting a

Thank you for the excellent reviews and
material that appear in PW each month
and long may they continue.
In the last few issues you have had
many letters for and against the Morse
code debate. I personally think the
Morse exam should remain as it is. My
reason for this is simple! The hobby has
people from many walks of life with
varying levels of education.
Using myself as an example. I come
from a manual labouring background
and my only experience of radio was as
an s.w.l. and a short time on CB. I found
the RAE quite hard and did not
understand the physics of radio to easily.
But like the old saying goes If you throw
enough mud at the wall some will stick'!
My point here is that people with a
background in electronics and radio,
etc., have the advantage and find the
RAE easy. On the other hand. when it
comes to the next step of learning the
Morse code everyone is on an equal
level. It doesn't matter if your a rocket
scientist or a dustman your all on an
equal level.
If the RSGB would like to adopt a
more useful cause, why don't they
suggest to the Radiocommunications
Agency that the whole of the 28MHz
band be opened up for the class B
licence holder? In my opinion the Class
Bs deserve a little more than his or her
licence allows at present, after all
50MHz is allowed so why not 28MHz?
Don GWOPLP

Cardigan

The Debate continues...

price.

Dear Sir

Certainly, the
feedback I've had
from customers, as

On the much debated subject of Morse
code - 'shall we/shant we' - I write
another letter in favour of keeping the
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Final two -penny worth... (this month!)
Dear Sir
Here's my two Penny -worth on Morse! I have been licensed for t6 years, 15 of which were spent as a G6, eagerly awaiting a
painless solution to allow me access to the h.f. bands. As none appeared, I eventually 'bit the bullet'.
After many years of regarding Morse as an unnecessary, insurmountable obstacle, I was very surprised to progress from
absolute scratch to 100% at 16 w.p.m. and a pass slip, in just ten weeks. On the way, my attitude to the code changed from
loathing to delight, not only from personal achievement, but also the simplicity and effectiveness of Morse as a mode of
communication.
I'm sure that there must be as many different opinions on the code as there are Radio Amateurs. There's an obvious
validity in all the different arguments, both for and against. Personally, I feel that the Morse requirement should be dropped.
I do not believe that this will significantly boost the numbers of new Radio Amateurs, but it will certainly greatly enhance
the pleasure and enjoyment of a great many fellow amateurs, currently confined to v.h.f. or above. If, as has been suggested,
knowledge of Morse is now no longer essential for safe operation on shared ht bands, then there should be only one class of
Radio Amateur, with access to all bands.
However, I would suggest to any of the 'soonto-be' new operators on h.f., just take a trip to the bottom 4c.w. end) of 7MHz
and listen to the 'music'. Take a moment to think, would the skill of Morse code be useful and valuable? Sometimes, a liking
for the code does not come until you have progressed quite a distance into its study. If you do not try it you will never know.
All it costs is your time and effort and it is said that once learnt, never forgotten. Few things in life are that cheap and
durable.
Steve MOBQT

Nottingham

code. There has got to be something that
sets aside the operators on h.f. to those
on v.h.f.
I don't mean a class distinction - far
from it - but access to the lower bands
cannot be made a 'free-for-all'. The
bands are already crowded and this
would enable those who are not
prepared for the disciplines needed on
those bands.
As a v.h.f. operator. I have heard
many bad operators - f.m. simplex QSOs
in the frequencies set aside for s.s.b. and
c.w. on 144MHz very annoying when

you're trying to hold a very difficult
QSO with a distant station. We can't let
this happen to the h.f. hands as well.
I personally use c.w. on 144MHz to
make contacts north to Scotland and
oast onto the Continent. 1 will soon feel
confident enough to take the test in
order that I may use the h.f. bands. I
only have a receiver for ht. as yet, but
am prepared to build my own
transceiver. The point is, if this 'old dog'
can learn something new. I'm sure
anyone else can. 'If you want to do it you
will do it'. That's always been my motto

and Ill stick by it.
So, to all those out there who want
rid of the Morse test, why? It's a
beautiful language, even musical and
very pleasing to the ear. Well, Fm all for
it.

Nigel Booth MI DICN

Norfolk

and continuing....
Dear Sir
Over the past year I have read a lot
about the decline in the use of Morse
and the decline in the training of people
to use Morse for communication. I have
also read that this decline is all down to
the, so-called, reliable use of satellites
and yet I have also read that these same
satellites are in continued threat from
solar flares, meteorites, etc., putting
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them out of action.
So, therefore, it would seem to me
that this decline is a little premature
and the need for the requirement to

learn Morse is still there. And I think it
will remain until a better form of
communication is developed that does
not solely rely on the use of satellites to
communicate around the world, because
ever since Samuel Morse developed it in
the 1800s, it has been reliable even in
today's world when and if) all else fails.

R J Reynolds
Surrey

ongoing saga
Dear Sir
Unfortunately I missed Mr
Wahnealey's letter in the November
issue of Pk' regarding the ongoing
Morse test saga. However, fortunately, I
didn't miss the communication
published in the February issue penned
by G6DAY.
With respect to G6DAY's contention
that a change is requirement for access
to the hi. bands for unsupervised
Amateur Radio operation) was 'made
necessary by the declining official use of
Morse". this view, regrettably prevalent
today amongst many Radio Amateurs
whether they hold callsigns or not, is
nothing more (or less) than a convenient
excuse to widen the goalposts to entry to
the h.f. hands by stealth.
Those persons who continue to
propagate the nonsense of Amateur
Radio without a Morse test are doing so
out of self-serving interests not, as they
would have us believe, to promote the
continuance of our common hobby Amateur Radio! In fact, their agenda to
np out the requirement for a Morse test
for an 'A' class licence has been so
successful, that even the RSGB has been
hoodwinked into accepting their proposal.

It doesn't matter one iota whether
professional radio operators or 'marine

band' (Dave Beedan. same issue)
operators have dropped Morse code or
not. This fact is merely a ruse used by
the advocates of no Morse test for access
to h.f bands. Trouble is, far too many
people who should know better have
fallen feet -first into their trap. Official
and emergency communications as
noted by G6DAY are professional users.
We are 'amateurs'. That's a big
difference! If some Radio Amateurs
insist on wanting to talk to other
amateurs thousands of miles away, use
the amateur satellites - no knowledge of
Morse required.

Lastly, those who also advocate
idiotic "incentive -licensing", do they
realise that it almost killed Amateur
Radio in the USA? Probably not. and what price 'superiority' then
within the hobby (if it ever became
reality) I wonder?
Ray Howes
Weymouth
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A great deal of correspondence intended

for 'letters' now arrives via the 'Internet'. And although
there's no problem in general with E -Mail, many correspondents are

forgetting to provide their postal address. I have to remind readers that
although we will not publish a full postal address )unless we are asked to
do so), we require it if the letter is to be considered. So, please don't
forget to include your full postal address and callsign along with your Email hieroglyphics! All letters intended for publication on this page must
be clearly marked 'For Publication'.

Editor
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Club Visits Schedule
Our much travelled Editor is well
into his annual 'Club Visit' schedule
now and Thursday 28 of January
found him in 'Aspidistra' country

visiting The Crowborough &
District Amateur Radio Society
(C&DARS) in East Sussex. The
Club made Rob very welcome
indeed and he even found time to
pay a quick visit to the (still secure)
site of ( now famous but then very
secret) extremely high powered
'Aspidistra' Second World War

COMPILED BY JO WILLIAMS

Headline News
His Plid Agimess

king hoc dn

Jordan

An Arrreciation
Rob Mannion
G3XFD offers his

personal

appreciation
following the

untimely death of
HRH King Hussein
-

better known to

the Amateur Radio

fraternity around
the World as JY1.
n the week as I write this short.
personalised and somewhat
inadequate appreciation of JY1,
there's been an enormous

amount of public tributes to the
late King. his statesmanship,
his diplomacy and his wellknown activities in Amateur Radio.
However, behind that statesman
there was also a kind and caring
man few knew about and I count
myself fortunate in having
experienced his kindness and
generosity of spirit to the full.
I'm able to write personally
because my wife, Carol, was
Governess to King Hussein's twin

10

daughters before we were married
25 years ago. However, despite the
time lapse, the late King found time
to keep in touch with my wife and we
always had a greeting from them
every New Year.
When Charlotte, our eldest
daughter, was born in 1977 she
became extremely ill before her first
birthday and we couldn't attend the
King's eldest daughter's wedding in
Jordan. King Hussein was quick to
enquire about the progress of our
now a fit and healthy mother of two
herself) daughter. He was a kind
and caring man.
Islam is seen by many in the
West as a threat to our culture and
we're now used to seeing many news
items showing fundamentalists in
action here in the UK and abroad.
Such reporting does not take into
account the kind and caring actions
of the silent majority and when I
find myself disturbed at what I see
on TV, I remind myself that King
Hussein personally funded the
education of many children and
young people - both followers of
Islam and Christians in Jordan itself
and abroad.
My wife and I had personal
experience of King Hussein's generous
and humane work in supporting a
Jordanian Christian child because for
five years we acted as the British
'mum and dad' for one such young
man who was financially supported by
the King. He completed his education
here in the UK and has gone on to
make a career in 'TV abroad, all
thanks to King Hussein JY1.

Such a man was the late King,

so

black propaganda' transmitter site,
hidden away in the Ashdown

13-r- -

and I was very
proud indeed that he immediately
agreed to my request to write a
personal message to our readers
when PW was relaunched in
January 1990 with myself as Editor.
No greater tribute can be given
to someone than to be loved for their
care, kindness and actions and I'm
proud to have had some slight
connection with this great man.
May God bless and keep you, your
Majesty - we are all proud to have
been associated with you in some
small way by sharing the same
hobby, Amateur Radio, the pastime
that knows no frontiers.

Forest.

Rob's visit to the C&DARS
provided an interesting 'follow up'
for the club bemuse they're the
current holders of the PW 'Club
Spotlight' Trophy for their
extremely high quality winning
entry in the 1998 competition,
sponsored by PW and Kenwood
Electronics (UK) Ltd (see p.6 for
more details on this year's Club
Spotlight Competition i. In fact. Rob
reports that he sat alongside the

gleaming trophy throughout the
evening - which incidentally was
greatly enjoyed by all. He was on
his best behaviour and resisted all

G3XFD

Timestep's New "FilOsat For Windows 'i
Timestep, weather satellite equipment manufacturers, have been in
touch with the PW News desk to inform us of their latest weather
software: PROsat for Windows 'i'. They claim that it's their'... latest and
most powerful APT I WEFAX weather satellite reception interface and
software ...".
The new interface can take up to three different receivers and,
Timestep say, it connects to the computer serial port and can be used with a
notebook or desk top. All switching is computer controlled and system
monitoring and
status is shown
by 111.e.d.s on
11=
the front panel.
rasa
I Nor
On top of all
hoe
immune,
bow
4,
IIII01
/
the features of
ow
earlier Windows
eh versions which
it retains, this
new software also includes: multispectral colour NOAA APT images;
cubic interpolation for smoother display at higher zoom levels; zoom in and
out while receiving; quick 'auto limits' contrast setting-, multiple windows
for the same image (e.g. to view NOAA IR/visible simultaneously);
continuous polar autosave with auto schedule to receive all passes with no
user intervention and, finally, colour animation.
Dave Cawley of Timestep says "We have been designing weather
satellite systems since 1984 and this latest software exploits APT imagery
to a level previously unthought or. The new PROsat for Windows Interfaces
and 'i' software are priced from £120. Upgrades for existing Timestep
PROsat for Windows users start at about £50.
For more information on all Timestep weather satellite equipment and
current prices you can contact them on Tel: (01440) 820040. FAX: (01440)
820181 or write to them at PO Box 2001, Newmarket CBS 8XB.

6

'

I

no

Alternatively, you could visit their Web site at httpi/www.Time-step.com
or send an E-mail to Salesetrime-step.com
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temptations to watch the trains
entering the tunnel almost
immediately along the Hotel on
the outskirts of Crowborough
where the meeting took place!
Soon after the visit to

!purely) imaginative look into our
future. "So", he said "watch this
space as PW prepares to do

something rather different.
Others are 'counting down' to the
new century while PW is 'counting
up' from the Millennium"!
On receiving a very welcome
cheque for r-,33 for the RAIBC on
behalf of the T&DARC Rob
thanked them all for the warm
welcome and says he's looking
forward to seeing them at the
nearby Longleat Rally as usual",
later in the year. Hope you can
make it tool

Crowborough Rob received a
cheque for £50 from them to send

on to the Radio Amateur

Invalid and Blind Club. the
charity which Rob supports via
the `PW Talks'. His reaction?
"Well done Crowborough, a
marvellous turn -out and a lovely
evening amongst many friends.
Thank you all".
Now all Rob's waiting for is a
return visit to see round the
'Aspidistra' site r named, so we're
led to believe after Gracie Field's
song The Biggest Aspidistra In
The World r which housed what
was once the world's most
powerful medium wave

Quad.land Handield
Icom (UK) have announced their
return to the 1296MHz band by
introducing the launch of its latest
hand-held transceiver: the IC- the
first ever quad band hand-held". Icom state that
the IC-T81E is "extremely
powerful, ultra compact" and is "...

Trowbridge Visit
Very few of G3XFD's 'club visits'
can be considered as 'local',

set to have a strong
impact on the UK

4,1

fg**L.

i

Amateur market".
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mainly because the PW office is
so far south! So, when the

invitation came from The

Trowbridge & District
Amateur Radio Club
(T&DARC) to visit them - it
made a nice change as it's less

than an hour to Trowbridge from
our part of Dorset.
Despite a Whist Drive taking
place in another part of the
substantial Village Hall, at
Southwick on the outskirts of
Trowbridge. the club made sure
Rob had somewhere to park.
Visitors from other clubs joined
in for the busy evening and after
the talk 'PW Past, Present and
Future' the very enjoyable event
was rounded off by a 'Question &
Answer' session during which
G3XFD was asked by the
audience where he thought
'Amateur Radio was heading in
the future'?
In reply Rob provided a few of
his ideas 'off the cull' and also
announced that a special series of
articles 'Counting Up From The
Millennium' are due to appear in
PW from the July issue taking a

The 1(!-T81E

gives full transmit
coverage on 50. 144.

430MHz and
1.2GHz and has a
multi -band receiver
which, learn say,
operates in a.m..
f.m. and w.f.m. modes. 'Packed"
with useful features, the IC-T81E
has narrow band f.m. n.b.f.m.)
capability on 144MHz and
CTCSS. It also comes with an
automatic squelch system which
is able to"... adjust the squelch
threshold to help receive weaker
signals". Icom go on to say that
r.i.t. and VXO functions are also
available for operation on
1200MHz which, they suite, is
to compensate for other operators'
frequency errors".
The IC-T81E incorporates a
new joystick' style multi -control
which they claim was designed to
make operation simpler. With 100
memories, ten scan -edge pairs

and one call channel for each
band, this new quad -band handheld makes frequency
management simple, Icom say
and, "for added convenience a six character name can also be
programmed into each memory
via the keypad or optional PC
programming software".

visit their Weh site:

for a

http://www.icomuk.co.uk

pack of four
IAA or AAA) but. as a special

introductory price, they will lx
offering the first 100 applicants

New NEXcells
Peter Waters G30JV of Waters
& Stanton (W&S) have written
to tell PW that they have been
appointed distributors for the

come available in AA size11.35A
capacity) and AAA size i 0.6A
capacity). According to W&S,
they are cadmium free and also
comply with EEC standards.
Waters & Stanton claim that
these rechargeable batteries have
a much higher capacity than Nicads and have no memory
problems. Peter goes on to state
that they are also capable of large
current discharges and are
therefore "... ideal for use in
hand-held radios and those
hungry digital cameras"! - W&S
also state that they will soon be
introducing, a dedicated charging

unit for the Ni-MH at a very
competitive price.
The NEXcells will cost £9.95

a pack of four cells for just £8! For
more information about these, or
any other W&S products, you con
contact them on Tel: (01702)
206835, FAX: (017021205843

Spa House, 22 Main Rd,
Hocldey, Essex SS5 4QS.
Alternatively, you call visit their
Web site: http://www.waters-

and-stanton.co.tik
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Communication Card?
Brain Boxes have released the
fastest PC1 RS422/485 serial

O

communications card. They
claim that some of its features
include increased speed, deeper
FIFOs and WIN 98 support. They
go on to say that the PCI
RS422/485 also has the addition
of autogating on the board
which. they say, allows low level,
low cost, RS485 half duplex )two
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Nevada's New Patcomm Product
Mike Devereux of Nevada has been in contact with PW concerning
the new Patcomm PC -1800011.f. transceiver which they are
promoting at the moment. He tells us that the"... PC -16000 has a
breathtaking' receiver with Collins mechanical filter and advanced
d.s.p. facilities, ideally suited for the serious DXer. Uniquely, it has
built-in c.w. and R1TY encode and decode facilities with computer
keyboard supplied as
standard".
According to tilt.

O
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O
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literature on the
Patcom PC -16000,
some of the
"advanced

O
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features"
include a
power output
which is adjustable from 1-100W11.8MHz through to 28MHz g.c.
dual conversion receiver itts.bA.s.b./c.w./RITY and a.m.), built-in
digital power/s.w.r. meter, built-in iambic keyer (5-75 w.p.m.), 100
memories plus scratchpad and much, much more.
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Mike tells us that the Patcomm PC -16000 h.f. transceiver will
sell for £1595 and their first shipment will arrive sometime in
February land PW plans to review one as soon as they're available!).
For more information on this, or any other Nevada products, you
can contact them on Tel: (01705) 862145. FAX: (01705) 690826.

189 London Rd. North End. Portsmouth, Hants P02 9AE.

The IC-T81E will be available
from February and will cost

Alternatively, you can visit their Web site:

I:399.99 including VAT. For

http://www.nevada.co.uk
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Street. Herne Bay. Kent
CT6 81.D. Alternatively, you can

new range of NEXeell Ni-MH
rechargeable batteries. They

Icom's New

transmitter!

more information on this. or
any other Icom products, you
can contact them on Tel:
(01227) 741741, FAX:
(01227) 741742. Sea

11

regular
happened back in 1896 when
Marconi's signal was also answered
by the firing of a shotgun.
The museum, Dick PAUSE tells
us, was named after Jan Corver who
is, apparently, the most popular

writer on Amateur Radio in The
Netherlands before the Second

COMPILED BY JO WILLIAMS
on this product, you can contact

Kenwood Web site and we've had a

Ian Brew at Brain Boxes on Tel:

look at it and it's definitely worth a
glance if you want to keep up-todate with what's new at Kenwood.

0151-220 2500, FAX: 0151-252

0446, Unit 3F, Wavertree
Boulevard South, Wavertree

Technology Park, Liverpool L7
9PF. Alternatively, you can look on
their Web site:

www.brainboxes.com

letter from Dick Rollema PAOSE
from the Netherlands in the post
this month. He wrote to tell us all

wire) control but without the need
for special drivers - "... thus

For Kenwood

permitting multitasking operating

E -mailed PW to tell us about their
new Weh site which can he finind at

The transfer rate, according to
Brain Boxes, is"... typically eight
times faster and the FIFO is four
times deeper than competing cards
...". This increased data rate,
coupled with the deep FIFO and the
automatic RTS gating. guarantees
fast data transfer without the risk
of data loss. For more information

The Radio Amateur?
The News desk here at Practical
Wireless received an interesting

New Web Site

systems such as Windows 95.
Windows NT, Windows 98, OS /2
and SCADA packages to see the
card as if it was an RS232
interface".

Museum For

Kenwood Communications have

https/www.kenwood.net
The new site, Kenwood tell us,
uses the latest design and
development tricks and tools" to
provide the best site to the
maximum audience. They promise
us that many new features will
continue to be added to the

about the official opening of the
Museum For The Radio Amateur -

"Jan Corver" at Budel, near
Eindhoven, in The Netherlands.
On January 17 1999. Mrs J. AL
de Vries - State Secretary for
Transport. Puhlic Works and Water
Management in The Netherlands opened the museum by operating
the Morse key of a spark
tran.smitteras used by Marconi in
1896. The State
Secretary's signal
was answered by a
shot from a gun echoing what

World War. He was Editor of Radio.
Express and also the author of
many books on the subject of
Amateur Radio.
The museum houses a collection
of Amateur Radio equipment dating
from the 1950s onwards. Jan Corver
is open on the first and third
Saturday of the month from 10001700 - but on request, it will open on
other days and times. The museum
can be found at Broekkant 1, 6021

CR Budel, The Netherlands. Tel:
(00) 31 495 430331.

SVETLANA'S CYBER Ton!

Practical Wireless received an
interesting press release from

Svetlana Electron Devices
about their new Web site. You

can visit The Tube Zone' at
www.svetlana.com and click on
'What's New' and you will find a
series of photographs I like the one
pictured heret recently taken in the

12

Svetlana plant in St. Petersburg. [(you're
interested, why not take a peek at what Svetlana
describe as an Intricate process".
Svetlana Electron Devices have also
announced the arrival of some new triodes.
They tell PW that they have brought "superb
Russian quality" to the very popular
3CX800A7 and the 8874'3CX400A7 tube types.
Svetlana say that these triodes are being
manufactured as exact "drop -in" replacements.
The Svetlana 3CX800A7 will be available from
the summer and the Svetlana 8874/3CX400A7
is already available from their stocking
distributors world-wide. The main Svetlana
headquarters is in Huntsville, America. so for
more information about
these. or any other
Svetlana products, you
should write to them at

8200 South Memorial
Parkway, Huntsville,
AL 35802. Alternatively,
why not visit their Web

site:
www.svetlana.com or
E-mail:
info@svetlana.com

Historical QSL Card
Practical Wireless received news
from the Yeovil ARC about their
brand new QSL card. As you can see
from the picture, it shows the south

of England with the circuit of the
transistor transmitter used by
Yeovil ARC way back in 1954.

vialummtua

....11 41101..

The history behind his
transistor transmitter is written up
on the back of the QSL card and,
apparently, on February 21 1954
Yeovil ARC made "... the first long
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distance radio contact to be made

using a transistor transmitter".
Fur more information, you'll just
have to get your hands on the
QSL card for yourself - Good
Luck!

A Charitable Event
John Hainpson GOVXH.
Secretary of the Hambleton
ARS. has written to tell PW all
about Hambleton ARS' Special
Event which will be taking place

on April 24 in aid of Motor
Neurone Disease Awareness
Week and will be working in
association with the North

Yorkshire branch of the
Motor Neurone Disease
Association.
Their Special Event Station,
GB2MND. will operate on all
bands from the Buck Inn in the
village of Thornton Watlass in
North Yorkshire and would really
like sponsorship from anyone
interested in helping out a really
worthy cause!
More details are available
from John GOVXH on (018451
537547, or you could send him an

E-mail:

jonhamabreathemailnet

On The Air With

Determination!
Practical Wireless received a
letter from Alan Taylor MOAVR
about his wife. Norma MOCEQ.
He writes to tell us of her
determination in becoming
MOCEQ - despite the fact that
she is both blind and disabled.
Norma MOCEQ began her
Amateur Radio career by
obtaining the callsign: 2EIFJW
but she didn't stop there! She
then went on to learn Morse with
the help of her husband. Alan
MOAVR, and on -

air help from

Frank G3FIJ
and Charles
GOVAE with their
QRS net.

Alan tells us
that by practising

There will also be a
photographic
competition (on
windmills and
watermills) over the

"Windmills On The Air"
York Radio Club ) AI Special
Events Group have written to Pit'
to tell us all about their first
Special Event which will be taking

If you want to know
more about the

place on the May 8 and 9 1999.

Held at Skidby Windmill near
Beverly - North Hunmberside, the
Special Event will mark the
"Windmills On Air" weekend and
they tell us that the East Riding of
Yorkshire Council have given York
ARC permission to use Skidby
Windmill which is a rare working
mill.
The usual entry fee of £1.50
will be waived to all visitors to the mill/museum and
the mill will be operating throughout the weekend.

Norma then studied for, and
passed, the RAE and is now the
proud owner of the callsign:
MOCEQ!

Now, if that doesn't inspire
more of you to attempt the Morse
test, then nothing will!

Dover ARC

Celebrate Centenary
The Dover ARC's. Special
Events Co-ordinator, Hugh
Burton GOWWQ, has been in
touch with PW and told us all
about their plans to celebrate
the centenary of Guglielmo
Marconi's first cross -channel
radio transmission of
March 21 1899.
On March 27, there are plans
to operate a Special Event Station
at the South Foreland Lighthouse
to celebrate this centenary using
the Special Event Callsign:
GB100SFL. They say that this is
subsequent to the events in
December of last year involving

'Windmills On The
Air" Special Event then
you can contact the
event organisers, Andy
Rennie GOVYS and
GOWUY, QTHR. The
event has been given
Gti5SW as their
Special Event Callsign
and they will have full colour QSL cards: QSL via
RSGB bureau or by GOVYS QTHR.

members of the Barry ARS.

Between April 22 and 25.

C-1-3

hughburteclara.net or write

O

say that the White Cliffs
Experience venue will house
additional displays of original
Marconi equipment along with
other antique radio artefacts
and will also feature
demonstrations by Dr. Ken

Agency IRA) to operate a
Special Event Station from 1.28
of March in support of the
national celebration of Science.

Smith GSM (of the
University of Kent) in which
early radio
experiments
will be
recreated.
Also, in
conjunction
with French
Amateur TV

I

0

Special Event

Supports '5[1991
The Brickfields ARS, with
support from the British
Association for the
Advancement of Science

cr)

(BAAS), have received
permission from the

O
O

Radiocommunications

Engineering and Technology
week, `SET99'.
They tell PW that they have
chosen to mark the
achievements of Sir John

Ambrose Fleming, the English
engineer, as the foundation for
their event and will be using the
callsign GB150SJF.
The letter we received from
the Brickfields ARS states: "The

14,
-1=1
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original application for the

the formal Letter of Variation of

dignitaries will

Licence from the RSGB. This

them!), she passed
the 12 w.p.m.

be sending

letter is the result of the letter
received direct from the

greetings to
their French
counterparts
during a reenactment of
the sending of

cJ

to him at 137 Markland Road,
Dover, Kent C1'17 9NL.

local
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For more information on this
event you can contact Hugh
GOWWQ by E-mail:

holiday with

keep going.

rri

the Dover ARC will be responding
to a request from the Wimereux
ARC to celebrate the centenary of
both the original Wimereux to
South Foreland radio
transmission (March 27 18991
and the original Dover (town) to
Wimereux radio transmission
(September 1899).
Transmissions to Wimereux
will be made from both the South
Foreland Lighthouse using the
Special Consign GBIOOSFL and
from the White Cliffs Experience
using the consign GBIOOMAR.
Hugh GOWWQ says that the
clubs mentioned here are all
taking part in the celebrations.
Hugh GOWWQ goes on to

GB150SJF was 20th October
1998. At the time of writing 12
February I I am still awaiting

2E0ASK. Still
determined to

c.rD

the original messages (with
operators in period costume.

groups, the
RSGB and

time and became

O

Alex Williamson

every day (as well
as taking the c.w.
equipment on

Morse test first

rri

weekend.

Radiocommunications Agency
who have advised they will
notify the RSGB accordingly", so
assume that this consign isn't
finalised yet.

O
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS & SNORT WAVE MACLAZINE iN A7TENDANC111
March 21: The Bournemouth Radio
Society are holding their 12th Annual
Sale at Kinson Community Centre,
Pelbama Park, %Dams Road, Kiruron,
Bournemouth. Doors open at 1030 and
close at 1630. Talk -in from G1BRS on 2m
144Mliz) S22. There will be Amateur
Radio and Computer Traders, clubs and
specialised groups, excellent
refreshments and a Bring & Buy.

Admission is just £1 More details front

March 7:The Wythall Radio Club are
holding their 14th Annual Radio &
Computer Rally at Wythall Park, Silver
Street, Wythall, near Birmingham on the
A435, just two miles from junction 3 of

Olive or Frank Goodger, 66 Selkirk
Close, Merley, Wim home. Dorset

the M42. Doors open from 1001) to 1600
and admission is £1.50. There will be the
usual traders in three halls and a large
marquee. Bring & Buy, bar and
refreshment facilities are also on site.
Talkon on S22. There will also be a
unique park and ride for easy mid

'March 21: Tlw Norhreck Amateur

cemliiriable parking Contact Chris
GOEYO on 0121.246 7287 evenings and
weekends fiir more details. FAX en 0121246 7268 or E-mail:
gOeyro@compuserve.com

March 13: The 6th West Wales Amateur
Nadal & Computer Rally will be' held at
Penparcau School, Aberystwyth. Doors
open 1030 till 1600 i with disabled access
from 1000). Admission is £1 per person.
There are good parking facilities, with
easy access for disabled and traders to all
stalls There will be a demonstration
area and catering facilities. Features also
include Amateur Radio, Bring & Buy,
computers (software and hardware),
electronics, h.f and eh.f. an the air, and
much more. Katy GWOSFO on 1015451
580675.

March 20: The Logan Valley Amateur
Radio Society INorthern Ireland) will
hold its annual rally at the Logan Valley

81421 ITPor idephont, on 1012021
887721

Radio. Computing & Electronics
Exhibition is being held in the Norbreck
Castle Hotel. Queens Promedade.
Blackpool, Lancashire. Doors open 1100
with disabled access at 1045s There will
he over 100 trade stands, club stands,
Bring & Buy stand. RSGB stand and
Book stall, amateur computer stands,
construction competition, free car
parking at hotel. a bus from an extra car
park and wheelchair access to all the
exhibitors. Admission cs r2. my,. £1 and
under 142i go free Peter Denton
G6CGF on 0151830 5790

March 28: The 10th Magnum Radii, &
Computer Rally will be held at the
Magnum Leisure Centre, Harhourside,
Irvine. Scotland, Doors open 1100 This
rally is organised by the Cunninghame &
DAR(' More informatinn from William
Gebhie on 1015601 321009

April 18: The lough Erne Amateur
Radio Club will be holding their 18th
rally at Killyheslin Hotel. Enniskillen
'Northern Ireland i at 12 noon.
Attractions include the usual interesting
variety of traders and the no charge

Bring & Buy. Kieran GI7NET on

Hospital conference centre. Doers open
12(8). Further details from Reid
11011OT on (012321258403, Email

(013651348063 day or (01365) 327133
evenings

gi4glyttigsLnet or check out the Wrh

April 18: The 13th Rainham Radio Rally
has moved to a new date, but still at the
same venue, which is The Rainham
School for Girls, Dement Way, Rainham.

site at www.01.netigi4gly
March 21: The Tiverton South West
Amateur Radio ('lob will be sponsoring
and running their rally in the Tiverton
Panne,. Market. Doom open at 1000.
There will be a wide selection of traders,
catering for all aspects of the hobby.
There will be the usual excellent food
and catering facilities around arid in the
Fanner Market. More information from
Alan Sedgbeer COMAS on 1018841
2522,59

Kent 111E8 OBX. Doors open 100010930

for disabled visitors and Bring & Buy).
Admission is £2 (tinder I4s go frees.
There will he all the regular traders. plus
a few new ones. Many special interest
groups will also be represented. Plenty of
off road parking and hot and cold snacks
will also be available. Martin on 1016341
365980 any reasonable time
April 18: The Cambridgeehire Repeater
Group are holding their annual nilly at
Fkatisham Village College. Brittodiam,
which is six miles east of Cambridge
Access is via A14 and A1303. There is a
large hall with a car hoot gale, Bring &
Buy and the Group's renowned auction of
radio and electronic equipment. Doors
open 1030 and admission is just
Refreshments will be available. Talk -in
on S22. Paul Dyke GOLUC on (01462)
683574.

April 18: The Yeovil Amateur Radio
Club are holding their 15th QRP
Convention at Dishy Hall. Hound Street,
Sherborne. Dorset from 0900 to 1700.
There will be interesting lectures, trade
stands, a Bring & Buy and refreshments
Talk -in will be on S22. Entrance fee is £2.
Further details from Mike G7SDD on
1019351814612.

April 24: A Marciini Birthday Exhibition
will be held at the National Wireless
Museum, on the Isle of Wight. Open from
1100 until 1700 with free entry and
parking. More details from Douglas
G3KPO on 1019831 567665.
May 3: The Dartmoor Radio Rally is to
be held at Pannier Market, Tavistock,
Devon This new lotsition has much inure
space for traders and visitors. with
access for disabled too. There is plenty of
free public car parking within five
minutes walking distance. There will be
trade stands). Bring & Buy. and
refreshments, etc. Doors open 1030, with
a talk -in tin S22. There are beautiful
views over Dartmoor, ideal for picnics. so
why not take the family. Ron G7LLG on
1018221852586
May 9: The Drayton Manor Radio &
Computer Rally is to be held at 1/rusion

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning the
contact number to check all is well, before setting off.
The Editorial Staff of PW cannot be held responsible for information on
Rallies, as this is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith as a
service to readers If you have any queries about a particular event, please

contact the organisers direct.

TROUBLE
FINDING PW EACH MONTH?
We need to know if any of you are having problems obtaining Practical
Wireless. If you can't find a regular outlet, then let us know. Please contact
Distribution Complaints by telephone (01202) 659910,
FAX: (01202) 659950, Email dist-comp@pwpublishing ltd uk or by letter to.
Distribution Complaints, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset 8H18 8PW

-

Editor

Manor Park, Fazeley, Tamworth, Staffs
on the A4091. The main traders will be
in four marquees with a large outside
traders flea market. There will also 1w a
Bring & Buy stall, local club* and special
interest stands. Open from 1000
onwards. Trader information from
Norman on 0121-422 9787, other
information from Peter G6DRN on
0121443 1189 evenings please.
May 16: The Ripen & DARS are pleased
to announce that the Northern Mobile
Rally will take place at the Great
Yorkshire Showground. There will be all
the usual stalls, talkan, Bring & Buy,
free car park. disabled access, etc. Details
on (01765) 640229 or E-mail

geruldehroneo.co.uk
May 23: The Three Counties Radio &
Computer Rally is to take place at the
Perdiswell Leisure Centre, Bilford Road,
Worcester. Full restaurant services from
011X/. licensed bar from 1100. All traders
in two adjoining halls. easy access to the
halls i ground level/ and convenient
parking for traders. There will also be
free parking for 900 cars and coaches.
Being close to the City ('onto. wives and
children can spend a pleasant due in
historic Vornester sightseeing. :hopping.
etc William E. Cotton (41341Z on
101905) 773181, for FAX please ring first.

May 30: The Plymouth Amateur Radio
Society are holding their rally at the
usual venue, which is at the Plymouth
College of Further Education, Kings
Road. Devnnport, Plymouth. floors open
1030 till 143(1 and admission is just £1.
There will he the usual traders, plus
Morse testing on demand. The venue is
large and spacious with ample free car
parking The display halls have plenty of
room fur visitors to mingle and browse.
There is also a large canteen serving
freshly rooked light meals and snacks at
reasonable prices. Plymouth City Centre,
the Hoe and many major attractions are
close by for the family. Signposting will
be from the Manadon Junction on the
A38 Devon Expressway and there will
also be a talk -in on S22. More
information on (01752) 662061 during
office hours.

June 13: The Elvaston Castle National
Mobile Radio Rally are holding their
rally at Elvastan Country Park. on the
115010, five miles south east of Derby
Further details from Brian on (013321
751412 or contact Stuart fir trader
enquiries on (01283) 5.17778

Dear Newsagent,

Distributed by Seymour

plea se reserve/deliver my monthly copy of Practical Wireless
Name

Address

Postcode
WE CAN HELP YOU, IF YOU KEEP US INFORMED.

You can always place a regular order with your local newsagent. To help
make this easier, please fill in and cut out the coupon on this page.

Signed

Practical Wireless, April 1999

SRP TRADING
[1686 Bristol Road South, Rednal, Birmingham 645 972
BEARCAT
UBC-220XLT

YUPITERU
MVT-7100

£149.95

£199.95

P&P

1a -11114i

1.17111::111: J

AOR
AR -8200

BEARCAT
UBC-3000XLT

worth £49.99
with most

£349.95
P&P

U

£189.95
+ P&P

handheld scanners
TRIDENT
.TR-2000
COMMTEL
COM-214
£129.95 + P&P

icon,/

£149.

IC -R2

£1,39106

DX -394 Shortwave
Communications
Receiver
150kHz to 30MHz AM, USB, LSB,

CW digital receiver with 160
memories

£19.9:43'S £99.99

+ P&R

YUPITERU

;.

MVT-9000

£319.95
P&P

AOR
AR -8000

5 + P&P

£269.95, P&P

- P&P

PRO -2045

PRO -2042

Base Scanner

Base Scanner

200 channel AM/FM (switchable)
scanner. Covers 66 to 1000MHz
(with gaps)

1000 channel AMIFMIWFM
(switchable) scanner. Covers 25
to 520MHz and 760 to 1300MHz

£1,1keili£129.99+ P&P.

E299:1§ £149.99+ P&P.

Opening times Mon -Sat 9 30arn to 5. I Spm. We are Kenwood, Yaesu, !corn. & Alma) dealers

Call Rod (G8SUP), Richard (G6ORA) or Mary (MOBMH) on

TEL: 0121-460 1581, 0121.457 7788
Practical Wireless, April 1999

FAX: 0121-457 9009
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theory
Anode I
055

TrL

Fig. 4 : A five layer °lac

in a p -a -p -n structure as shown
in Fig. 1. It's effectively a two
terminal version of the

Ian Poole G3YWX

answers the

questions: "What
are Diacs and
Triacs'*?
n the last 'What
Is A ...?, we

looked at the

w7

thyristor or
silicon
controlled

thyristor having only the anode
and cathode connections, i.e.
there is no gate connection.
It's found that when the
voltage across the diode
reaches a certain level it
breaks down as shown in Fig.
2. It can be used as a trigger
for another SCR or thyristor.
In this
application, it is
connected to the
gate of the
-.
p
thyristor and
n
gives a far
p
sharper gate
trigger pulse.
This results in
Cathode
a more timely
turn on and it is

rectifier and
saw how it could be
used as a switch in
various circuits.
Fig. 1: Structure of
However, whilst the
very useful
breakover diode
thyristor is widely
where the timing
is of importance.
used in many
applications it's not
particularly suited to a.c.
The Diac

Basically, the thyristor is a
The word 'disc' stands for
d.c. device, conducting only in
one direction. This means that
Diode a.c. switch. It's a
it is used in an
bilateral switch
la
application where
that's capable of
there is a.c., it will
being turned on
only conduct over half
in both
Anede-cathode
directions. There
the cycle. For
uolv
example, when used
6 are two forms of
in the ubiquitous light
disc and the first
is a three -layer
dimmer it will only be
n -p -n or p -n -p
able to conduct over
half the cycle at
device. In this
F lg. 2: The V-1
maximum and this
form of the
cherect erietic of a
will cut the maximum
device, switching
break over diode.
light output available.
occurs when the
What's required,
reverse biased
is for a bi-directional version of
junction experiences avalanche
a thyristor to be available.
breakdown.
However, before we get to that
When the avalanche
point, there are a couple of
breakdown occurs, the
devices to look at on the way.
transistor action in the device

means that the

Breakover
Diode
The first we come
across on the journey
is known as the

'breakover diode'.
This is sometimes
known as the

Shockley diode and
consists of four layers
16

Anode 1

a
Anode 2

Fig. 3: A throe
layer Diem

voltage drop
across the whole
device falls and
the device can be
considered to be
switched on. In
the case of the
three -layer
device the switch
does not 'latch'

and as the

close to anode 2. This is done
voltage is slowly reduced the
device will return to its normal
using an n -type diffusion layer
onto which the
state.
The second
gate connection is
variant is a five
made.
layer device and its
Operation is
slightly different
operation is slightly
different. It can be
for negative and
considered as two
positive
breakover diodes
potentials. For
positive gate
back-to-back. This
potentials the gate
device is the more
acts in the same
commonly used
Fig. 5 Cs & b): Switching way as that of a
and once triggered
characteristics of three thyristor. For
it remains in that
and five layer 'flocs.
state until the
negative
potentials the n voltage is
completely
type gate pocket
NNT1056b
removed.
injects electrons
into the central n type region and
Triac Device

this triggers the

V

The triac device is
basically a bidirectional version
of the SCR or
thyristor. The
thyristor would
only conduct in one direction,
whereas the triac conducts in
both directions. In other
words, it may be thought of as
a bi-directional thyristor. It
has forward and reverse

device.

Applications
The triac is
widely used for
switching in a.c. power
applications. It's possibly best
known in home electronics
circles for its use in light
dimmers. however it is more
widely used in industry for
controlling electrical loads of
all descriptions that require

characteristics that are
identical as shown in Fig. 6 (a
& b). In this way it

can either block or
Anode 1
Anode
conduct current
from an alternating
waveform over all
or part of the
waveform. In other
words, it can be
Gate
thought of rather
Anode Z
Cite Anode 2
like two thyristors
that are connected
Fig. 6 (a fi b) The
in inverse direction
structure and ewitchIng
but parallel (anti characteristics of s triec.
parallel
As far as the
construction of the
device is concerned.
it consists of a diac
with the addition of
a gate to enable the
switching to be
controlled. As shown
in Fig. 6, it can be
seen that the gate
contact is made to
the p -type material

kfr 103716

I

0

Vgne 0

Vg" >0

V

an alternating
current.
Next time I
will be taking a
look at the field
effect transistor
(f.e.t.l. This is a
device that has
had a major
impact on the
electronics
industry and not
least in the field
of r.f. technology.

There's a
section
explaining
semiconductor
terminology on

Ian Poole's
Radio and
Electronics
Web Site at:

httpi/website.
lineone.
poole
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
*

O-TEK ANTENNAS "P E9.00

Q-TEK AccEssows"

SEND SAE FOR 0 TEK REVIEW

Q-TEK PENETRATOR

11141

QTS2 GE 144MHz 4.5dB (86")
QTS70 GF 70cm 5dB (60")
TSB -3602 GE 50 14.1;'70, 2.15 /6.2/&4dBi gain
TSB -3315 GE 144/70, &5 I IdB (5.4m)
TSB -3301 GE 144/70.6.5/9dB (3m)
TSB -3302 GF 144/70, 4.5/7.2dB (1.7m)
TSB -3303 GE 144/70, 3/6d/1 (1.1m)

ACCESSORIES

"We've sold 100s in Europe"

154.95
£54.95

£69.95
£125.95

* 1.8 - 60MID HF vertical * 15 foot high
* No Alt or ground radials required
* (2001Y PEP). ONLY

£61.95
139.95

P&P L2.50 out the following
£24.95

(19.95
£56.95

144:70 ens, 15/ 7.6dB) 1.5m
DB-770M 144/ 70 ens, 13 5.5dB) Im
DB-1304 14440 ems. (2.15 '3.8d13i .41cms .......
DB-7900

DB-DIE 144MHz. %tbs. 4.5dB 11.8mi
DB-285
144MHz. 'ills. 3.4d1111.1m) ...... .......

*
*

£29.99

124.95

119.95
129.95
115.95

MT -1301

H Dun Mag NInt a- Coax.

MT -3302

H Dun Hatch Trunk Mni....Top Quality £24.95

CF-11PF2

2m band pass idler
fim hand pass filter

E19.95

2m

7ele (boom 60" IldBd)

2m

12ele (boom 126" 13.8dIld)
7ele (boom 26" I IdBd)
12ele 'boom 48" 13.14dBd)

£49.95
£69.95
£29.95
£49.95

Q-TEK YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m + 70cm
5ele (boom 63" .'9dBd)
8ele (boom 125" 1 ldBd)

£39.95
£49.95

2m

lick iboom 156" 12.7dBch ............

2m
2m

5ele crossed (boom 64" 9d6d1
8ele crossed (boom 126" I (dad)

169.95
D19.95

Im

irk (boom 45" 7dBd)

/44.95

5ele (boom 128" 9c1B41

£59.95
E54.95

6m

3ele (boom 72" 7dIld)
5ele (boom 142" 9dIldl

70cm

13ele (boom 76" 12t111(1)

E39.95

70cm

1Sele crossed (boom 83" 12041

E59.95

bm

£69.95

Phasing harness for 2 x 2m yagis 'N' types
4:25.00 P&P £4.50
Q-TEK HB9-CV
70em

HB9CV Ibtom 12")

£17.95

2mtr

HB9CV (boom 20")
HB9CV (Isom 22.5").
HB9CV )boom
HB9CV (boom 52")

£21.95

Imo
6mtr
IOmtr

£29.95
E39.95

£69.95

3 X tiw duratiilits of 'Tonne.

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (P1,259)
Law to mount l4F mobile whips wads. to to with P4.459 fitting.

PL:80

PIA)
P1,20
P1,62

g{hrt whip (appms I.5m king)
loin whip (approt I.5m long)
20m whip (approt 1.5m long)
6m 2m ship fapprox 1.3m long)

END FED HALF WAVES
4m
Om

Length 92" (S0239)
Length 126" IS02591

E21.95

(19.95
.....-...£19.95
....... t I S.9i

Cniund play fret
. ......

..... .).39.913

.119.95

9i11/911 ;119'Di:9

57;i1/2.
;at 7.119-2pin
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AM -08

DELUXE G5RV Multi -stranded plastic
coated heavy dun antenna wire. All
parts reusable. Stainless steel and
galvanised linings. Full size - 102ft.

Nt)

£39.95

£24.95...

Supplied with two pin molded plug -

will lit Aline° Verso 'Standard ADI
Icom hand fields).
Optional leads IP&P £1.50).
F-3035
8 pin "Standard" round
F -303K

Carriage £6.00.

F-3031

STANDARD G5RV
Full size

102ft

t24.00 P&P L6

F-303I'P
F-303KP

Half size

5111

£21.111 P&P 5.6

F -3031P

NEW Q-TEK INDUCTORS

Flexweave (PVC coated 20 must
Flexweave (PVC coated 50 nor.)

-TEK BALUNS & TRAPS

-4

FIBRE GLASS MASTS
£12.511 per metre

Drlivery £10
Delirery £10
Deja wrr 1111

116.95

and stainlews steel puns fur locking the sections when ern led.
The closed height of the W metre MU! IA jum i feet and the 12

metre 1rrvon At Ito tem. lll sermons are ratroded aluminium
tithe with a Iti gauge wall thickness.

8 mfrs t.79.1.6 12 inns £99.95( drrser it - uo
TBEK.M MIL A3C72

:KEE 7:21t1

£30.011 PM' £5

£15.95 P&P £5
£18.95 P&P £5
£40.00 PM' £5

118.95

in diameter and
finishing out) Is kip section of I " diameter we idler A M metre
and a (2 metre sermon. Lach mast is supplied with on rings

£12.95 P&P L5
£13.95 P&P E5
£9.95 P&P 1.5
1.30.(61 P&P 15

Traps are wound on ferrite rod and encapsulated into a
dipole centre with an 90239
Brass terminals form
the halun output and stainless steel screw eyes offer an
anchor point for the ends of the antenna. Ratio power
rating is 1000 watts.
1.1 Balm'
121.,15 P&P £2
4.1 Baton
P&P £2
Pri P&P 12
6.1 Balm
40 mtrs Traps
la pair) 1/1.1111 P&P f4
#
80 mfrs Traps
(a pair) ti i. Hi P&P £4
.44
10 mars Traps
la pair( trim() P&P f4
15 Imes Traps
(a pair' 1.25.011 P&P (4
20 mars Traps
la pair) (25.00 P&P £4
Traps are oaferproof with (upper hooks fur romirrtion.

£8.50 per metre
110.50 per metre

Modular "l'aesu" phone
Modular "Kenwood" phone
Modular "Icom" phone

5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 2

£22.95
COPPER ANTENNA WIRE'

Extra H/duty (Clear coated)
Flexweave (H 'duty)
Flexweave H duty 120 mtrsI

£18.95

-.118.95
118.95
118.95

TELESCOPIC MASTS

80mtr inductors. Add them to your size G5R1' and
convert it to a full size.
P&P f2

Enamelled
..
Hard drawn
Multi -Stranded (Grey PVC)

118.95

8 pin l'aesu" round
8 pin "Kenwood" round
8 pin "Icom" round

F-3031'

Half size Sift. Only

IS" Dia
2" Dip

......

ONLY £35 P&P £8.50

********************

P:4" Dia

£9.95

X9.95
X9.95

Modular phone
Modular phone "Icom"

IM -06

£84.65 Carter

et*.

GUY WIRE KITS

P&P £6

Standard kits (complete with wire)
!tears dun. kits (complete with wire)

MAST HEAD PULLEY

Las.% to fit pulley with mast

clamp top in 2")

£11.95 P&P £1.50

SECTIONAL MASTS f arriar
4 x 5 foot aluminium sections each swaged at one end.

1't" din

122.95

l't" dm

1.34.95

I'." dia

E39.95

2" du

£49.95

WALL BRACKETS + MAST BASE PLATES
2"
6"
9"
12"
18"
24"

Mast base plate

Stand off
Stand off
T&K Brackets
TPA Brackets
T&K Brackets

P&P £5

-16.95 P&P £5
-11.95 P&P LS
...LI 2 tY1 P&P 18
f 18.011 P&P EN

cm, III p&p £6

(Max length 5m1

Q-TEK INTREPID

/EL.

1.08

E9.95

U-120 headset

£42.95

5cle (boom 45" .'9dBdI

lm

8 pin "Alinco" round
8 pin "Kenwood" round
8 pin "Isom" round
Modular phone "Alinco"

A-08

A high quality headset that will lit most hand portable and
most HE & VHF UHF teirs via optional interface.

£49.95

2m

49.95 P&P £500

OPTIONAL LEADS (P&P £1.50)

l00m roll of RG-58 coax

Top Quality £24.95

Q-TEK ZL SPECIALS

with 8 pin pre -wired

Yam lead)

111-08

ONLY £69.95 P&P £10

ACCESSORIES Nepaso. ritefakareg

2m

Super quality.

delivery £10

100m roll of RG-213 coax

& HEAMSETS

D -308B BLACK DELUXE
DESK MIC (with up 'down).

I1

£150 00

*" BULK PURCHASE *"

154.9

TSM-1612 6 2.70 12.15:6,8.4dB) 2.1M

2m

DESK

.11\

OUR BEST SELLING MIC!

K418

MOBILE ANTENNAS irk %deism,

70cm
70em

WkWilISAF F1,

Wire version now available 35ft long end fed.
(1.8-60MHz) spec as above.

£49.95

TSA-6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2/70 IN.N259)
TSA-6003 Duplexer (Coax) 2.10 (PL 239's)
CFX-514 Triplexer (6/2 .70) (Coax)

Q-Tek

181.951 5781/2 * *

M 'IL RDER:

--RE PRE -MATCHED END -FED HALF WAVES.
SUPERB SINGLE BAND WIRE
L. -Notts
:ANTENNAS. NO A.T.U. REQUIRED.
IPT-80
80m version (40.7m)
£69.95
IPT40
40m version 120.3m)
£59.95
IPT.20
20m version (10.1m)
£49.95

21111J2.11.ii J.;

Unii 1,

r_.*:Dit.11 Ihra

W. Mid:, .1)11, 1lLtt
!).:Sri-:ipin..",tu 'L iJ-2pul
44.1

r

19 Naga ilitifle.71

Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

* * MAIL ORDER: 0181.951 5781/2 *

atm r*spiro

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS

ICOM IC-Q7E

KENWOOD
TS870

sc:As"
sa"`

-

Miniature dual -band uarrweiver with wide -band
RIC: 30-130031Hz Ina gap) NF 'AM WFM.
STOCRTAkING CLEARANCE

Still seen by most to he the
best "IF-DSP" DX tnuraceiver available!
AT ONLY

013110 HENCE

£1495.00 trsABARCAAT

1GT8E

PCR-1000
Computer receiver. 100kHzI300MHz tall mode).
£349700:

Hand-held visual communicatior ...£399.00

KENWOOD TH-G71E

4. FREE desk mic.

ual-band transceiver with optional wide -band
receive, One rat the nnh "11.1.1_" spec

YAESU FT -847
HE VHF UHF. All mode

Phone for ILK's hest price

l( -K500

..£299.95
VC -HI

£249.00

'

511%

t899.00
E FOR Uk's LOWEST PRICE

Demo model

1T-920

'11'

FT -1011

Ihialbanders with... 1. Repeater function. 2.

ICOM IC -746

REV SHIER

PIO-39

SSP

IG756

itlrAg

I

HF + 6m transceiver
To clear.

IG706Mk11

111111111ALINCO
DX -70TH
HE -a 6m transceiser with
CTCSS CW filter. (100W all bands)
ONLY ollw j

£599 00

Watson W-25

2m hand-held airband Rx

(119.00

DJ -190

2m hand-held
70tnt hand-held I only)
70cro hand-held

1129.00

PS -200

-

i

89.95

SALE PRICE

1289.00

SGC,-231 HF Om Sniutuner
Ranger 811
HE linear

¶)112/

r..41

£419.00

ONLY

10149-aln

Soft cue for 1C -R2
IGRIO
One piece only

114.9;
1249.011

AR8200

VW 1041a driaishabk brad -kit oath 111.00

The latest all mode innovation in handles.
There's too many features to list.

2SW linear 171.290R mkn

£Censored

FINANCE EXAMPLE

OUR PRICE
Our price
Soft case for 8210/8000

E599.00. Deposit C99.00 36 x £18.14 p/m.

AR8000

APR 19.9%

***** STAR BUY ****
REALISTIC DX-394* **

1.269.00
.1:17.93

MVT-7100
Ilide-band hand-held scanner 0.5.1650MHz
all mode

£199.00

5157.9000 OUR PRICE
soft case for NOT -9000/7100

tYa.,.it,.1

D.L1

*

* * Superb performance SW receiver
* *11-ue SSB
*L
*0.2.30Mhz (all -model
S.S.P.,f1WeI5 *
*, * 240 or 12V
*
* *Antitumor SPECIAL OFFER: £99.95
Marry [10 *
* * S -meter
Seat t.A.1. roe aiNink. *

**
1..11.11-21,oi

. FREE PSC worth E45

Minature wideband hand-held scanner covers

ONLY

5n2
hbt1-1:11

Award winning SW receiver.

03-130051111 tANI. FM WFM).

I

1:11: U11;1-151 5/i:1/2.

ci.:

YAESU
FRG -100

-

I 3 '_? High

FREE PSU worth L45

ICOM IC -R2

t399.00
FL -2035

transceiver. 1349:00.

OUR PRICE

True dual -band mobile with detachable
head + wide band Rs.

selling power supply. RRPS.00195:

SGG230

OM

YAESU FT -8100R

Bat this one and

4110111, Superb ATE' will work with any 111:

£879.00

£295.00

Volts + antpsl. The Lila best

our price £94.95
t ;9.91
to Clear.

1:69.95

Our best selling dual -hand mobile
with detachable head.
(Optional extra RX mailable)
OUR PRICE

25-30 amp power supply with
variable sobs 13-15), Dual meters

°mina

09.00

KENWOOD
TM-G707E

P-2512 'M'

30 amp PSI:
Portable PSU.

ONLY

T-22

PHONE FOR UK's LOWEST PRICE

NEW MODEL

ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

With free notch filter & noise
blanker & telescopic antenna.

0.1.1E219.95

Now in stock.

» ..1.219.00

AR7030 plus

1.45.95

transceiver with optional wide -band receive.

Alinco CI
Horn C-408

L6 2 9* 00

Desktop scanner

Our hest selling one gal -band hand-held

£1195.00
only 1.799.00

IC -706 MkII G

05`06A1

SALE PRICE
UBC-9000XLT

I

impICOM

cft S.0.10

LI-I 95

£299.93

Nide-band receiver covets
100kHz-2GHz (all mode)

ALINCO DJ-G5E

A

_

L215.00

Soft case for TH-G71
High power bauery pack for TH-G71

SC -I5

Looking for one rig to satisfy
all your base station needs?
Look ma further.

ONLY

......

AR3000A

Cross band facility. '1. Die-cast chassis. 1. Full
size illuminated key -pad. i. Large "backlit" LCD. I'. Up to
OW output. 7. Standard ext. mit. connection. S. Optional
extended RX: WO-95031Hz with gapsl.

0(

%MUST STOCKS LAST

LT -106 DSP unit for IC -706 & PCR-1000
PCR-1000 & DSP fitted

I

transceiver.

£1169.95

ONE PIECE. ONLY

Our price only 1299.011

Dual band hand-held with buil-in INC.

New upgraded sersion to
replace the popular 15.570D.

£869.00

£149 95

KENWOOD TH-D7E

KENWOOD
'I'S-570DG MkII

ONLY

Next generation wideband
communication revels er covers 0.12GHz Tall model.

********************

1.4111.1;
11'1,'.09

.511f) WROONI
1, r.unui AWN
E;i., i;rtittoi
H,f9, ;:11:eflill Nil, W.
D
(4,AI hitni-Fri V.e.lt-5pin. :91 1.:i9 -2p111
11h111

;1.11;110111.9
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

ONE OF THE ONLY INDEPENDENT COMPANIES
OWINGSTILL AROUND TODAY THAT IS STILL

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR MORE INFO.

**** STAR BUY ****

HAND -HE

* A %Oft his section '2" did dirtidlo

* grade aluminium swagged set.
* A very lightweight but
ONLY

SONY SW -100E
Award winning miniature portable SW
MVO ff. Its performance is brilliant for
its site. The best short wave receher for
under 1250. RRP

i149.95

SALE PRICE

Deluxe short wave portable
£2:15.00
Shan Wasp portable
E90.00
Short wave portable with RDS...-.....1:169.00
Short wave portable + cassette
...1.199.00

Sony SW -55E
ATS4118
R-661

R-828

g;1

* estreinelv

**

*

1.8-5255111/ 1200W1 f99.95...NON'i79.95 p&p 1.5
1,8-150MHz 1200W1 £59.95
£19.95 p&p ES
RS -102 125-525MHz 1200W) £59.95
E19.95 p&p E5
RS -101
1.860MHz l3kW) £79.95
£60.95 p&p 13
RS -10
144/ 430MH: Pocket PN'Ri SWR
Meter 1200W) ISOM)
1-31.95 p&p El
RS -40N As above with N -type
E39.95 p&p II

X-7

X-9
A-35

£113.95
£139.95

£13.99.

£2.59.110

1319.00
£441.00
£649.00
1329.00

11114

ONLY

DB-770H
High gain 2m 70cm
telescopic antenna with
wideband receive.
OUR PRICE

12:3 5.5dR1 flexible
antenna with wideband
receive 114" long R;SC).
OUR PRICE

E2 P&P.

£24.95

£22.95

fhr peeled trill ram

P&P El

P&P

memos effects. I.5V cells. 3 x
capacity of nicads.

POLICE STYLE

NO QUIBBLE RARRAISTF

HOLSTER HHG2
%latches all hand belch. Cm be worn on the belt
or attached to the quick release body holster.

...wow Rectangular snap -fixing ferrite cores
suitable for :- Radio
coax TV mainvstelephonc PC & data

dischaz Re

P&P E4.00

T-2602

INTERFERENCE - STOP IT!

lightning surge protector

£49.95

2m, 70cm 234-rn

whorl wait Out I hargrr.
Extra cells asaiLahle (a
Retisargeable Alkaline. XII

8 x AA pack 1.1,0',
4 x AA pack ti5.99
4 a MA 16,23

amplifier 2-54. input. 3011' output I for
SW ipt, Turn sour handheld into a
mobile (or under E50

".
111

Starter kit includes charger & 4 x AA
Irc115.

I PILOa WADI Kw .P4 KUNO Milt% oLDIJUKI.1

At -kw. NB -30W 251 FM handheld
ws

RECHARGEABLE ALKALINE CELLS

Be prole( led this summer! In -line

k19.95

. ptra, Ei

wair,rpullli I asi Inc handheld

cables.

.1,i ,tat P&P LI

Plastic teeth present ii from sliding on

P&P Ll

0(401

1.49.9;

owe!

1.54.95

MA -339

cable. Simply snap dose unto cable and job is done: Will

fit large coast.

COAX SWITCHES 'P&P moo,

BULK PURCHASE hence

2

for

1111

(P&P £2.301. HURRY - LIMITED STOCK.
riuttri (MU rnirms for £5. P&P £2.50.

Mobile holder for handheld%
15 PIFIEFS

...El 8.05

IC -746
IC -733

TS)tinSAT
FT920

As new
As
%GC
As new

,

VGC

171:410OR
AR -146

EI-Demo
SOW, 2m mobile

HF22.5 Europa

.1.s new

AR -3030
AR -1030

Immaculate condition

IC -R7000
MVT-7100

0.5- 2(Alt receiver
Handheld scanner

£129.05

Acdve magmount antenna

95
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011.110

"

As new
VGC

TR-751E

Navigator..
Cigar power lead

P&P £2

A

......

Europe. £.449.310.

CPS -12

+ P&P £2

S-300

TS -505

£279.95

-(4.99

fulls adjustable' desk, top stand for Lew
with all handhelds tined coaxial IN i1:11.1

new...-- ......

I Jtcst UN sersion complete
with musing map of Cli &

IC -70631k11
FT -736R

any

Air sent holder

QS -200

E24:95

GARMIN
GPS-III

SALE PRICE

4 LI P&P

£09 95

PfrdSe NOM that

4 way (SO.239)
4 way (N TYPE)
IX -201
2 way )SO.239)
CX-201 'Isr 2 way (N-typel

£16.95

-Tr= '',IVC-300DLP

.U39.95
1176.95
158.95

u.u9

!corn &Minas.

DL -60 * Elunnuy load *DC-500MHz * 60W max

with built-in dummy load.
SPECIAL OFFER

SP -350V

INTRO PRICE

MS -107 Fist microphone m In kenoottd, Yam,

UK's most popular 300W ATI!

300W ATU + dummy load. 4

P&P El
EP.300

RS -102

-VECTRONICS

P&P LS

6-20 meters
10-10 meters
10, 15, 20 meters 7 ek yagi
10, 15, 20 meter. 9 de yagi
10, 15, 20 meters 3 ale yagi

Nissei EP -300T

RS -502

I

CUSHCRAFT SALE
R-6000
R-7000

£24.95 P&PI

NEW LOW PRJCF.
jilt% 1.30/.11a otann tellh as "owr the tar' Nape,

-259 MkII

MFJ-962D
MFJ.784B
MFJ-118

ink & PTT. Fits keno ood.
Aline°, Yaesu or !COOL

Over the ear earpiece with lapel ink & PTT.
Kenwood. Aline°, Vaesu or learn.

* PL259 fitting £1 6.99 P&P El

1W diptal SWR analyser + 1.6-170MHs
counter.' resistance meter.

HE + 6m ATU
1.5kW sersa tuna
DSP filter
CW tutor

Hanging type earphone with

*******************

MFJ pRocoucTs

L169.95

Nissei EP -320

**
*

P&P 1.10*

ti19.95

Tectoya micro counter
our prize...F:89.95
TNC,l00 Optional antenna our price....1.6.99
our price
Opto Cub
...199.95
Opts Scout
our price
£349.95
our price ......
R-11 Intercepter
our price
Opto Xplorer
...1.799.95
Opto Lynx computer interface our price
..t129.95
our price
Micro DIXIE decoder
£89.95
New Mini Scout
our price
£169.00
Opto Trakker
our price..
049,00

519-949
M9-969

£35 00**

strong mast set.

OPTOELECTRONICS
PRODUCTS

ONLY

SSOR1ES

As new

AA new

with BNC & 50239 connector%
ONLY

........

f19.99

P&P 23

EP -300

I i"

Deluxe over the ear earpiece.
'4'1

=411iL
100 PIECES ONLY

9

.

. P&P
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constructional

I)

JII
James Brett
GOTFP explains
how he
constructed .a
"simple".
"practical" and
"economical"
deviation meter
to check the
del iation of an
f.m. transmitter.
Read on and
discos er just
how easy it is.

he object in the design of this deviation meter was
to build a self-contained piece of test gear which

into the frequency to voltage converter integrated circuit ICI.
The circuit being used and biased as descnhed in the
manufacturers instructions.
The relationship between the input frequency and the
output voltage on pin 10 is set by the combination of C6 and the
total resistance of R15 plus that set on R17. Capacitor C7 is
made comparatively large and since the circuit works on the
charge 'pump' principle, it provides integration niche signal to
be fed to the output. The resulting effect is a quick response to
an increasing frequency hut a slow decay following a reduction of
input frequency.
Since the transmitter under test is being modulated with an
audio sine wave, the output of the circuit will respond quickly to
the positive peak of the deviation and will not fall before the
next positive peak of deviation.
The output circuit of ICI is a buffering amplifier and setting
it to unity gain by linking pin 10 to 5. it is able to dnve the dual
range voltmeter circuit Ml, R18 and R19.
An audio tone of approximately 400Hz for the transmitter is
generated by IC2 which is a conventional Wien bridge oscillator.
With CS equal to C9. R21 equal to 1121 the frequency is
determined by the formula:

didn't require special calibration or additional
test equipment. Construction was to be simple
and practical and the cost was to be kept to a

minimum hence the local oscillator' required is
another transmitter on the same band.
The principle is to use two transmitters - the first one to
be tested and a second one to be used as a local oscillator. This
second transmitter doesn't have to be fm. since it only has to
produce a carrier at the same frequency as the signal on test.

By modulating the test transmitter with an audio tone
and mixing the two transmitter outputs, a signal results which
is purely the frequency deviation. This deviation is converted
to a voltage proportional to the highest frequency and thus
indicates the peak deviation occurring at the peak amplitude
of the audio modulation.
Calibration is easily carried out by having both
transmitters on c.w. and setting one to a different known
frequency.

The Circuit

. 2.4.n21

The circuit is straightforward and signals from the transmitter
to be tested and the transmitter which is to act as the local
oscillator are fed into the two banks of load resistors RI to R6.
iSee Fig. li. These resistors have the resistive elements cut as
a spiral on the carbon film surface and by winding the three
turns around one resistor in each hank the two signals arc.

Hz

For sinusoidal output, the circuit must not become over

Fig. 1: Full circuit diagram of James GOTFP's

"simple" Deviation Meter.

Main coos board

we 1.111

Ni'
7011

R16
720

SI

82.at

1N4148

114

Mbar board

1141-4_

wa

RI

R1

ISO

150 150

111411117

100
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160

ISO

150460

w

IC1

RI

,

100

C1

C2

7201

1701

Rao

10

1

v

MI

T

Fig. 2: The

author's
prototype
Deviation
Meter (see
text).

R2

_

--

i

50
111111

GMk

Ls

CIO

ell

1M380
0701

1011

00I
100
Cs

coupled to the diode mixer. DI.
Both transmitters are set to the same
frequency and with one of them modulated,
one of the outputs from the mixer is the
deviation frequency caused by the audio
modulation.
Resistors 117 to R9 and the capacitors

CI -C3 form a low pass filter which, at a few
kilohertz gives negligible attenuation, but at
v.h.f. virtually eliminates all the carrier and
sum frequencies. This low frequency signal is
passed to the base of '15.1 and is large enough

to give a comparatively square wave output
on its collector. This square wave is fed by ('5

20

500R26 F-14

driven and needs to have a loop gain of three. This is set by the
feedback circuit 1123 and the lamp. As the output starts to rise,
more voltage appears across the lamp and the filament gets
hotter. increasing its resistance. This increases the proportion of
the output fed back and reduces the overall loop gain, thereby
keeping the output constant.
The circuit can easily become unstable and the ferrite bead
with two turns of wire provides enough lass to completely
prevent 1C2 self oscillating at some very high random frequency.
As IC2 is a low power audio amplifier it's able to drive a
loud speaker directly via the d.c. blocking capacitor, C10. The
test transmitter microphone is placed over the loud speaker to
provide the modulation. Alternatively. S2 can isolate the speaker
and through the attenuation of 1123 and R24. ran give a signal
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3
cr

suitable for direct connection to the transmitter microphone
input. The level in either case is set by 1124.

S3 open i25kHz position). S2 to
mid position I a.f. of) and switch on
Sl. The 1.e.d. should light up,
showing that the power is on.
Choice Of Meter
Set S2 to the LS position and
The choice of meter, M 1, is not critical, any value of moving coil
advance R24. An audio note of
ammeter between 50pA and 5mA will do. For ease of
approximately 400Hz should be
remarking, a scale of 5 or 2.5 main divisions would he best.
heard. For the musically minded,
Also, to give an accurate range between 5kHz and 25kHz,
this is approximately 'G' in the
R18 should be four times the total resistance of R19 plus the
middle of the music scale.
resistance of the meter coil. The total resistance of the full
The output of IC2 should be
combination of R18, R19 and the meter coil resistance should
between 2 and 3V peak -to -peak. If
be chosen using Ohms law to give approximately 4-5V across
an oscilloscope is not to hand, the
the network for full scale deflection current of the meter.
level can be measured using a
multi -range meter set to a.c. volts.
(The full scale voltage of this circuit is not critical since
the calibration is made in terms of deviation frequency using
Since this will read r.m.s., a
reading between 0.7 and IV should be
R17 as will be described later)
Fig. 3: An inside
indicated. If the level is outside these
view of the unit
limits, increase the value of R23 to
showing method of
Suggested Layout
reduce the amplitude or vice -versa.
construction using
Suggested layouts are shown in Fig. 4
Set S2 back to 'ofl" and connect two
Veroboard )see
and Fig. 5 and the wiring of the panel
transmitters to the two coaxial inputs.
text).
components is taken from the full
Set 83 to the 25kHz position and both
circuit diagram in Fig. 1.
transmitters to the same frequency and
The two banks of load resistors. r.
output powers of a watt or so.
to R6, are mounted directly onto the
Switch on both transmitters and.
coaxial plugs and the earth tabs
although there may be a very slight
keeping the leads as short as possible.
meter movement, it should be basically
One resistor in each bank is wound
at zero. Adjust one of the transmitters
up or down 25kHz. The meter should
with three turns of plastic covered wire
leaving long ends to he twisted and
Fig. 4: Close up view of main board
now read and by adjusting RI7 it can be
brought through the grommeted holes
showing lay -out. (see text for details made to read full scale of 25kHz.
to the mixer board.
on lay -out).
If one of the transmitters can be
Each resistor bank is screened
set to smaller step changes, make the
using a thin aluminium sheet which is
change and check that the meter now
Resistors Fixed
cut carefully to make a tight fit with the lid and bottom of the
reads the set difference in frequency between the two. If a
box. Ira box with circuit board guides is used only with the
difference of 5kHz can be set, put 83 into the 5kHz position
1W 10% Carbon Film
1500 RI -R6
joint between the dividing piece and the main screen needs to
and check that the meter again reads full scale. The unit is
be fixed with nuts and bolts, the mixer board is wired and
now tested and calibrated for deviation measurements to be
0.25W 10% Carbon Film
mounted on short pillars in the box.
made.
560
R23
The rest of the circuit and components are mounted on the
10182
R7, 118. R9
lid and wired to the suggested layout in Fig. 6 to avoid the
2200
Rl6
5600
R26
screened load compartments. The battery is fitted into a 25mm

T
O
c-rp

O
O
O
O

3
c_rD

--1=1

Component List

O
1-1-1

r-T-1

Application

The transmitter to be tested and the one to act as the local
Terry type tool clip and held into place by an elastic band
across the open ends of the clip.
oscillator are connected and switched on at power levels of a
watt or two. Calibration at 5 or 25kHz may be carried out
If the speaker has no mounting lugs it can be held in place
using three countersunk headed screws round the outer edge
as described above.
of the speaker and the edge. of the speaker frame trapped by
Set both transmitters to the same frequency and place
using large plain washers under the
the microphone, of the transmitter
on test, over the loud speaker. With
nuts la matrix of holes having been
drilled to let the sound out).
S2 in the LS position adjust 1124 to
Since in use, the microphone of
give a sound level equivalent to
the transmitter under test will be
speaking into a microphone. The
placed directly over the speaker meter will indicate the maximum
piece of thin foam should be placed
deviation from the centre frequency
over the matrix of holes or a ring of
of the transmitter. If the automatic
gain of the audio amplifier in the
soft rubber glued round the
circumference of holes. This is needed
transmitter is working correctly,
quite substantial adjustment of 1124
to prevent unwanted vibration or
will only produce a small change in
other hand induced noise affecting th.
sinusoidal sound and giving
meter reading.
If it's not practical to apply the
inaccurate results.
Once the components are all
Fig. 5: Close up view of the two input microphone directly to the loud
mounted and the interconnections
ports and coupling method (see text). speaker, a lead can be made up with
a connector to mate up with the
between the components wired as far
transmitter microphone socket. A
as possible a careful wire check should
Constructional lay -out
switch will probably have to be
be made. Finally, the main circuit
using Veroboard.
board is wired in with wire tails long
included connected to the
Readers wishing to build their own
microphone connector to replace the
enough to allow access to both sides of
Deviation Meter using Veroboard rather
the circuit board and the panel
p.t.t. switch.
than designing their own printed circuit
As a typical guide, an amateur
components, the probable best position
hoard lay -out can obtain (free of charge,
over the meter and speaker.
transmitter on narrow band Em.
photocopies of the matrix board lay -out
(n.h.f.m.) should give a deviation as
used by the author. To receive the
measured of 2.5kHz. The deviation
photocopies please send an AS selfCareful Inspection
meter can also prove useful in
addressed stamped126p 1 envelope to the
After a final Inireful ) inspection and
comparing differences in transmitter
Editonal offices marked as Deviation
wire check, the battery is connected.
output frequencies or such things as
Meter Details.
Set RI7 and R24 fully anticlockwise,
v.f.o. calibration, etc.
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1K

3K9

R20
R12
1121, R22

10K

R14, R25

22K
82K
220K
See text

R13

2K2

1115
1(11

1(18,1119

Resistors Variable
1000 Wire wound
ZiK Carbon

1124

RI7

Capacitors 15V d.c. or greater
220pF Ceramic 10%
270pF Ceramic 10%

CI, C2,13

0.1oF Poly 10:

03,C9,C11

0.220F'
I oF

C7
C4
CS

loF Electrolytic
470o Electrolytic

C6

C10

Semiconductors
BAR28
IN91811N4148

DI

11C108

n.1

1142917N

ICI

1.51386

IC2

D2

Miscellaneous
1.5V/25mA lamp (Tandy 2724139).
meter (see text I, loud speaker -

miniature 80, two coaxial panel
connectors with earth tags, mono
jack socket, panel led., two SPST
switches, DPW centre off switch,
9V PP3 battery and snap
connector. two metal box
1101 190x55mm iapprox I
aluminium sheets for screen,
knobs for variable resistors, wire,

two small !mat:nets, pillars, nuts
and bolts.
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co DR-M06TH 511MHz
()
Richard
Newton GORSN

takes a long,

hard look at the
Alinco DRMO6TH 50MHz

Mobile

Transceiver and
pits it against

other rigs in
order to give
you a fair
opinion of this
"refreshingly

easy to use"
transceiver.

itLISCeiVer

The 50MHz allocation is a band that
I have seen grow in popularity since I
was first licensed nearly ten years ago.
More and more we see dedicated
equipment come onto the market and it
would seem most h.f. mobiles now
have a 50MHz capability. But, if
you do not hold an h.f. licence, then
it's a little extravagant to
purchase an h.f. mobile just to
have access to 50MHz.
Dedicated 50MHz multi -

mode transceivers are still
few and far between and
the most inexpensive
option still seems to be a
transverter.
However, should you
want f.m. only operation,
then there are a few
options open to you, one of
which is the Alinco DRMO6TH. This is a dedicated
50MHz f.m. mobile transceiver,
offering coverage from
50.000MHz to 54.000MHz. It
gives you the choice between 2W and
20W r.f. output. The radio is pleasing to the eye and
is finished in black metal and dark grey plastics. It
appears to be well made and is supplied with a fist
microphone, power cable and mobile mounting
bracket.
The DR-M06TH is approximately 140mm wide,
90mm high and 154mm deep. A large proportion of
this is heat sink. The radio is about the same size as
most modern v.h.f./u.h.f. mobiles and, to be honest,
has a very smart appearance. It's supplied with a
handbook, which wasn't the most comprehensive or
easy -to -read manual I've ever seen. but it was
functional.

The DR-M06TH Features
The DR-M06TH has most features of a modern
mobile radio. The radio has 100 memories, CTCSS
encode for repeater access (however CTCSS decode
for coded squelch is an optional extra,. It will scan
the v.f.o. range and it will also scan memories.
The transceiver also has a priority channel
monitoring. It can be set in either memory or v.f.o.
and will keep a listening watch on either the last
selected memory or the last selected v.f.o. frequency.
used this to monitor the local chat frequency and
the Calling frequency at the same timer.
All the controls for the DR-M06TH are on the
front panel. A bright orange button controls the radio
power 'On/Off' and two well-proportioned rotary
22

knobs control Squelch and volume. A larger rotary
knob controls the tuning through memories and v.f.o.
range - this is also used when setting up options such
as the variable tuning steps and repeater offset. Push

buttons then control the other functions.

Sensibly Laid Out
The controls are well labelled and sensibly laid out.
However, speaking as a mobile operator, I found that
the priority given to some controls were not as I would
have expected. Most controls have two functions, a
primary use and a secondary use. On the DR-MO6TH,
the 'F' key is the key that one depresses to gain access
to a button's secondary use.
Most control keys were all right, for example, the
'Reverse' key was given priority, the secondary
function on this key being the 'Priority Monitor'

function. However, the "Dme Squelch' and 'Lock'
facility shared a control button - in this case, the 'Lock'
got secondary place.
My personal preference is that an operator
should be able to 'Lock' and 'Unlock' a mobile radio
with the ease of one button operation. The CTCSS
tones would be mostly used for repeater access, this
could easily and most conveniently be placed in
memory in any case and should have been given the
secondary place.
Another example of what I considered to be
incorrect prioritising of controls on the DR-M06TH
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was the 'Time out Timer' being given primary
status over the 'Shift' facility on a button. The only
other one that perplexed me was that 'High' and
'Low power selection took second place to MHz
tuning. However, I accept that these criticisms
amount to personal preference and not everyone may

agree with met
The DR-M06TH was refreshingly easy to use,
the controls are kept to a minimum without losing
the effectiveness of the radio. The memories were
very easy to programme and due to the good
labelling and ease of operation, the DR-M06TH

On Boxing Day, we all set off to visit my Mum and
"... the
Dad in Minehead, Somerset. On the first leg of the
journey I had arranged to call Terry G7VJJ who was
set up at home using a Trio 9000 144MHz multi -mode
Rlinco DR with a 144-50MHz transverter into a W2000 tri-band
antenna. Terry and I managed a contact on 50MHz.
Terry gave the radio a good audio report saying that it
'sounded very good'. However, we did lose contact after
a relatively short distance. probably only about four to
represents
six kilometres.
On the journey, I was talking to my dad (John
good value
G8EAM) via the Wells repeater, GB3WR, on 145MHz.
I mentioned that I was monitoring 50MHz, 1 gave the
frequency I was monitoring and stated that I was in
the Yeovil/Ilminster area. (HINT, HINT!). With that. a
booming signal came in on the DR -M06. It was Dave.
G4JXK who had monitored my conversation on
GB3WR and had been kind enough to answer my plea
for a contact.
I was just entering the Ilminster by-pass and Dave
said he was in Barrington. some six kilometres north
of the town. I would estimate we were about 12km
away from each other. Dave was a wonderful signal
and said I was 'a good strong signal' with him. The
received audio on the DR-M06TH is really very good.
We had a very pleasant contact. I eventually lost
contact with him in a little village called Henlade, a
distance of about 14km.
During my conversation with Dave. I mentioned
that I had only managed a short haul with Terry
earlier in the journey, Dave told me that this did not
surprise him too much as 50MHz often did this. This
seems to be where it differs from 144MHz. He told me
that medium and long distance can be a lot easier on
50MHz. DX is also a lot more of a possibility given the
right conditions. It has to be said that most
intercontinental DX will be found on side band.
Later in my journey I was contacted my brother,
William G7GM2, on 50MHz. William was operating
my Dad's set up in Minehead. The set up there is,
again, a W2000 base station vertical antenna
Fig. 1: Internal view
connected to an lcom IC -551D 50MHz multi -mode
(top) of the DRtransceiver.
MO6TH showing
William and I tied up at a distance of about 27km.
the extensive
Dave's wisdom was then confirmed as I heard him call
heatsink.
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The Alinco DRM06TH 50MHz
Cm. transceiver.

was up and running and programmed with all the
memories that I wanted within about half an hour
of me unpacking it.

Out And About
Having programmed the DR-M06TH. I decided to
give it a go 'out and about' on the air. It was a mobile
radio, so the obvious place for me to put it was in my
car.

Due to an ever-growing family - in size and not
actual numbers - my wife, Diane and I 'invested'
iHmmmi in a newer and larger car recently. I only
mention this in order to illustrate that I can now
empathise with those owners of modern cars, who
cry: 'Where on earth do I put my mobile radio!?" The
Alinco DR-M06TH is, as I have mentioned, a compact
little unit - this helped in finding a spot.
The Alinco shares the standard type snap -in d.c.
power connector found on most v.h.f. and u.h.f.
mobiles. I managed to install it into my car quite
easily, using existing wiring for my existing
144/433MHz mobile. This meant that the whole
operation took about an hour. This did NOT include
the considerable negotiation stage with Diane!
I connected the DR-M06TH up to my antenna
and positioned it for 50MHz, I got an s.w.r of 1.3:1. I
set all this up with Terry G7VJJ lending a hand. We
did it, believe it or not on Christmas Day! What
dedication!
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Continued on page 25...
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Phone/Fax:

Universal Radio Communications trading as:

(01227) 749352
E-mail: unicom@cqdx.co.uk
Web site: www.cqdx.co.ukfunicom

112, Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PD

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 0

01227 749038

All major credit cards accepted Prompt Despatch

HF - 6

DX -70TH

1C-706MklIG

FT -100

HF & 6M coverage
100W HF & 6M
SSB, CW, AM, FM,
Speech processor
Full break in on CW
CTCSS encoder
100 memories
Narrow filters as

70cm
100W HF & 6M
DSP filters & equaliser
SSB, CW, AM. FM,
2

AFSK

Packet 11200/9600)
ready

HF to 70cm band coverage

Built-in memory keyer

standard

DSP filters
High stability transmitter

CTCSS & DCS for FM

300 memories
Dual VFOs
Two antenna jacks

Seperate antenna
jacks

107 memory channels
Tone squelch as standard

All mode squelch

.1

Narrow FM capable
Simple

) ;
?}J-Dij2
fo r latest price
A Selection from our extensive range of pre -owned stock
HF Transceivers

Receivers & Accessories

70cm

lC-725

FM

1495

1C471E M/mode base 12VDC

.£495

Kenwood R5000

HF / VHF

1C-735

HF 100W 12V DC

£495

FT -780R

NI/mode mobile IOW

1259

Yaesu FC700

HF ATU

£99

IC -730

100W 12V DC

1295

FT -790R Mimode portable 1W

£199

Tokyo HL -66V

6M linear 60W

195

NR NB -30W

2M linear 30W

145

Microset 1'11012

12A PSU

£49

AT -48

Handheld, keypad

£99

2m
FT -290

Multi -mode inc Mutec fe

IC -206

Multi -mode mobile 10W

Multiband
1195

TR-751E M / Mode mobile

£375

Mutek

D95

IC -211E

1649

IC-32AT 2M

70cm handheld

£150

For full list, please phone, fax or e-mail us or visit our web site: www.cgclx.co.ulqurucom

FOR ALL YOUR COMMUNICATION NEEDS
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"The DR-M86T11 is a well made, easy to operate, smart looking unit",
...continued from page 23
in and speak to William. I could hear Dave but he
could only just hear me down in the noise.

Experience & Journey?
My experience on the journey showed me that 50MHz
was a lot different to 145MHz. I was still a little
concerned about the way the DR-MO6TH was
behaving. I was not sure whether it was the radio,
the antenna system or just the way 50MHz is.
So, in order to allay my fears I decided to do some
comparisons. The only other radios I had access to
with 50MHz was William's Icom IC -706 MU and
Dad's Icom IC -551D - a dedicated 50MHz multi -mode.
William and I went on an expedition to Selworthy
Beacon, a high point overlooking the Bristol Channel.
We used the same antenna and switched between IC 706 and the DR-MO6TH. My Dad, John G8EAM,
helped from base camp and gave several reports. It
was difficult to get a true comparison on transmit
because of different power outputs, however, the
Alinco compared very favourably with the lcom IC 706 Mkl on receive. The IC -706 Mkl has three receive
settings. Attenuated, normal and pre -amp. The
Alinco DR-M06TH out -performed the '706 on receive
on the first two settings, the received signal on the
Alinco DR-MO6TH was basically equivalent to the
'706 set on Pre -amp'.
As a last test of the radio on the air I went back
to Dad's shack and connected it to the W2000 TriBand vertical for 50/144/433MHz. Using a coaxial

Specifications
General
Frequency coverage
Frequency steps
Antenna impedance
Power supply
Current drain at 13.8 V
Transmit

50.54MHz
5, 10, 12.5. 15. 20 and 25kHz
50(1 unbalanced
13.8V d.c. (a 109,)

Approx 6A on high power
Less than 800mA squelched

receiving
Dimensions
Weight

140mm WI x 40mm (H)x 154mm

Approx 860g

Transmitter
Output power

High - 20W (approx.)
Low . 2W (approx.)

Emission type
Modulation system

F3E (f.m.)

Variable reactance frequency

modulation
Max. frequency deviation
Spurious emissions
Microphone
Offset

5kHz

60dB or under below carrier
Electret condenser microphone
from 0-15.995MHz

Receiver
Receiving system

Superheterodyne Dual
Conversion

Intermediate frequency
Sensitivity
Selectivity

1st

Audio power output

More than 2.5W at 10% Distortion

Speaker impedance

81Z

10.7MHz. 2nd - 455kHz
12dB SINAD - 16cfBp
More than 6kHz at -6dB
Less than a 15kHz at -60dB
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switch we switched between his 551D and the
Alinco DR-M06TH.
tuned the band and put out some calls with
little success. Eventually I heard a QSO in progress
and politely called in. Dave G3ZXX/M and Jeff
G7SSG welcomed me in. Dave was at the site of a
proposed 50MHz repeater, GB3WX. He was doing
some tests for coverage, so this became rather a
mutual help session with reports flying to and fro.
Dave was in a car with a quarter wave
antenna near to Wincanton. Jeff was a base
station also in the Wincanton area, this was
distance of about 80km. Both Dave and Jeff gave
the DR-M061'H a very good report on signal
strength and audio quality. This was a very
pleasing and interesting contact to complete my
on -air tests. Again, a comparison with the '551D
on transmit was difficult because of too many
variables. Direct comparison with the received
signals showed that there was no discernible
difference between the two radios.
With any fears I may have had completely
allayed, 1 consider the Alinco DR-MO6TH
represents good value for money. I was very

pleased with it in comparison with the other
50MHz radios I could find. The receiver seemed
sensitive and the 20W output was a good solid
output power that meant that I made contact with
everyone I heard and called.
If you are happy with I m. only, the Alinco
DR-MO6TH is a convenient and relatively
inexpensive way of getting on a band that is
gathering momentum. Repeaters are slowly
appearing and over the last few reviews I have
done on 50MHz equipment I have noticed more
'Nets' appearing. Sometimes these 'Nets' can
cover quite a large area.
The DR-M06TH is a well made, easy to
operate, smart looking unit. It seemed to work
well as both a mobile and a base station and
always got complementary reports on the
transmitted audio.

My thanks go to Nevada, 189 London
Road, North End, Portsmouth P02 9AE, Tel:
(01705) 662145, for the loan of the Alinco DRMO6TH for review. The price of the
transceiver is £249.95 including VAT plus £8
for next day delivery,
Pr/

Fig. 2: Internal view
(bottom) of Alinco DRMO6TH.

". the DR-M06Tli
was up and
running and

programmed

with all the
memories that I

wanted within
about half an
hour of me

unpacking it",

Richard gave the
Illinco DR -406TH

a reviewer's
score of six out

of ten!
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RADIOWORLD
(WEST MIDLANDS)

37 COPPICE LANE
CHESLYN HAY, WALSALL
WEST MIDLANDS WS6 7HA

TEL SALES& SERVICE: 01922 414796
FAX: 01922 417829
MOBILE TEL: 0850 099244

WE ARE 5 MINIS AWAY FROM j11 M6

Main dealers for Alinco, Icom, Yaesu & Kenwood
Manufacturers warranty on all new equipment
0
YAESIT
AUNCO
KENWOOD
ICOM
TELEPHONE

Most of the loom range will carry
unbelievable discounts. Ring for details

FT-920AF

TS -870

IC -706G

HF & 6m built-in tuner
with FM & FREE AM/FM

Still the only true DSP
radio with TX,EQ N/R.

HF 6m, 2m, 70cm

Filter. £3499

SALES ON:

01

£1099

922
41

47
96

DX -70TH
HF -6M gkErtir

£1699

DR -M06
6M MOBILE 20W

FT-1000MP AC

f3

IC -746

Dual Receiver. Digital

HF, 6m, 2m 100W, 100W,

100W Competition2-1-94 radio.

100W with tuner built in.

£1395

Int i

FT-VX 1R
VHF/UHF
Handie.

Dedicated HF mobile base DSP with built-in

tuner. £899
DR -140

050"

Micro small.

£199

-,,,,_.........

£215

TS-570DG

TH-G71 E

2M mobile 50W

£220

Full 5 Watts
power. Wide
band receive.

£239

PCR 1000

Computer driven

Ask for Dave

DR -430

receiver.

C=I

(G1LBE)

Open 7 days per
week till 7.00pm

IC-T8E
Triple bander. 5W
output.
Military spec.

WEB SITE

httplifireespace virgin net/radio world

FT -847
The new mobile base. DSP HF 2m70cm 50MHz.

£1499

£299

E-mail

radio wortdOvirgin net

aim

Mobile 70cm

£220

TM -G707

The new mobile package
with features: High
visability display, 5 -in -1
programme memory,
memory name function,
multiscan facility & built-

DJ -G5
2M/70CM handle

£237

in CTCSS. £299

FT -100

IC-T22E

HF 6m/2m/70cm extra
small mobile.

PRICE MATCH

2m handie 5W.

Information to follow.

Up to 5% extra discount may be available on
selected items.

£185
There is NO CHARGE for
using credit cards

WAMED
USED
EQUIPMENT
PX WELCOME
BEST PRICES
PAID!
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WE STOCK ALL ACCESSORIES FOR THE MAIN BRANDS DISCOUNTED BY 10%
Microphones - Icom
SM6 ohm, 8 pin. desk 'Inc

amp

159

SM8 1.3/600 ohm selectable, 8 pin
desk mic
SM20 600ohm. 8 pin. deluxe
desk mic

1100
.111111

Speakers - Kenwood

Speakers - Icom

SP -23 station loudspeaker for

SP20 base station loudspeaker with audio
later
___.1125

TS-450/690S.570D

SP21 base station loudspeaker

TS -8504370S

Microphones - Kenwood

SP -950 station loudspeaker for

C -60A dual impedance desk mic internal pre

TS-950SDX

.

E106

MC -80 electret desk mic with pre -amp.. .135
MC -85 electret desk mic with pre -amp
& compressor
1125
MC -90 desk mic for DSP transcaryers
1169

Yaesu FT -847 options
ATAS.100 active tuning ant system ........-1724
FC-20 automatic ant tuner
1191
.

MD -100 A8X desk top mic

. 199

Y.Fe1r15C 455k11/1500H1 Collins Mechanical

YF-1158 02 2.7kHZ SSB filter Collins
............

£62

SP -31 station loudspeaker for
174.50
E96

ns

Mechanical

We also stock all makes of
antennas:- Cushcraft,
Diamond, Sirio, Watson,
Pro -Am, etc.
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37 COPPICE LANE
CHESLYN HAY, WALSALL

RADIOWp:

145

WEST MIDLANDS WS6 7HA
SALES &SERVICE TEL.:

01922 414796

A

SO°

FAX:

01922 417829
WE ARE S MINS AWAY FROM J11 M6

Due to our success, we have now opened a Service Department to give
our customers excellent after -sales service.

/All types of repairs

undertaken and carried
out by experienced staff

/Alignment and calibration
using `state-of-the-art'
equipment

/Modifications undertaken

/Original manufacturers
spares fitted

All repairs guaranteeed

si We aim to turn around
repairs within 7 working
days at very competitive
rates

FINANCE NOW AVAILABLE. PHONE FOR DETAILS!

USED EQUIPMENT PRICE LIST
MAKE

MODEL

ALINCO

DJ -G5

AOR

7030 General Coverage Remote
IC 706 Mkt
IC735 General Coverage
IC W32E Dual Band Handle
IC 820 Base Dual Band
IC -275E 25W MULTI/MODE

ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
IC -781 TOP HF
ICOM
IC -970H P/S WIDE RECEIVE 900MHZ
ICOM
ICOM
SP -20
IC -706 MK 11
ICOM
IC -575A 50MHZ BASE
ICOM
ICOM
IC -271E MULTI -MODE 2M BASE
IC -751A
ICOM
ICOM
IC -756 HF 6M
IC -970H TOP UHF -VHF BASE + 800MHz
ICOM
IC -706 MK 1
ICOM
ICOM
IC -2710 TOP DUAL BANDER
KENWOOD R5000 Receiver + Converter
KENWOOD TS 570D DSP General Coverage
KENWOOD TS 670 7-21-28-50MHz Base
KENWOOD TS -930 SAT BOXED

KENWOOD TS -140S 0.30 RX TX
KENWOOD MC -90 DSP MIC
KENWOOD SP -930 SPEAKER
KENWOOD TH-78E DUAL BANDER
KENWOOD MC -60A DESK MIC
KENWOOD TS -440 SAT "MINT'
KENWOOD TH-G71 LATEST DUAL BAND HANDIE
KENWOOD TS -870S
KENWOOD TS -950 SD
KENWOOD DSP-100 DSP UNIT
KENWOOD TS -870 SAT 0-30 DSP
KENWOOD TS -850 SAT 0-30
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PRICE
£200.00
£500.00
£599.00
£425.00
£200.00
£675.00
£550.00
£1,995.00
£1,495.00
£80.00
£650.00
...£575.00
.£395.00
£495.00
£1,195.00
£1,495.00
£550.00
£295.00
£500.00
£750.00
£425.00
£575.00
£400.00
£100.00
£50.00
£195.00
£70.00
£595.00
£200.00
£1,395.00
£1,450.00
£295.00
£1,200.00
£895.00

MAKE

MODEL

PRICE

KENW000 TL -922 HF AMP
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD

R-5000 RECEIVER WITH CONVERTER

TS -450 SAT 0-30
AT -300 OUTDOOR ATU

KENW000 TS -440 SAT
MFJ
MFJ
SISKIN
TOKYO
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU

989C ANTENNA TUNER 3KW
986 ANTENNA TUNER
TINY -11 PACKET CONTROLLER

SAGRA 600 750WATT 2M AMP
FT 8500 Dual Band
FT 890 HF Gen 'as new'
FT 840

£950.00
£650.00
£650.00
£260.00
£500.00
£250.00
£180.00
£80.00
£575.00
£325.00
£600.00
£500.00
£195.00
£225.00

FT 290R 2m Multi Mode
FT 290R 2m Multi Mode
FT -1000 MP AC LATE SERIAL No. 8F DISPLAY. -£1,695.00
FT -767 HF GEN COV + 2M - 6M
£750.00
DISPLAY

FT -8100
FT -920

FT -10 2M HANDIE
FT -11 2M HANDIE
FT-757GX11
FT -920 FM "98"
FT -736R 2/70/6
FT -736R 211016/1.2GHz
FT-990AC
FT -847

EX -DISPLAY

FT -107M

PSU
FT -980 HOME BASE
SP 102 SPEAKER

YAESU
YAESU

FRG 100 MINT CONDITION WITH PSU
FT.790R MK11 70cm

YAESU

FRG -8800

YAESU
YAESU

FT -1000D

CONVERTER

200Watt..
FT -920 DSP 0-30

£295.00
£975.00
£125.00
£140.00
£450.00
£1,099.00
£950.00

11,099.00
£895.00
£1,275.00
£400.00
£495.00
£50.00
£350.00
£325.00
£325.00
£1,795.00
£850.00
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radio basics

Mai

Looking back
over the years to
the early 1960s
I've got to admit

that I always

IFASKS
In this month's
column Rob
Mannion G3XFD
takes time off

between 'Radio
Basics' projects to

answer reader's
queries on getting

the best out of their
radio and suggests
simple

modifications to
help achieve good

fancied a Perdio
'Town & Country'
receiver. It
covered 1.8MHz
(Top Band' and
the old 'Trawler
Band' up to about
6MHz. 1 believe).

And it appears
that quite a few readers have
receivers of this type and vintage
which require 'hotting up'.
The older British made
receivers are joined by the huge
number of Russian made 'Vega'
receivers (the types using the

'turret tuner and built like the
proverbial tank') together with the
cheaper 'multi -band' receivers
that are often seen advertised as
'special offers' in the national
newspapers - particularly in the
weekend supplements.

The Problems
Some of the problems the readers

are finding with the type of
receiver mentioned involved
interference, overloading on
external (longer) antennas and

difficulty in tuning. Additionally,
several have written to me saying
that they've tried to use 'good
quality' portable long and
medium wave receivers in
conjunction with
the 'Radio
Basics' 3.5MHz
to 1MHz

radiate signals strong enough for
TV 'Detector' vans to receive up to
3km away from the TV set! So, if
you're near to a TV ( many flat
dwellers have this problem from
neighbour's TVs) and want to
listen to long, medium or short
waves what can you do?
The answer is first: run the
receiver from a battery source if
possible as much radiation comes
through the mains. Secondly,
place your receiver as far away
from the TV set as possible.
Thirdly, whenever possible use a
receiver with a screened metal
case in conjunction with an
external (screened input lead)
antenna. Additionally, although 1
know it's difficult for many people
to persuade others in the house to
switch off the TV - it's quite
surprising just how many people
have the TV on when they're not
watching - try asking! I do the
same myself sometimes
Other forms of interference

short wave bands in the evenings.
Fortunately for him, we were soon
able to discover the cause and it
was very easy to overcome!
One of the first questions I'd
asked the reader was "Do you
have fluorescent lights' in your
radio room"? The answer was very
positive: "No ...1 won't have them
in the house other than in the
kitchen".
Puzzled (mainly because the
interference sounded so much like
that from fluorescent tubes)
asked some more questions.
Finally we discovered the problem
- the reader had fitted the
relatively low powered so-called
'economy light units' which are
mostly miniature (coiled tube)
florescent lamps.
Even the more modern lamps
of the kind the reader had can be
a potent source of interference
close up. However, those of
European manufacture are now
much better, but don't be fooled they are still fluorescent tubes in
disguise and can still radiate
interference. In my opinion you're
better off with a standard

come from sources such as

thermostats, central heating
ignition systems, fluorescent
lights particularly bad ), motors
and other household appliances.
And although curing the problems
can be very difficult - especially if
you have limited experience - the
problems can be dramatically
reduced by operating your

incandescent (filament type of
bulb in your radio room.

Overloading Antennas
One of the other troublesome
problems is the overloading
caused to simpler receivers by the
connection of external antennas.
Many 'Radio Basics' readers have

receiver from a non -mains source.
It's often the easiest and most
economical way of reducing mains

borne interference - especially if

run into this annoying
difficulty - especially after
they've gone to the
trouble of erecting what
they consider to be a good
outside antenna.
However, instead of
improved reception
"everything went
haywire" one reader

medium )

converter (with

results.
efore 1 start the
preparations for the
next 'Radio Basics'
project (more on that

later) I'll break off to
answer some queries
on reception and how

to improve it before replying
directly to one or two
interesting points raised by
readers.
Firstly, I should like to thank
the readers who've contacted me by telephone, E-mail and letter
asking how they can improve
things on their existing receivers.

This question by far the most
commonly asked - is rather
difficult to answer in general
terms. However, having looked
through the various letters from
readers I have seen that the vast
majority in this category come
owners of older transistorised
communication/general coverage
receivers.
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little success).
Let's look at
interference
first. The most
common source
of interference -

particularly for
the h.f.
broadcast hand
listener and
those looking for
weaker
Amateur Radio Fig. 1: Many radio enthusiasts start off by using simpler

signals has to got receivers such as this Goodmans set. Although ideal for truly
to he the
'portable' listening, a different approach has to be adopted
domestic TV
when the user wishes to obtain better short wave reception
receiver. These with an external antenna (see text).
are extremely
potent

'transmitters and they radiate
powerful signals from various
circuits. The main culprit being
the scanning coils associated with
the cathode ray picture) tube.
The 'timebase' (the line
timebase signals can be heard
throughout the broadcast bands
right up to 30MHz in some cases)
can penetrate through walls and

you can run your radio from a 12V
battery source or something
similar.
Incidentally, one reader rang
me at the office one day to say
that radio reception on anything
other than Band II vh.f. f.m.
services was virtually impossible
due to a continual 'buzzing' sound
all over the long, medium and

wrote in to say (his letter
joined many others on the
same topic!). He went on
to explain that all he's
done was to connect the
new antenna directly into
the 'external antenna'
socket of his older
receiver. -What was
wrong in doing that"? he
asked me.

In answer I had to tell
him that the problem was
caused by the receiver
being overloaded by the
tremendous increase in signal
levels. In fact, the reader whose
letter I'm quoting from said "1
could even hear my local
commercial medium wave station
on top of everything else I was
receiving".
Unfortunately, what the
reader described in his letter was
obviously overloading and what it
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radio basics
referred to as 'cross modulation'.
The effect is - unfortunately impossible to eradicate on simpler
receivers, but you can easily
modify the way you feed the
signals into the radio, thus making
a compromise between getting
better reception and minimising
the overloading and cross
modulation.
The simpler receiver. Fig. 1, is
available in many forms and from
various manufactures (I've got a
very similar version marketed by

Philips). It is in fad quite
sensitive, but when connected to
an external wire antenna of more
than three metres long, can easily
overload the receiver with strong
signals from the band you're
listening on together with
transmissions from other bands.
However, it's very easy to
'attenuate' the incoming signal
somewhat, without losing all the
advantages of the external
antenna, by actually wrapping the
external antenna's wire 'I'm
assuming you will use insulated
wire for the external antenna)
round the telescopic whip antenna
for approximately four to six

turns. This will make a
remarkable difference try it and
see.

(If you want to be really clever
(providing you have access to a
good external 'earth' connection
you can then attach the previously
un-connected end of the external

antenna to earth. This will prove a
crude `transformer' action and will
help reception further.
Antenna tuning units (a.t.u.s
can help minimise strong 'out of
band' signals but require a
receiver fitted with 'external
antenna and earth' connections. A
suitable (receiving only) design
will be appearing in 'Radio Basics'
very soon as I realise that many of
you will find it to be of great help
improving reception.

Tuning Difficulties
Most readers using simpler
receivers, particularly those with
analogue tuning 'the traditional
tuning scale with mechanical drive
and moving tuning scale indicator)

report that they find that they
have tuning difficulties. In other
words - the tuning rate is too high
(fast, or 'coarse' are other common
terms for the narrow frequency segments needed to listen to
Amateur Radio and even h.f.
broadcasting transmissions.
The Steepletone receiver, Fig.
2, has a much larger and easier -to use tuning scale than the smaller
receiver in Fig. 1. It's also

equipped with 'fine tuning' to
provide some bandspreading.
Usually achieved by incorporating
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a small set of variable capacitors
connected in parallel with or
within the main tuning capacitors
and operated by a concentric or
separate control). However,

because it is larger it's not so
portable as the radio in Fig. 1. You
pay your money and take your
choice!

Lack of handspread' is always
a problem on older/simpler
receivers has always been a
problem. In the old days 140 years
or so ago' we often used to make
larger tuning knobs 1 stick -on fibre
or cardboard disks were popular'
or even used 'Meccano' gearing!
However, in all honesty I suggest
that you don't modify existing
receivers - it's not worth it in my
mind and we've got an interesting
project coming along soon to help
in this area!

Resolving Signals
I was temporarily 'stuck' in
choosing a heading for the next
topic because it
could also have
been included
under the
heading of 'tuning
difficulties'.
However. on
reflection I
thought it best to
address the
queries under the
chosen heading
'Resolving
Signals'.
The signals to
be resolved - or
rather the signal that the listeners

available singly. This is because
only one sideband 'either the upper
or lower sideband) is required for
transmission and reception. This
reduces the frequency bandwidth
needed considerably and reduces
the possibility of Interference. The
local 'carrier' (the b.fo.) then reintroduces the carrier so that the
operator can resolve the speech into
something resembling fiery
nearly!) the original coke at the
other end.
However, all is not lost if you
don't have a b.f o. fitted on your
simpler receiver. Instead, you can
use another radio for the "Tinny
Dipper' if you've built one for
yourself' to provide the b.f.o.
signal quite easily!
All modern radio receivers
contain a 'local oscillator' which is
in effect a very low power
transmitter. This can he
demonstrated by switching on and
tuning a receiver to the very top
end of the medium waveband
( preferably with a fairly weak

Mr"

can use them to advantage.
Fortunately, you don't need
two short wave receivers to get the
'external h.f.o.' effect. The local
oscillators (this is usually a
nuisance but is useful in this
instance) radiate many harmonics
and so it's possible to tune a
receiver on the 3.5 or 7MHz band
and gently tune the second
medium wave receiver 'placed
close by of course) to produce a
'beat note' for Morse (c.w.) or to
resolve s.s.b,

Resolving s.s.b. using the
'second set' method is not easy -

but it is certainly easier than
modifying a radio to incorporate a
h.f.o .or making an external unit.
Try it and see!
Finally, and briefly, I must
mention n.b.f.m. This form of
modulation is found on the CB
radio bands just below the 28MHz
band and also at the top end of the
28MHz band itself. Several
readers wrote in and asked why although they could tune the
signals in okay - was
there so little audio.
resulting an a very
difficult -to -hear
transmission?
The reason behind the
problem is that the
detectors on your radio
(unless equipped for
n.b.f.m.) respond mostly
to amplitude changes and
not the frequency
changes of n.b.f.m. With

luck you can slightly 'off
tune' your receiver

(switched to a.m.) and use
what is called 'slope
detection' to receive an
audible audio signal.
would like to
resolve - are
Resolving n.b.f.m. on
mainly Morse
Fig. 2: There are many receivers - such as this 'Steep) atone'
an a.m. receiver takes
(c.w.), single
in use. The advantages with the larger dial means t hat
skill , but you can do it sideband
'fine' tuning is easier because of the larger scale (see text).
and older receivers
usually get better results.
suppressed carrier
station tuned in,. Next. you should
(normally referred to as s.s.b.)and
Try this and see what happens narrow band frequency modulated
switch on and tune another
it's amazing what 'DX' signals
receiver to the bottom of the
youll be able to hear on 28MHz.' I
(n.b.f.m.) signals. The first two
medium waveband and slowly
hope to describe a very simple
(c.w. and 8.8.6.1 are relatively easy
- provided your receiver is fitted
tune it up I higher in frequency,
'Radio Basics' 28MHz n,b.f.m.
lower in wavelength) the scale
receiver later on this year so
with a beat frequency oscillator ito
provide a 'local carrier' to create a
until you hear a 'whistling' ( beat)
watch this space!
'beat note' to make an audible tone
note on the first radio.
What's happening is this: The
for the Morse signals or to
Next Project
'artificially' reinsert the 'carrier' of
first receiver is receiving the 'local
Next time I'm planning to describe
the s.s.b. signal*. See note
oscillator of the second receiver

below.
(*The s.s.h. signals ur use
nowadays are actually a
specialised form of amplitude
modulation. At the transmitter the
n.m. signal is pniduced in the
normal way. specially processed to
remove tin practice greatly
reduce) the 'carrier' wave, and then
- usually - the speech 'sidebands'
rwhich are 'mirror images' of each
other just above and below the
carrier frequency) air made

'operating approximately 455kHz
above the incoming signal' and the
two signals that from the second
receiver and that from the weakly
received medium wave station )
produce a 'beat note. It does

require careful tuning - but will
work very well provide the two
radios are quite close and both
have plastic cabinet, which as you
now know. provide little screening
and this allows more of the local
oscillator signals to 'escape' so we

an interesting project that will
demonstrate excellent
'bandspreading' for use on the
narrow Amateur Radio hands,
introduce a 'tuneable' front end
(fixed i.f. output) and a form of
tuning which may be new to you -

permeability tuning.
The project will provide good
training and then I hope well be
able to incorporate it into a simple
receiver - to use on the band of your
choice. Cheerio until then!
PP/
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The whole receiver was fitted into
a polished wooden box about 230 x
130 x 130mm with a deep lid. When
opened. the baseboard was on top of
the box and the lid had storage spaces
for spare crystals.

Co'

Battery Version

Brian Dance
recalls his

childhood
memories,

main') of radio,
at a time when
electronics was

easily carried out
without a
microscope and
there were few

applications

other than radio!
`Boiling off the water to get
the concentrated acid ..."

A year or two before the Second World
War my father decided to construct
the battery version of the ST900
receiver, the most advanced of.lohn
Scott-Taggart's wellknown designs of
that era. This was a t.r.f. receiver
(tuned radio frequency) - meaning it
was not a superheterodyne.
The receiver employed valves

ur domestic home -built family receiver was a
simple three valve battery receiver using valves
with 2V filaments powered by a single cell lead acid 'accumulator'. At that time, the mains
supply was 230V d.c. I remember that when the
supply in Birmingham was changed to 230V a.c.
around 1936, the supply company had to provide
a so-called 'eliminator' that produced a smoothed 'ILL'

0

supply of about 100V.
A charger for 2V accumulators obviated the need to have
two accumulators. This meant that one of them could be taken
to a shop to be charged whilst the other was in use.
We also had a crystal receiver probably made in around
1920. 1 believe this was manufactured to a design approved by
the General Post Office (GPO) to ensure that one could not
receive any weak signals that the government did not wish
anyone to hear! It had the usual 'cat's whisker'. namely a small
coil of springy wire with one free pointed end.
The free end of the whisker was made to press lightly on a
crystal ( which had a surface area of about 3 x 3mmi that was
cemented in a metal holder. Both the *cat's whisker' and the
crystal mounting could be rotated and adjusted using the
small insulated handles to which they were attached.
The handles were held by pillars about 20mm above an
ebonite baseboard. Trial and error produced the most sensitive
spot for rectification, but once this was found, family cooperation had to be sought so that no-one slammed a door!
Instead of the 'cat's whisker', two separate mounted
crystals could be used. I found these crystals to be less
sensitive and just as easily affected by vibration.
Tuning was by a large multiposition switch connected to
coil tappings beneath the baseboard together with a variable
capacitor. Coupling could be increased by moving two large
coils each about) 100mm high and about 2mm thick! so that
their separation varied.

with 2V filaments, mainly made by liivac and Mazda. A
particularly inconvenient feature was the plugin coils, two
mils for each of the five wavebands (I.w., m.w. and three s.w.
for about 6-30MHz reception).
Each coil was about :35mm in diameter and 90mm high_
Wavebands were changed by opening the top lid, removing
the two coils in use and replacing them with those for the
wanted band,
Unused coils were stored in a rack. The lower
compartment contained a Stentorian speaker, accumulator
and h.t. supply (eliminator or battery).
The antenna of this receiver fed directly into a 'triple
extractor'ithree adjustable tuned circuits designed to reduce
the amplitude of any powerful signals). I remember my
Father often told us he could not get any sound when he
switched on the receiver for the first time. but when he
adjusted the triple extractor, the sound roared out.
Gain was low in frequencies in the 30MHz region Ito be
expected in a t.r.f. receiver, owing to the low r.f. anode load l.
but the noise performance was good. Connections were by
knurled screw terminals with no soldered joints.

We moved to a country cottage without mains power
during the bombing of Birmingham in 1940. It was then that
we had to obtain a very large 'triple capacity h.t. battery for
this receiver and had to resume taking accumulators to a
garage to be charged until a mains supply was connected in
about 1942.
Unfortunately, the 6 -pin connectors at the base of the

coils were nut robust enough to withstand the rough
handling I gave them when I was in my early teens, so my
father replaced them with fixed coils for only 1.w...m.w. use.
He also fitted mains valves. I still have this receiver, but it's
no longer used.

During my early teens. I spent much time
experimenting in chemistry. I remember getting a large 2V
accumulator filled with sulphuric acid 1301
battery acid' and boiling off almost all the water
to get my supply of the concentrated acid. I could
not otherwise obtain this cheaply, as the shop was
only allowed to sell it in an accumulator.
It cost Is 6d tabout 7pi for about 1.5 litres.
My parents doubtless found some relief when
changed to the cleaner, less smelly, hobby of
electronics in 1949.
It was safer than chemistry - at least until I
charged a 120F capacitor to 3kV and nearly got
my fingers across it! (When discharged with a
screwdriver, the noise was like a gun).

Government Surplus
Large quantities of 'government surplus' parts
were on sale from about 1948 in many sharks in
large cities, 'Television came to the Midlands in
about 1950 via the old 50MHz Band I v.h.f.
service from Sutton Coldfield).
The school radio society made a receiver
using government surplus parts with a VCR97
radar tube. This Sin round c.r.t. produced a small
monochrome green picture - the room curtains
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had to be drawn for better viewing.
A friend made his own vision receiver, but did not have time to make a good
sound receiver. In order to use it on the first night Sutton Coldfield transmitted,
he quickly rigged up a super -regenerative receiver for sound and happily watched
The Winslow Boy' on the first night.
The next day my fnend heard that all radio shops in the area were inundated
with complaints about television interference, so his super-regen was never used
again. i 1 must be careful - he still reads PW'.

Audio Interest
My interests were more in the audio than in the television field when studying for
Chemistry Degrees. So I made one of the famous Williamson amplifiers using
separate large metal chassis for the power supply and far the amplifier itself.
The amplifiers used two 6J5 triode valves in metal envelopes feeding a 6SN7
double triode phase-splitter stage. This fed a pair of 807 power output valves in
push-pull.
The metal 6J5s were later replaced with EF37As low microphone valves with
special heaters for minimum hum. The output end of the chassis was weighed
down by a huge. heavy 'Savage' 28368 output transformer.
The mains transformer was a similarly heavy Admiralty surplus component
rated at 525-0-525V. 550mA. Although far larger than needed, it was the only
cheap one I could find at 17s 6d i87.5pf.
knew the transformer voltage was too high. but high power impressed me
at that time. Nevertheless, I was surprised the 807 anodes glowed at a red heat
before I modified the power supply!
I thoroughly tested the amplifier on square waves It certainly performed
well and I could watch music, especially Beethoven's symphonies, as variations in
the blue glow of the mica insulators in the 807 valves under electron

bombardment. 'This was not a glow from between the electrodes which would
have indicated a faulty tube).

Radio Circuits
In the late 1950s, I spent much time experimenting with radio circuits, including
variations of the Lamb noise silencer and started writing for PW and others,
leading to my second career as a technical author. I then became involved with
early germanium transistors in the early 19608 in my lecturing work.
Apart from their size and the lack of a heater, the main difference from valve
circuitry was the far lower impedance. The control grid circuits of valves have
impedances in the megohm range . whereas that of the early transistors were
much lower.
An r.f. tuned circuit can be connected directly across the input to a valve. But
almost all of the early germanium transistor receivers used coils with tappings.
Another featured transistors is that they nomiallyffilcatastiophically, whereas
waves usually slowly detenorate in performance as their emission falls. Obviously sudden

failure may oxur if stupid ainstructers allow the sissies to get hot!

I did considerable experimentation with tunnel diodes, but the two terminals
of these devices offered no input-output isolation. So, there was a strong tendency
to oscillate at various frequencies, but they were useful for my work in the
nuclear field.
The availability of silicon planar transistors in volume from the 1960s
followed by radio frequency i.c.s from the 1970s greatly simplified radio design.
This was helped by high performance ceramic filters instead of conventional
tuned circuits.
In spite of the high performance of modern highly miniaturised radio
receivers. I have some regrets that you cannot experiment with them in the wav
you could in the 1930s and 1960s!
PW

Whenever the

Lisle Street

subject of

Tottenham Court
Road, Edgware

'117141())-

1011())4111()

My memories of Lisle Street go back to
the late 1950s, when 1 was about five or
six years old and my father used to take
me to our shop which was 14 Lisle
Street, known as West End Radio Ltd.,
a name which is very familiar to Radio
Amateurs all over the United Kingdom.

although my family took many photographs of the
famous Lisle Street shop - none have survived.

Street are
mentioned to

Playing With Radios
I can remember spending hours playing with the
ex -Second World War radios and all sorts of other
things such as yellow
tinted goggles and
large microphones. It
was an Aladdin's

We used to live in Hove
in Sussex and it involved a
moderate train journey.
The shop was owned
Cave!
jointly by my father, John
Hyams and my Uncle
In the basement
was a huge amount of
Henry.
Thgether with my
old stock that had
Grandfather they had
been brought from the
other shops. I can
owned a number of shops.
The earliest photograph,
remember the boxes
full of big carbon
Fig. 1. shows my
Grandfather and my Uncle
resistors. large glass
insulators and there
(they used to dress them
that way then) and my
must have been
father. The photo is of the
thousands of valves
down there.
Brixton shop and was
taken around1925.
I worked in the
Fig. 1: The Brixton shop in the 1920s. Grandfather
shop in the early
The later photograph.
Hyams stands in the doorway while Peter Hyams'
Fig. 2, was again of the
1970s for a couple of
young Uncle shyly stands next to Peter's father.
years and my first
shop in Brixton, South
job of the day was to
London, taken in the late
1930s with my Uncle Henry standing in the doorway.
put the long trays outside. These were placed in
At the outbreak of the Second World War they
closed all except 14 Lisle Street. Unfortunately,
Continued on page 33...
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Road and Lisle

Radio Amateurs
over the age of 40
-

the memories

start flowing.
However, Peter

Hyams GW4OZU
has very special
memories - his

father ran one of
the famous radio
shops!
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Continued
from page 31...
front of the windows
and, on more than
one occasion. I
dropped one all over
the pavement.
Because of its
proximity to Wardor
Street it was common
to see famous film and
TV personalities in the
street and sometimes
they would come into
the shop. I can
remember the
magician, the late
Tommy Cooper came
in one day and was
looking for six stands
to hold eggs for a trick
he was doing in the
Royal Variety
Performance at the
weekend.
We scratched our
heads for a while and
came up with six valve
screening cans of the
type that were fitted to
EF86s, etc. Tommy
was delighted with our efforts and a sale was made.
We all sat at home that weekend and watched for our
screening cans on TV!

Thunderbirds & Dr. Who?
Film and TV companies used to come to the shop and
buy quite a lot of items from time to time to use as
props, in fact many of the knobs, switches, lamps.
speaker grills, etc., were used in 'Thunderbirds' and
some of the early 'Bond' films and 'Dr Who'. And of
course the price 'went up a hie!

Fig. 2: This later photograph was again of the shop in Brixton, South London,
taken in the late 1930s with my Uncle Henry standing in the doorway

connection has
been in evidence
since the 1890s!

Odds & Ends
Here in my home
in Wales I still
have a few odds

Fig. 3: At his home in Wales Peter says "I still
few odds and ends left from those days, including
the Westinghouse battery charger which still

works"!
We also knew most of the 'ladies' who used to rent
the flats upstairs. One day I was asked to replace a
broken 13A socket in one of the flats above the shop,
so when I got there I had to roll the bed out of the way
to get to the socket. On doing so, I revealed several
whips and some handcuffs and various other devices. I
think I must have blushed profusely, because the 'lady'
of the flat burst out laughing.
Incidentally, although many people think that
Lisle Street's connections with 'dubious'
entertainment and the 'oldest profession in the world'
has developed since the 1960s are wrong! In fact the
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and ends left from
those days, the
Westinghouse
battery charger,
Fig. 3. was built
in 1944 and is still
working well, the only thing to have failed was the
metal rectifier which I replaced with a diode bridge.
The large variable resistor, Fig. 4, still has 'War
Finish' stamped on one end.
I left the shop after I was offered an
apprenticeship with Philips and spent the next
eight years with them at their service
department in Croydon. It was during this
time that I studied for, and passed, the RAE.
I always used to call into the shop when I
was working in field service in the area and
have a cup of tea and a chat. My father died
and my Uncle kept the shop going until
about ten years ago when he retired - he has
also since died. All the remaining stock was
sold off cheaply or dumped in a skip!
If you do venture down from Leicester
Square, you'll find 14 Lisle Street is now a
Chinese Grocery Shop. I walked down the

Fig. 4: A 'macro' volume
control! Peter GW4OZU
says that this large surplus
variable resistor still has
War Finish' clearly marked
on one end.

street about four years ago, finding it to
have a very different atmosphere and of
course ... my visit was tinged with a little
sadness.
RAY
Fig. 5: Peter Hyams GW4OZU now lives in
Pembrokeshire, a long way from Lisle Street
and he says that a recent visit to the road of
radio memories left a "tinge of sadness".
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our audio quality
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`Looking At

Having in mind their diminutive size, lack of
acoustical loading and being crammed in
with a load of electronics, it's rather amazing
that the speakers built into our transceivers
sound as well as they do: Most audio output
stages which drive these little speakers are
capable of producing three or more watts of
'music' power las distinct from continuous sinewave
power) and in many cases, the output impedance is
close to flit Inevitably, however, when the volume is
well advanced things begin to rattle and the
measured total harmonic distortion (THD) rises to

and well-known

10% or more.
Of course, as Amateur Radio enthusiasts, we're not

Gordon King
G4VFV, author
of our new

regular series

journalist,

into the territory of the hi-fi buff, but even so. it's good to
optimise on audio quality as far as possible and this
applies whether we use a loudspeaker or a pair of
headphones. It can also help if Morse code is our forte, as
of recent times I have proved.

describes the

Moving Coil Principle

technical

sarious
principles which

an) Radio
Amateur should
know about

speakers and
headphones in

order to
"optimise on

audio qualit)".

piece of flexible

The operation of the loud speaker unit is well known. It
follows the basic moving coil principle where a coil is
accurately wound at the apex of a cone and suspended in a
strong magnetic field - See Fig. (a, b & c). When an

electric current is caused to flow through the coil,

a

mechanical force is produced of a strength governed by the
intensity of the current.
The cone is thus deflected either inwards or outwards
depending on the direction of the current flow. When the
current is alternating, as it would be from the audio output
stages or our transceivers, then the cone is deflected or
vibrated rapidly in and out according to the pattern of the
audio information carried by the signal.
The air either side of the cone is thus alternately
compresses and rarefied producing variations in the local
air pressure, which in turn communicates with our ear
drums, causing them to vibrate in sympathy. Our brains
then decode the vibrations to what we hear as sound.

metal ribbon is
suspended within
the magnetic lines

Inner

permanent magnet.
When a strong
audio current is
passed through
Fig. 1(b): Cross-section view,
the ribbon,
showing the magnetic lines of force
(flux).
Outer pole piece

Loudspeaker winding

Co",

_Air gaps across which
the held is developed

Inner eon

Moving Armature
Very early loudspeakers, although based on the
electromagnetic principle, didn't use a moving coil.
Instead, they employed a ferrous metal armature coupled
to a largish diaphragm, which was caused to vibrate when
an audio signal was applied to a pair of coils wound on a
'U' shaped permanent magnet.
Back in the 1920s the diaphragm, which then formed
the armature as well, was loaded acoustically to a horn. In
the 1930s. the horn was replaced by a large fabric
diaphragm treated with cellulose acetate and tightly

[0,e

Magnetic flue

of force of a
powerful

Movement

stretched over a wooden frame.
Vibration resulted because the audio current through
the coils caused a varying magnetic field which, on
alternate half cycles, added to and subtracted from the
field of the permanent magnet (Fig. 21. This principle was
adopted in all early headphone sets (and telephone
receivers) and headphones of this kind are still in use.
However, quality headphones these days are often
based on the moving coil principle. In fact, in many ear
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piece units the
Outer pole piece
elements look like
lnnner core
miniature moving coil
Gap
speakers. The lower
yr 1059.
frequency response is
maintained. despite
the small cone
(diaphragm t size.
because of the close
coupling to the ear
drums.
Cylindrical magnet
Rear pole piece
Rarely used in
Amateur Radio
Fig. 1(a): Principle of the moving !except perhaps in
coil loudspeaker unit, formation
the form of a
of the magnetic core.
microphonef is the
ribbon speaker
°leer pole piece
where, instead of a
moving coil, a thin

WI' 1059,

Outer pole piece

Fig. 1(c): Showing how the moving -coil at the apex of
the cone is suspended in the magnetic field.
variation occurs which is coupled acoustically to a small
horn. This kind of speaker is mostly designed to respond to
the higher audio frequencies, It often constitutes the
'tweeter' unit of a hi-fi speaker system.

Piezo Electric Principle
Loudspeakers and headphones can also adopt the 'crystal' or
Piezo electric principle. Here. amplified audio signal is
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applied across a pair of metal plates sandwiching a
ceramic or (formerly) Rochelle salt crystal element.
The varying voltage causes the 'crystal' to change its
shape slightly and hence vibrate in accordance with the
analogue of the audio. The vibrations are coupled to a
small cone or diaphragm. However, this kind of unit is
unsuitable for low frequency sound because large
amplitude vibrations cannot easily be accommodated by
the 'crystal' without the danger of it fracturing.

Electrostatic Principle
For the sake of completeness, mention should be made of
the electrostatic speaker ELSi principle. Here. a thin
conductive diaphragm is engineered to vibrate in parallel
with, and dose to, a fixed metal mesh. The diaphragm and
mesh form the two plates of a capacitor across which a
steady polarising voltage is applied through a 'hold -off'
resistor, causing a slight inward deflection of the
diaphragm. When the audio signal is applied in parallel

with this voltage, the diaphragm vibrates linearly and in
sympathy with the corresponding changes in the
electrostatic force.
The principle is adopted in the hi-fi world, but based
on a 'push-pull' technique to cancel residual distortion and
it farms the basis, for example, of the acclaimed Quad
Electrostatic Loudspeaker. Rarely used in speakers for
Amateur Radio, the electrostatic principle can, however, be
found at the other end of the audio chain - at the
microphone. However, it's really the moving coil principle
which is our primary practical concern in this article.

Current Drive
Because the moving coil has only relatively few turns of
wire it has a low impedance and thus requires current
drive. This is just the job for solid state or transistor audio
output stages, which are current rather than voltage
operated. Almost a direct audio coupling from the device to
the speaker is thus feasible, but with valve output stages,
which are essentially voltage operated, a step-down
transformer needs to be used to match the high anode
impedance of the valve to the low impedance of the
speaker to obtain current drive.
Moving coil headphones are usually of higher
impedance than speakers, sometimes around the 50i1
mark, hut it's possible to connect them to the point where
the loudspeaker is connected and still achieve adequate
volume, depending on their sensitivity. In some
transceivers the headphone jack also caters for an external
loudspeaker, but the jack is often switched so that when
the plug is inserted, the internal speaker is automatically
disconnected.

However, where there's an external speaker socket as
well as a headphones socket, the speaker should always be
connected to the former. This is because a current limiting
resistor might well be included in the headphones circuit
to avoid overloading or ear damage.

Enhanced Readability
A case can certainly be made for the use of an external
speaker, especially where the transceiver needs to be
compacted into a small working space along with other
closely adjacent equipment, which could be adversely
affecting the sound from its own speaker. The external
speaker could then be mounted away from the main
equipment on a wall or table.
The quality of sound will invariably be enhanced by
this and the speaker can be orientated for the least
'overhang' which may be caused by room resonances and
reflections. This will also improve readability. especially
when sending or receiving fairly fast Morse, where
element spacings are in milliseconds!
For basic communication purposes, a loudspeaker of
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the hi-fi kind is not necessary. In fact, such a Out.. case lotion Bakelite!
speaker may detract from the requirement
owing to its wide frequency response letting
through QRM that might not be audible
from a less exacting counterpart. Hi-fi
speakers commonly have a frequency
response from around 30Hz-20kHz, while far
general speech communication, a much more,
limited response is adequate. I See Fig. 3).
The extended bass response of hi-fi
speakers is achieved by the nature of the
acoustical loading of the main drive unit,
while two or more additional units cater for
the mid -range and upper treble. The
different units are connected through a sort
of filter circuit (crossover network? so that
Fig. 2: Basic
they are fed only with the range of frequencies for which
they are designed.
features of one of
However, all moving -coil speaker systems need to have
the ear units of
a baffle or some sort of enclosure to prevent sound pressure
an early pair of
waves from the rear of the cone cancelling out those from the
headphones.
front, which
would otherwise
result in a
serious fall off in
bass output.

n the hi-fi
world,
remarkably
elaborate
enclosures are
often evolved to
maintain a
smooth output response and extended bass. Speakers for
general communication, however, are usually contained in a
small enclosure, often of metal.

Improved FM Audio
However, on narrow band f.m. n.b.f.m.), it's surprising how
remarkably good the audio quality can be from a well
installed and adjusted transceiver and this applies to the
f.m. segments of the various v.h.f. and higher bands. It's
good to be able to provide a realistic quality report to a
station using frequency modulation, which is rarely possible
using the squeaky little rig speaker.
I employ a couple of discarded hi-fi speakers in my
shack, one connected to the hi. rig and the other to the
144MHz rig (Fig. 41. Happily, I'm able to tailor the response
of my h.f. rig to relate to the type of transmission I'm
handling and this is where good audio filtering to provide
the most suitable audio bandwidth required at the time can
pay dividends, especially when an external speaker of the hifi kind is being used.
In full response mode, such speakers are able to detect
not only possible shortfalls in the high frequency quality of a
transmission, but they can also be extremely
critical of the low frequency end, especially
with regard to power supply smoothing and
the like. Good transmissions will be
completely hum or ripple free, but it's really
surprising how many otherwise good quality
transmissions are marred essentially by
second or third -order ripple components
generated by poorly designed or serviced
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Fig. 3: Graph
showing response
of a hi-fi
loudspeaker
system and the
lesser response
required for basic
'communication
quality' speech.

CI
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{
mil

Fig. 4: Part of
G4VFV's shack,

showing the pair
of hi-fi
loudspeakers (not
in stereo model)
individually
connected to
144MHz and h.f.
transceivers.

power supply units I p.s.us. ).

Since I have been investigating the
application of external speakers I have been
surprised by the relatively high incidence of
144MHz f.m. stations which are

transmitting. presumably quite unwittingly
significant levels of 50. 100. and 150Hz and
sometimes higher order power supply

Continued on page 41-.
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and attention as follows: Cut off the trap cover end caps with
a strong sharp knife. The caps are scrap and will he replaced
with new ones.
You should have exposed the screws (see Fig. 1) which
both fix the end of the coil to the trap cover and secure the
trap cover to the coil formers.
Next, you should remove both pairs of screws and put
them in a safe place. Remove the trap coils from the trap
cover. You now have the following (six) items: Two sets of trap
coils and two trap covers.
Then remove the coil windings from the 28MHz trap - (it
has 20 turns). The other coil - the 21MHz trap - has 40 turns.
Now is a good time to clean up these items. If, like mine, the
original assemblies are somewhat antique, there will be
evidence of corrosion, particularly where the wire ends of the
coil have been in contact with the aluminium of the trap
cover.

,

Bafore building the antenna I'm about to
describe, I'd managed with a Ka dipole for

Derek Holmes

18MHz and a k/2 dipole for 24MHz. Prior to

GW3JSV

this, I'd loaded up my trusty doublet, cut for
3.5MHz, to work the WARC bands. The
antennas had been quite satisfactory, but with the
declining sunspot numbers and the increasing

describes how
he recycled a
very useful

beam antenna
for the 18 and
24MHz WARC

number of stations. I decided it would be nice to have
something with a bit more directivity and, possibly, a bit of
gain in the wanted direction.
As a result of reading an article by WB4OSN in DX
Magazine (June 1989) my attention was drawn to a
redundant Mosley TA32, residing in the loft over the
garage. I began to formulate some ideas as to how this
could perhaps be converted to provide a 2 -element dual
band beam for the two h.f. WARC bands.
I'm not exactly in love with traps and similar devices so,
my first idea was to produce an antenna that didn't require
traps. I designed along the lines of using a switching
system, of half -wave stubs. Though this idea was pursued
for sometime, I had little success.

would advise against using recycled wire for this job

Identify Elements

Dnven Element

Once you have the start point antenna you must identify
the driven and reflector elements. The driven element is
easy to identify, as it comes in three parts - two half
length tubes, a pair of trap assemblies and the centre
support. But make sure you select the correct trap
assemblies for the driven element (the driven element
trap assemblies have a longer 'inboard' tube section than
the reflector ones).

I assembled the midsection of the driven element onto the
element support and mounted it on my test range mast. This
is perhaps a grandiose description of a length of mast, a little
over three metres high, that I use out in the large field, away
from all obstructions. It's lashed to a large wooden step
ladder, which has a platform to put any test gear on.
You should temporarily assemble the trap coil and cover.
using the un-wound coil former as the cover support for the
outboard end of the assembly. This is where you need to beg,
borrow, steal or, in the worst case, buy an MFJ-259 Antenna

Then I persuaded myself to buy an MFJ-249 Antenna
Analyser. Suddenly antenna experimentation became a joy
rather then a chore.
With the analyser available I admitted that traps would
have to be part of the system. So, work commenced.
Reading up Carl Mosley's 'Theory Of Imps (presented in
most Amateur Radio handbooks and in the Mosley LTK
Catalogue) convinced me that this was probably the easiest
way to go.

But first, you must catch your old TA32 or a TA33. If
you don't have one, then I am sure that a small advert in
the wanted section of 'Bargain Basement' will produce the

Having sorted out the correct traps, you will now need
to dismantle each one. This is quite easily done with care
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Now to wind new coils: Th do this, I obtained some 1.25mm
(18s.w.g.) enamelled copper wire from a local factory that
manufactures wound components for industry. Alternatively,
a local electric motor rewind shop should be able to help. II

goods.

Antenna Analyser

box'.

New Coils

When dismantling the trap coils, you'll notice that the
inner end of the winding is fixed by a screw recessed into the
moulding of the coil former. This screw is about midway
along the length of the coil.
You will also notice that there is another recessed, but
undrilled point, some 20mm inboard of this first fixing point.
Drill this point out to accept the self tapping screw used to fix
the end of the new coil.
The new trap coil is going to provide a trap at 24.9MHz or
thereabouts, so it will require a few more turns than the
original. I started with 36 turns and found by trial and error
during the setting up and tuning process, that I was able to
prune this down to 33 turns for the final assembly.
When you are happy with the number of turns on the
coil, make sure that you thoroughly tin the ends that will
come into contact with the aluminium components. If not,
you'll be setting in motion a potential corrosion point that
will be hard to reverse and also, in time, will do a lot of
damage.
Also with any corrosion points, you'll have created a very
good non-linear device, which can cause all sorts of
interference problems and will, in all probability, impair the
receiving performance of the finished beam. The illustration
of Fig. 2 shows the new trap in cross section, although the
outer element must be removed for initial tuning up and
checking.

bands using bits

from his 'junk -

You may find that some of the trap cover itself has
eroded. This is not important, as there is plenty of metal to
provide a new fixing. The standard Mosley trap coils are
wound using tinned copper wire. Over a period of prolonged
exposure, the trap formers can absorb a very small amount of
moisture with its usual detrimental effects.
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"You may find that a bit of trap coil pruning is required...".
Analyser. But do not fit any trap cover and caps at
this stage.
Slide fit these new trap assemblies into the centre
section tubes. (No need to put the fixing screws in as there's
a certain amount of adjustment to be done). As a starting
point, position the inner faces of the traps as shown in Fig.
equal to about 5.485m
3 with
Connect a short length - no more than half a metre - of
5012 coaxial cable to the centre point of the element. I Do

Fig. 1: The traps on
soft upping tcI.W7

the original Mosley
Antenna were of
this general shape
and layout Only the
number of windings
differed depending
on which band the
trap was designed

A.
Weather teal

wows.

not earth the braid side of the coaxial cable as
normally specified in the Mosley assembly instructions'.
The instructions may be okay for their regular product, but
it did not help the situation here. Neither did the inclusion
of a halun device, but more of that later.
Connect your MFJ-249 to the end of the cable and check
to find where the resonant point of the assembly is. With
luck, it won't be too far off the design point. Possibly at
about 20MHz.
Next, adjust dimension 'a' equally on both sides to bring
the assembly into resonance in the 24MHz band. You
should aim to get as near to 24.9MHz as possible with
minimum s.w.r. indicated on the MFJ analyser
Mark the position of the trap rods (the outer lengths of
aluminium tube sliding into the centre sections) relative to
the end of the centre section tube for future reference. You
may find that a bit of trap coil pruning is required together
with the readjustment of sections 'a' to bring the assembly
to resonance, but I would leave this until you are adjusting
for the 18MHz band.

for.

sod-tsatotiv Itaang wawa
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~No seal
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Fig. 2: The modifications will entail removing the outer coil all
together and creating a new coil on the inner side of the trap. The
outer element will be attached directly to the trap sleeve (see text).

Trail

The 18MHz Sections
You can now start to add the 18MHz sections to the driven
element. There's no need to wind a trap coil for this band.
In fact, the original trap coil former (the outer one of the
pair in each trap) is only required to provide mechanical
support for the outer end of the trap cover and the outer
element tube.
I carried out the various steps in the following order,
and it's the order I suggest you follow too:
A: remove the trap assembly. that you have just set up,
from the test rig;
B: remove the blank trap coil from the trap cover and
cut off any tubing that may be protruding from the 'inside'
face of the former,
C: re -assemble the trap former as the trap cover and
drill through one of the trap cover fixing holes. right
through into the outer element rod;
D: insert this coil former assembly into the trap cover
using a screw of sufficient length, screw the trap cover onto
the former and the element rod, effectively shorting the
cover to the outer section of the element, see Fig. 4.
The outer section elements, as they are, are too long to
obtain a resonance on I8MHz. The overall length of a half
wave dipole cut for 18MHz is 8.285m (27.1811).
The inductance of the 24MHz trap coil is going to
provide a degree of loading at both frequencies of operation
and the adjustment to obtain resonance on the 24MHz
band will have reduced 'L' of Fig. 2 to less than 2.4m.
Therefore. I decided as a starting point to reduce the length
of the outer section to some 400mm protruding from the
outer face of the trap.

Fig. 3: Each element is treated to a first adjustment individually and
without the outer element fitted.

.ran

Olanutot and Kee* fix

Ibap own

Outer oltromot rod

Cad 10IpL/1._1

Cut beat Nth With the lace of Ow coil format

Fig. 4: The outer
element is
connected to the
trap sleeve and
should be cut flush
with the inner face

of the supporting
insulator.

see

945

Shoo.° asap

Fig. 5: The final assembly of Derek's 'new' WARC band antenna.

Re -Assembling & Fitting
You can now re -assemble the trap outer section and cover
and fit the whole onto the dipole on the test pole, Clip your
test lead as before and set up to the marks obtained when
tuning for the 24MHz resonance. This is now your starting
point.
Begin by re-establishing the resonance point for 24MHz
by small adjustments of the length of the inner part of each

element only. Avoid the temptation to add or remove
trap coil turns at this stage. The aim is to get as close to
the desired 24MHz resonant point as possible. Having
achieved that. then start looking for resonance at 18MHz.
You may find that the i I8MHzi resonance will be most
likely be low, probably about 15MHz. Tuning for 18MHz
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resonance is achieved by removing short lengths - no more
than 10mm at a time - from the outer section tube and check
again. ( I ended up with the dimensions for the driven
element as given in Fig. 6. where I've shown all the
dimensions of the antenna).
The s.w.r. measured at approximately 3m above ground
for this assembly as indicated on my MFJ-249 are shown in
the two graphs of Fig. 6. The 24MHz band (actually nearer
to 25MHz than to 24MHz elements showed a reasonably
even, if slightly high, s.w.r. over the whole band. But the
18MHz sections showed a rising s.w.r. over the 18.068 to
18.168MHz band.

Continued on page 54...
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This month,
Trevor
Newstead
GOLQX

ever noticed
slight
variations in
the audio
frequency of
the signal during long
QSOs in the same way
I have? During some
recent
experimentation with
another amateur we
noticed the variation,
was it our equipment
or some other factor?
The variation in
audio frequency was, we
guessed, no more than
about 20Hz, but our
inquisitive nature got
the better of us and we
decided to investigate.
First thing to be
checked was our
equipment and, although the transceivers were home brewed, they were designed and built to a high degree of
accuracy. They were crystal controlled using matched
crystals and were operating c.w. and s.s.b. on the 3.5MHz
band.

explains why he

thinks that the

Tested & Calibrated

Both rigs had been thoroughly tested and calibrated by a
friend of ours. Jim, who runs an approved calibration
house. However. when they went to be re -tested there
was no problem, it. wasn't the rigs, so now what?
It was suggested that using a highly accurate tone
transmitted on s.s.b. at one station and measured at the
other may give some clue to the drift phenomena. Jim once
again came to the rescue and he loaned us two synthesised
function generators and two frequency counters, these
Fig 1. Graph showing
items had just been calibrated at the National Physical
variations of Q with
Laboratory so the accuracy was known.
Frequency.
Back in our respective shacks we tried the experiment.
using a 1kHz tone.
over a period of two
60
days getting similar
Windspeed
50
audio frequency
Frequency
variations as
. 0 factor
11 40
*0'.
previously
encountered. The
drift therefore had
20
***
88
to be some external
10
influence but what?

wind ma) affect
frequency.

..

..... - *

0

10

20

Wind speed

30

40

temperature
variations in the
shack causing the
problem? lb prove or
disprove the idea
I blow the cost! i

40

prove that wind can affect frequency.
then set the central heating at 20-C and on continuous, waited
two days and tried again - but still got the same results.
What to try next? How about weather conditions,
atmospheric pressure or air temperature? How should we
record this information and what should we actually record?

Meteorological Help
As our Amateur Radio stations are about 8km apart
'roughly on a line SE/NWi and there is a meteorological
station within 10km of both stations we decided to contact
them and see if they could help. It was worth a try anyway.
When we discussed our problem with the Meteorologists
they were very willing to help. We were told they continuously
record such factors as atmospheric pressure, relative
humidity, air temperature, wind speed and direction and
general weather conditions, as these conditions can vary from
minute to minute they would also give us a daily time check.
It was decided that, rather than try to continuously
monitor the frequency variations, each station would take
three readings during the day. Station A (myself), at the SE
end, would take readings at 0700, 1200 and 180OUTC.
whilst Station B was to take readings at 0800, 1300 and
1900UTC each day. To keep contact we would use 144MHz
n.b.f.m. utilising the tone burst as a marker pulse. Records
were to be taken for a 28 day period.

Was it

,

0.550
0.540
0.530
0.520
0

In his article, Trevor Newstead GOLOX sets out to

I

Hours Of Studying
After the 28 day period, we had so much information it
took many hours of studying our tabulations to find some
sort of correlation. When it was found, it wasn't as we
suspected related to atmospheric pressure, air
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theory
temperature or relative humidity
We began to wonder - was it possibly to do with the sun
spot count? However, a chance observation gave us the clue
we were looking for. Surprisingly it seemed the variation in
frequency was related in some way to wind speed!
lb simplify things we decided only to use data when
the wind direction was along the NW/SE line lie. along
the line between the two stations). Luck was with us as
the prevailing winds seem to be in these directions with
47 of the 94 readings taken being along this line 'plus or
minus 10'1.
It worked out that the frequency change was directly
proportional to the wind speed, as shown by the formulae:
Frequency Variation = 0.542 x Wind Speed
Table 1 shows the tabulations of our records where:
Vel. = Wind Speed
Dir.= Wind Direction
VF = Frequency Variation

Q = Calculated Relationship 'constant )
We had found a relationship between wind speed and
the audio frequency variations and could find no other
factors to cause this effect. Hang on though! Why, if the
audio frequency drifted, why didn't the carrier frequency
drift?
Further experimentation revealed that all
frequencies varied to a more or lesser degree. The lower
the frequency the greater the variation and Fig. 1 shows
a graph of frequency against Q.

Findings Simplified
For the purposes of this article, our finding have been
somewhat simplified. With the readings taken over a
short distance the wind velocity has been taken as being

...continued from page 35
components. This also applies to a few 144MHz repeaters,
some being pretty bad, which could encourage a detailed
low frequency spectrum check by their keepers.
Wide response speakers are also useful for listening
for microphone aberrations and shortfalls in the audio
input circuits of the transmitters themselves. It's
possible, for example, to tell whether a station has a
'hissy' microphone or one with an intermittent noisy
connection somewhere. r.f. getting into the microphone
circuit may also be detectable by an edginess or h.f. audio
ringing tendency. Thsts like these are generally not
possible when the rig's internal speaker is used, though
they can be aided by the use of reasonable quality pair of
headphones.

Headphones
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NW

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

NW
NW

29.0
27.0

-15.7
-14.7

NW

13.0

-7.0

0 538 NW

SE
SE

55.0
41.0

29.9
22.3

0.544 SE
0.544 SE

0.541
0.544
NW
SE

NW

5.0

27

0.540 NW

10.0
11.0
52.0
50.0

39.0

7.0

.5.4
.6.0
28.2
27.2
21.2

-3.8

0.540
0.545
0.542
0.544
0.544

0_543

19.5

.2.7

0.540
0.540
WT ,ma

of the same magnitude and direction over that distance.
What will happen over greater distances where the
wind velocity and direction can vary many times, would
be extremely difficult to calculate or predict in any way.
In order to calculate the effect of the wind velocity
from other directions would take many years of collating
measurements and carrying out calculations, but we'll be
leaving this up to others. It would prove a challenging
area for research and we hope interest would not 'drift
away' because the end results could prove both
enlightening and entertaining.

=1

CI
O

0.540

18
17

Table 1: Table of
Wind Speed,
Direction and
Audio Frequency
variation for NW
and SE wind
direction only. (All
readings are for
Station A).
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remarkably sensitive and bearing in mind that
all the audio power in the crystal set days (before
the addition of an audio valve) was derived from
the demodulated r.f. signal itself, such
headphones were often operated as quasi speakers by placing them in a large kitchen
basin so that the family could gather round and
all participate in the radio programme. albeit at
'whisper' volume. Audio quality was pretty grim
and there were nasty 'peaky' resonances around
the 1.5-3k Hz region, but the term 'hi-fi hadn't
yet been coined.
With the advent of the moving -coil headphones there
was a remarkable advance in audio quality. The best ones
now yield an output from as low as 30-35Hz and up to 1020kHz, while the harmonic distortion and resonance
effects are far less troublesome than those of the earlier
headphones.
As already noted, moving -coil headphones have an
impedance of around 5011, so they represent a reasonable
match to most rigs without a circuit modification, hut if hifi species are employed some degree of
audio filtering could well be required to
reduce the noise power bandwidth, at
least, when operating on other than the
v.h.f. land higher) rm. bands in F3E mode.
The inclusion of a switched analogue or
digital filter is highly desirable for the

Headphones based on the kind of unit shown in Fig. 2
were extensively used up to and beyond the First World
War. In fact, I wouldn't be
surprised to hear that many old
timers are still using such devices.
I know I have a pair or more
hidden away in the archives
somewhere!
With the two coils of each ear
unit connected in series and the
two units themselves also
Fig. 6: Close up view showing the
mechanism inside a 'balanced
connected in series the overall
impedance worked out to about
armature' earpiece. Extremely
versatile and sensitive, this form of
21'11, which was a desirable
earpiece insert is extremely robust
matching value for the crystal set
and many examples made
and early valve era.
between 1939.45 are still in service.
The headphones were
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1200hrs

0700hr4
Date

Fig. 5: A truly 'vintage'
earphone, illustrated with
the 'Stalloy' metal
diaphragm slid away.
(They must never be
pulled away from the
magnet to expose the
high impedance
(approximately 2142)

windings around the
permanent magnets.

ALA and .13E modes.

Indeed, the audio aspects of
Amateur Radio are quite interesting, from
microphone to ear and it's hoped that this
article will, at least, reveal some of the
factors involved at the
loudspeaker/headphones
end of the chain.
PW
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In today's crowded bands adequate
selectivity may be the most important
characteristic of a receiver. The radio's .,:...'"
ability to separate signals is largely
dependent upon the number and
Max
quality of crystal filters it contains. Whilst
the main manufacturers offer a range of 41=3"
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manufacturers.
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The Pro Series Headsets are designed to meet the
demands of top contesters and DX chasers. The

light and comfortable headset combines with a
flexible boom which houses either a HC4 or HC5 mic,
insert The range has 3 models, the original "Proset" Ml
headset the ''Pro 5" which only uses a single ear piece,
and the "Pro Micro" lightweight unit. All 3 designs may
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"Radio rods," stated Dr. Gradenwitz, "are subject to
operating conditions altogether different from those of
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Welcome to the shop! Find yourself a

comfortable place to sit because this time
I'll be looking at the story behind a couple
of heroic failures in the world of
thermionic devices. Note that I purposely
don't say valves, because it's not certain
whether our first examples were in fact
valves in the usual sense. Going back to the heady
days of Lee de Forest, when valve development was
in its infancy, all sorts of ways were tried of
modulating the flow of electrons from the cathode to
the anode of a diode, and thus to make it amplify.
Included in the trials were 'external control
electrodes', which were a dead loss. This, we are told by
those who ought to know, was due to the fact that in the
case of ordinary valve envelopes an external control
electrode couldn't possibly influence the space charge
around the cathode.
After a brief interval of about 30 years Telefunken
cracked the problem, by which time the development of
efficient 'real' valves had made the question largely
academic. But what the hell, why waste 30 years hard
work? Thus, in 1933 the wonderful 'Radio Rod' made its
debut.

Contemporary Photographs
Contemporary photographs showed radio rods, known
generically as 'Arcotrons', to be about five inches long and
about an inch in diameter. They contained nothing more
than a simple filament enclosed by a tubular anode, in this
respect resembling very early Fleming diodes.
The rudimentary electrode assembly was mounted on
stiff wires which passed out through the glass pinch at the
bottom to form the same type of connecting pins as used in
!octal and other all -glass valves.
The control electrode took the form of a metallic
coating sprayed onto the envelope. Some rods were highly
evacuated, others were gas -filled.
As to how they worked, we have to rely on a
contemporary description penned by a certain Dr.
Gradenwitz. However, at this stage it has to be said that it
may have lost something in the translation!
British journalists, especially those writing for the socalled 'quality press' are capable of perpetrating some
pretty diabolical elliptic sentences but the good Doctor's
effusion contains the longest and most complicated
example I have ever seen, and which I've had to render
into English in an empirical manner. It doesn't help, either,
to find occasional references to a non-existent 'control grid',
which I've taken as a mis-print for control electrode.

conventional valves. It is impossible to record any statical
!sic] characteristics ... the glass wall being charged with
electrons whenever a positive voltage was applied to the
control grid Isle], while the total voltage resulting from that
of the control coating and the voltage on the charge on the
inside of the wall is always nil". i If you think this is hard to
understand, wait for the next bit!).
"No amount of positive grid bias has any effect. This is
true also, more or less, of any negative voltage applied to the
control coating. At the same time Telefunken rods will
respond to alternating h.f. voltages, there being set up
excess charges on the wall whenever the voltage on the
outside coating is varied, so that the resulting voltage is no
longer nil. These excess charges always take a certain time
to be compensated across the insulation resistance of the
glass wall".
1 certainly don't intend to quarrel with the description
provided by Dr. Gradenwitz, mainly because I don't
understand a blind word of it. If any reader does know what
it means, it might be better to keep quiet about it.1People
might look at you strangely).
However, to return to the good Doctor's dissertation:
"Thlefunken rods destined for purposes of amplification are
designed as high vacuum valves, whereas those devised for
detecting purpose are of the gas -filled type ... I they I are
directly heated with alternating current_ No directly -heated
valves have so far been very successful as detectors, owing to
the direct effect exerted by the filament on the grid and the
influence of voltage variations on rectification'. IThis
appears to be a long-winded way of saying that they would
hum like mad].
"However, gas -filled Telefunken rods, on account of their
characteristic behaviour, as explained, are insensitive to low frequency voltages. Any voltages applied from the outside
are, so far as the negative half -wave is concerned,
compensated by the ions of the residual gas, in fact, the lag
between the electrons and ions is only felt as the frequency
becomes more rapid, until the ions in the case of real high
frequency are no longer able to follow.
"Only low -frequency oscillations are thus compensated
by ions, resulting in a rectifying effect which is quite similar
to the detecting effect of standard valves.
'The insensitiveness of the gas -filled radio rod to low
frequency by no means affects the low -frequency modulation
of the h.f. pulses. Oscillation on the grid being invariably of
high frequency list in turn modulated in accordance with the
rhythm of the speech or music transmitted. Whereas a
frequency of, say, 100 reaching the grid from the alternating
current mains has practically no influence upon detector
rods, a sound of the frequency of 100 arriving from the
transmitter will readily be passed on". (Well, of course, what
else?)

A circuit exists of what is claimed to be an actual tuned
radio frequency it.r.f.) receiver using radio rods. An h.f
transformer preceded the first rod, described as being an h.f.
amplifier.
On the other hand, since there appears to be a
conventional reaction coil in the anode circuit, it might
really be a detector. Whatever signals appeared at its anode,
whether r.f. or a.f., were directly coupled to the control
electrode of the next rod, named as the detector but possibly
an al. amplifier. The anode of this rod was resistance capacity coupled to the grid of a conventional output valve
for, as the good doctor explained just before the men in white
coats came for him:
"You have seen why radio rods are not suitable for l.f.
purposes and therefore will not be surprised to note that a
three -electrode valve of the ordinary type is utilised for the
output".
Frankly, by this time I wouldn't be surprised by
anything regarding the radio rods except to learn that they
ever entered gainful employment.
Enough of this frivolity, however, let's now turn to the
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vintage
serious subject of the 'Sargrove Wonder Valve' which, apart
from anything else, was British.

John Sargrove
John Sargrove was an electronics boffin who owned a small
but go-ahead firm in Walton -on -Thames. just south of
London. Mr. Sargrove's proposition was to make a single
valve type that could be used in every stage of a radio
receiver.

It's difficult to conceive of a single valve type capable of
operating in such diverse roles as frequency -changer and

high tensionth.t.I rectifier but that was exactly what Mr.
Sargrove anticipated. He must have been able to put
forward a pretty convincing case for his project because he
managed to get the British Tungaram Valve Co. interested
enough to put money into it.
As I mentioned some time ago, Philips NV had a

substantial interest in British llingsram, which provided it
with a useful watching brief without being directly
involved.
Because the project initially was kept secret it's not
known exactly when work started on the 'universal' valve.

But by the autumn of 1947 it reached fruition in the form of
the extraordinary UA-55 double beam tetrode.
The two sections of the valve were disposed on either
side of a central common cathode and, as will be seen in the
diagrams, a screen in the form of two 'Es' face-to-face, was
fitted around the cathode assembly with the top and bottom
arms of each forming the beam -shaping plates.
The anodes were shaped rather like shallow straw hats
with the crowns facing towards the two E -shapes. Nine
lead -out wires were needed, for which a new type of 9 -pin
all -glass base was developed, not unlike that of the B9A
base that came into popular use a few years later. The
heater was rated at 55V, 100mA. making it suitable for
a.cid.c. operation on either 110/120V or 200/250V mains.

could take on the job but due to fairly high inter electrode capacities neutralising or some other
stabilising method was necessary to prevent self oscillation. This would have represented a major step
backwards of some 20 years to before the advent of

i=1

the screen -grid valve.
To make up for this failing, a variable -mu effect
could be obtained if the two grids and the two anodes
were strapped and different voltages applied to each
of the screen grids. Exactly how this voltage change
could be related to a conventional automatic volume
control (a.v.c.) system was not revealed to us, nor
were we told how detection was to be achieved in a
superhet.
Maybe Sargrove-Tungsram weren't too sure
themselves? Maybe you had to strap the electrodes in
each of the valve sections to make up a sort of double
diode?

We're on firmer ground as regards al
amplification because the tetrode sections would
work in much the same way as will most 'straight' r.f.
pentodes if the screen grid volts were kept low, i.e., of
the order of 15V The slope obtained in this mode was
4.5mAN, so a.f. sensitivity shouldn't have been a problem.
So to the output stage. With the electrodes of both

Fig. 3: Actual view of
a Sargrove UA-55.
Note the B9A type

sections strapped grid -to -grid. screen -to -screen and anode -

base.

to -anode, and with the latter two supplied with only about
90V hi.. a power output of around 1W could be obtained.
This was considered acceptable for the kind of small
receivers envisaged as using the UA-55. The slope in this
application was high at 7mAN, the grid bias low
at -5V and the optimum load
also low at 2,5000.
The anode and screen

grid currents were not
stated but they must
have been pretty
low.

Astonishing Versatility
The stated explanation of how the astonishing versatility of
the UA-55 was achieved says that it was "due to varying
the way in which the electrodes were connected and to how
much voltage was applied to them".
For instance, if you strapped the anode and screen grid
of a single section you had the equivalent of a high -slope
low impedance triode which could be used as a local
oscillator in a superhet, with the other section acting as a
mixer. In this application a conversion conductance of
700mAN was claimed with an h.t. voltage of no more than

Fig. 1: Sectional view of the electrode assembly of
the Sargrove UA-55.
IOU

mat um
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Evidence of
this fact
was

provided by
the description of
how the UA-55 could be
used as a rectifier.
By strapping both anodes
directly and connecting these via limiting
resistors to the strapped grids and screens, the
valve would act as a half -wave rectifier capable of
delivering up to 25mA with a small internal voltage drop.
The manufacturers envisaged using for this lowly job valves
that had been rejected on test as not up to standard for
general use. i Shades of Lee de Forest!).
It's an interesting thought that since every receiver
would need a rectifier, the expected quality failure rate for
the UA-55 must have been between about 20 and 30%.

Fig. 4: An early type
of 'printed circuit'
receiver using two
Sargrove UA-55s.

Into Quantity Production?

90V, which if true was commendable,
being nearly twice that of the highly
esteemed 6K8.
As regards r.f. or i.f.
amplification, each or both tetrode

Fig. 2: The arrangement of the
'E -Screen'.

Whether the valve did, in fact, go into quantity production
is unclear, but if it did, precious little evidence survives of
its appearance in actual receivers. In fact, the only example
so far traceable is a two -valve t.r.f. that was reported as
being exhibited at RadiOlympia in November of 1947.
The receiver in question had another claim to
originality as it employed a very early form of 'printed
circuit' with many of the components 'sprayed' on to the
Paxolin circuit board. How many of these boards were made
is another matter for speculation. but they may well have
been counted in dozens.

If so. there's a very good chance of some of the
boards being preserved in lofts or cellars, because at

that time the British were well known for not wantonly
throwing anything away. "in case it comes in useful".
Keep looking!
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Rob Mannion
G3XFD

describes his

continuing
success and

enjoyment
working

`portable' from
his car using a
variety of

antennas and
what seems to
be a very useful

antenna tuning
unit from NIF,I1

in the USA.
Fig. 1: Inside the MFJ-45E

showing the substantial
inductor. An idea of the
size of the unit is provided
by the two pence coin
above the front panel.
Meter illumination is
provided by the 'Meter
Lamp' socket on the left of
the rear panel.

Since I have started to
enjoy operating 'stroke
Portable' from my car again,
using the versatile Alinco DX 70, I've used a variety of
antennas. In the past I always
opted for a simple 'long wire', tuned up with the
a.t.u. from the main shack ... but having to continually
take it from the house and into the car and back again got
on my nerves. So. something else for tuning the antennas
had to take its place!
My renewed interest in h.f. portable operations really
accelerated in 1998 when in mid summer. I started using
the triple magnetic mount (reviewed in the October 1998
PW as 'Out & About With Pro -AM Antennas & Magnetic
Mount') in conjunction with the Pro -AM h.f. whips
antennas.
I found the mag-mount and whip combination suited
my portable operations on h.f very well indeed. (Although I
don't actually work 'mobile' for safety reasons - see the
Pro -AM review,.
The Pro -AM whips were easy to use, except that I had
to continually re -adjust the whip section to work over the
whole band. This was because the
American -made antennas are

optimised for work in their s.s.b.

section of the various bands.
Using my main a.t.u. for
portable operation as well as at
home was a first class idea
because I was able to tune the
mobile whip over the whole of the
European band plan sections. I then only had to get out of
the car when I wished to change band altogether.
However, as I've mentioned, 1 quickly found it was a
real nuisance to be continually taking the a.t.u. in and out
of the house. And that's where the idea of trying out a
small portable type of a.t.u. came about in the form of the
141F -1-945E.

What's In The Box?
So, what's in the MFJ'945E's box? In fact. it's a
remarkably compact a.t.u. - measuring 210mm (wide).
148mm (deep; and 60mm ( high) and considering its size.
the maximum claimed forward power rating of the 300W
High ranges is generous with the lower range covering up
to 30W. However, inside the unit is a very large
considering the size of the actual a.t.u.i antenna matching
inductance on which the tappings are selected by a rotary
switch.
Most of the inside of the unit is taken up by the
matching inductance and the tuning
capacitors. The two meters providing
'forward and reflected' power levels are
tucked up right in the front of the a.t.u. (See
Fig. 1 i.
Apart from the antenna matching
inductance, the unit is a straightforward

ai.u. with built-in v.s.w.r measuring
facilities. However, there's no 'average
power' indication facility provided and so
the meters continually flick up and down
with speech or e. w. keying .

Using The MFJ-945E
When the MFJ-945E arrived at the PW office I quickly
unpacked it and managed to use it for the first time on the
way home! My favourite '/P' location is on high ground, not
far from Wimborne from where I can just glimpse the sea,
between the Needles on the Isle of Wight and Hengistbury
Head, just to the east of Bournemouth.
From this location I've been able to work all around the
world on b.f. using powers ranging from less than 5W to a
maximum of 50W. However, my usual power level ion sai.b.)
is around the 25W level, with c.w. power rarely exceeding
5W, but even on 100W tests in damp conditionsiFebruar.v
weather, the a.t.u. coped well with no 'flash-overs'.
Using my Pro -AM HF80 on 3.5MHz 1 now tend to use

a long wire radial. With the long wire radial run out to its
maximum of 30m the MFJ-9455E
enabled me to get minimum
reflected power from the antenna
resulting in excellent QSOs all
over the UK on the 3.5MHz band.
In fact the a.t.u. proved
delightfully easy to use with all my
mobile antennas 13.5. 7. 14 and
18MHz
In practice. I found that rotating
the inductance control and then setting the transmitter
control and then finally adjusting the antenna control worked well. The small, neat meters proved very adequate
for the job and the whole unit proved remarkably easy -to use and an ideal size for use in the car.
In fact, the MFJ-945E sat very comfortably on top of my
Alinco DX -70 and the two units together provided a very
neat looking pair.
At home I found the a.t.u. could cope with everything I
threw' at it - including a true 3.5MHz 'long wire', short
wires and my old G -whips. It was truly versatile.

Quality & Finish
In past reviews I've commented on the poor quality of finish
on some MFJ items. There have been many occasions when
despite their innovative approach to Amateur Radio
equipment this manufacturer's wide range of products has
been let down by the sharp, unfinished edges on equipment
cases, front panels and boxes.
However, I'm pleased to say that this problem does not
occur on the a.t.u. under review because it has rather neat
plastic end panels and soft resilient `feet. Well done MFJ!
Needless to say. I've actually been very impressed by

the a.t.u. and apart from it not having 'peak hold' facilities
on the meter (which I can live with I I was happy to buy the
review unit it...4r

My thanks go to Waters & Stanton Electronics
PLC of 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SSS 4QS, Tel:
(01702) 206835, FAX: 101702) 205843, for the loan of

the MFJ-945E which they can supply for £89 plus
£5 P&P.
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practical

Dobbs G3RJV

transceiver design of mine published in the 1980s. which
generated a more than usual number of letters and phone
calls of disappointment. In every single case the failure was
caused by incorrect winding or lead identification of a bifilar
wound transformer. But I know that current Pli' readers will
not let me i and themselves) down. You will get it right have as much confidence in yourself as I've got in you!

provides a bleu -

The Circuit

This month the
Rev. George

by -blow account

Carrying on the

J

flJ

of building a

double balanced
mixer, following

immediately (of

course!) after
his usual

appropriate
quotation!

n the last column, I offered the reader a
Universal VXO (Variable Crystal Oscillatorl. It's
a useful amateur bands variable frequency
generator with a whole variety of possible
applications. It prompted me to think that I
ought to offer at least one practical application
for the VXO.
Before we jump into something new, a couple of
readers have asked me about the availability of amateur
bands crystals, something you will certainly need for the
VXO. So, here we go!

Some of the QRP constructor
suppliers stock amateur band
crystals usually at the
International QRP Calling
Frequencies (3.560. 7.030, 10.116,
14060, 21.060 and 28.060MHz ).
And to help, I'm pleased to say
Nam Shakespeare oronque.sLabouriLoso

that Chris Rees G3TUX of The
QRP Component Company
i Editorial note: please see

information panel at end of column 0, holds a stock of QRP

crystals and some other amateur band frequencies.
Those readers blessed with if that be the appropriate
word) an Internet connection can also obtain a range of
amateur band crystals from Funk Amateur magazine on

their WebSite at www.funkamateur.de

Obvious Application
An obvious application for the Universal VXO is to use it
as the frequency source for a direct conversion receiver.
The design has the advantage of offering plenty of r.f.
output: up to about 2V peak -to -peak.
The r.f output is more than adequate to drive a
passive double balanced mixer, one of the better mixer
options for a direct conversion receiver. The only problem
here is that commercial double balanced mixers (although
excellent in use) are rather expensive.
In the past I have had good results with home -brewed
double balanced mixers Id.b.m.$) for receiver mixers and
double balanced modulators.
I now share this knowledge with PW readers with
some trepidation. My caution comes from knowing that a
home -brewed double balanced mixer involves the winding
of two trifilar transformers and getting the connections
right!
The trepidation arises because I can recall a
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The diagram, Fig. 1, shows the circuit of a double -balanced
diode -ring mixer. Diodes offer good dynamic range lstrong
signal handling capability) in mixer circuits.
The problem is that the diodes have a conversion loss
rather than the gain that comes from active mixer circuits.
The losses may be in the order of 5-10dB. which may mean
having to obtain more gain in other stages of a receiver.
For first mixers in a receiver - and especially when it's
the only mixer in a direct conversion receiver - the better
dynamic range more than makes up for the losses.
Excellent commercial d.b.m.s are available and the
common SBLI is often used in amateur circuits and these
are expensive components. Fortunately though, with some
care. it's possible to make a d.b.m to give an equally good
performance.

Trifilar Winding
Transformers Ti and T2 provide WU termination points and
the trifilar winding presents the input, output and local
oscillator ports to a balanced diode bridge, D14. Compact
construction and a symmetrical layout help to maintain the
balance of the circuit. I will describe the method that has
worked for me in some detail. The completed DBM circuit
board would be useful as a mixer or a balanced modulator.
Commercial DBMs usually include hot -carrier diodes
but in this circuit, and in most of my other home -built
DBMS, I have used commonly available high speed silicon
diodes. There is advantage in matching the four diodes. They
can be the cheap 1N914 or 1N4148 or similar types which
are easy to match with the resistance ranges on a
multimeter. The typical forward resistance of such diodes is
in the 5 to 20 LI range. Finding four diodes with closely
matching forward resistance will produce a better mixer.
Simply measure the forward resistance of whatever diodes
you have to hand and pick the four best matches. The 'back'
resistance will probably be over IMO and need to be
checked.

Making the DBM
The really critical part of building the DBM circuit is
winding the transformers T1 and T2 and wiring them
correctly into the circuit. Extra care at this stage will repay
you with success!
The heading photograph shows the project with one
transformer mounted on a home -brewed 'surface mount'

Fig. 1: Circuit of the double balanced diode ring mixer

project.

Input

Oscillator

Output
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end of the three -strand wire in a
small vice - I use the crocodile clip in
a 'third -hand' bench jig.
The three wires now require
5
6
twisting together. In practice I've
8
II 10
found that slipping a cocktail stick
for something similar) between the
individual wires at the free end
provides a convenient turning `handle'.
Twist the wires to produce about three or four
twists per centimetre. The wires are now ready for
winding as if they were a single wire.
Wind 15 turns on the toroid core and separate the
six wire ends with the beginning of each winding at
one side and the end of each winding at the other side.
(This is shown in Fig. 3 - Stage 1).
The convention on the circuit diagram is to mark
the beginning of each winding with a
dot. So the dotted ends become wires 1,
3 and 5 and the other ends wires 2, 4

cJ

40

JD1

=I
G"7

8

12

11

C.0%3

Fig. 2: Pad

numbering
sequence for
the mixer
project See
text for detailed
construction
advice and
assembly
instructions.

-um

=I
O
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CJ-J

and 6.

This month's project a miniature mixer!

C
c-ri
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Now The Fun
Now it's time for the fun bit! Lay out the

hoard that I use for building a DBM. It's a piece of
unetched printed circuit board some 40mm by 20mm
divided into 12 soldering pads.
Drawing a saw blade across the copper -dad side of the
board to make 12 `islands' produces these pads. The
islands are then tinned with solder. I have numbered the
pads. as shown in Fig. 2, to help the wiring layout.

The Transformer
Each trifilar transformer is wound with (three lots of) 15
turns on an F1'37-43 ferrite toroidal core. This core has a
0.37 inch outer diameter and a permeability of 850.
In practice other ferrite toroidal cores of similar
diameter would probably do the job well. I have often
wound DBMs on surplus ferrite cores. t But remember - the
cores must be ferrite rather than powdered iron.
In a trifilar winding, three wires are wound through
the core. This can be done with the wires lying side by side
but it's more common to lightly twist the three wires so

Crystals for the VXO project:
Chris Rees G3TUX of the GRP Component Company
(look out for his distinctive van at the shows complete with number plate G3TUX) stocks wire
ended crystals for 3.660, 7.030, 10.116 and 14.060MHz

for £3.50 each plus £1.50 P&P )any quantity).
Write to PO Box 88, Haslemere, Surrey GU27
2RF. Tel: (01428) 661501 19am to 6pm Monday to
Friday, not Sunday please!), FAX: (01428)
681794.
Note from Editor. Ail my QRP transmitters (some
employing VXO drivel use the wire -ended crystals
from G3TUX, In my opinion they're very useful and
versatile. G3XFD.

they can be treated as a single wire in the winding process.
A thin gauge wire is required for the windings and for
this job I have some 0.2mm 136 s.w.g.) wire designed for
use with a wire -wrapping tool, which has a coloured
enamelled coating. My three little reels of this wire have
different coloured enamels, which helps with lead
identification. (Wire of one colour is also fine because the
leads can be identified with an multimeter).
To wind the transformers, cut three lengths of the wire
'different colours if available) about 300mm long. Tied the
three wires together with a knot at each end. Secure one
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wires as shown in Fig. 3. Remove the enamel
from the ends of the wires and tin the bare
copper ends. 'This is the point at which the
wires can be identified using a resistance
range on a multimeter, or any other
continuity checker'.
Next, you should position 1 and 5 and 2 and 4 out of
either end of the toroid as shown in the centre toroid of Fig.
4. Wires 3 and 6 are taken under the toroid, twisted, then
soldered together.
Make up Ti and T2 as a mirror image of each other as
FT37-43 Wald

T1

Cry

St

O
O
Fig. 3: The

layout and wire
end
'numbering' for
each toroid.

-

C-3

T2

5

1-1-1

O

1-1-1

f:7440411111 11
2

'WI I 724

shown in Fig. 4. Leave them on the bench in this formation
ready for adding to the matrix circuit board.
The two transformers are now added to the matrix
board as shown in Fig. 5 (left and right in Fig. 4 i. This

must be done correctly or the mixer may not work.
The order is:ffor T1) - lead 1 to pad 1. leads 3 and 6 to
pad 5, lead 2 to pad 9, For T2 - lead 1 to pad 4. leads 3
and 6 to pad 8, lead 2 to pad 12. lead 5 to pad 3 and lead
4 to pad 11. The diodes may now be added to pads 2, 3, 10
and 11 'taking care to place them in their correct polarity).
The diode ends
soldered to pads 2 and

Fig. 4:

Diagrammatic
explanation
showing how
each toroidal
transformer is
wired (see text
for more
details).

,WT10114

3 must cross over

without touching.
Pads 5 and 9 are
joined and pads 9 and
12 are connected to
ground.' For a direct
conversion receiver
the signal input is at
pad 1 the local

Input

oscillator input is at
pad 4 and the output
is from pad 8).
Phew! You've now built a double balanced mixer for a
fraction of the price they cost to buy. Next time we will
complete the other circuit items required to make the

complete receiver. Cheerio until then - and I know you

will be successful!

Fig. 5:

Component
lay -out for the
double
balanced mixer.

/OW
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Antenna
rlillyttrJ11(iii]r
uring recent occupancy of the 'Antenna
Workshop'. I've discussed several types of
antenna but missed out on those for 'Top
hand'. After being taken to task about this by
more than one reader, this is my earliest
opportunity to remedy the matter!

In this visit to

the Antenna
Workshop, Dick
Pascoe GOBPS

raises the topic

of 'Top Band'
antennas for
small spaces - or
ways of getting

a quart out of a
pint pot!

When considering the space required for antennas it is
always easier to check the tower for my 144MHz beams
rather than the space needed for my h.f: antenna system. I
have been planning to upgrade my 1.8MHz antenna for
some time.
Then some six years ago we moved from a large three
story Victorian house to a bungalow. The old house didn't
have a large garden but the height helped a lot. My
vertically mounted 3.5MHz full size loop, with some help.
tuned up on 1.8MHz too.
However, moving to the bungalow made life a little more
difficult, especially as we now have power lines on three
sides of the garden. The biggest advantage of the new
home is the size of the plot. Half an acre of space does
make it much easier to erect decent antennas, in spite of
the power lines.
The drawing of Fig. I shows the plan of my present
house and the constraints. The doublet antenna with the
feed at the top of the 20m tower works well - well mostly,
but of course always could be better.

A few years ago, I was lucky enough to stay with the late
Doug DeMaw W1FB, one of Amateur Radio's genuine
legends. He took me for a walk us around his 'plot of land'.
It had been a multi hundred -acre farm, left to return to
nature.
The only exception to nature, was the field where he had
his antenna farm. There, Doug had erected four telegraph
poles for a horizontally mounted full-sized 1.8MHz wire
loop I about 12m above
Overhead power lines

Tower 120m)

House

0
CC

/Doublet antenna
50

The antenna will need some fine-tuning. The
diameter and type of shunt feeder will affect the
tuning. The height of the tower, even the antennas on
the tower will affect it. Like may other antennas in use,
the time spent on getting it right will be of benefit in
the end.
The bad news is that because of the limited height of
the antenna (compared to the 'real' A14) the matched
bandwidth will be quite narrow. The 'tuning' capacitor
at the base could be motor driven to aid tuning. A good
Antenna Thner in the shack will also help.
A tip about raising long poles like this. Never let the
feeder hang loose from the top. It puts a great extra
additional strain on both the pole and the lifter. Tape
the feeder to the pole all the way down to the base.

Cheat A Little!
There are other ways
to get an antenna up
vertically, cheat a
little! Take one of
those cheap

Fig. 2: The late Doug DeMaw
W1FB made this suggestion
for loading up the tower as
on the lower bands (see
text/.

fibreglass -fishing poles

Legends

Fig. 1: The half acre plot
that Dick GOBPS calls
home - to his antennas.

A A./4 vertical antenna, radiates equally all around
the antenna. So. we might make a 1/4 vertical antenna.
Though on 1.8MHz, such an antenna would be 40+m
tall, which is still rather big so, again we will cheat a
little.
Doug DeMaw has written many articles on
antennas. One of his ideas was about loading up the
antenna support tower. A tower with a height of 40m
can easily be used as a Ibp Band' antenna.
Feeding such a vertical antenna, usually 'plugged'
into the ground. provides us with our first problem, to
which there are several answers. The first and in many
cases the easiest answer is a form of Gamma matching
system.
A heavy wire or rod (the diameter is not that critical)
is run vertically, alongside the tower and held firmly in
place between 250mm and 1.5m away (this distance
should not be less). The wire or rod is held in place by
fixed insulated bars mounted on the tower.
In the illustrations of Fig. 2 you can see the inner of
the coaxial cable feeding the 'gamma' rod via the air
spaced capacitor, for matching and fine-tuning. The
only electrical connection to the tower, is of the wire to
the top of the tower as shown.

ground). Although it
surprised me to see it
mounted horizontally. I
was told that it worked
very well.
Now, when someone
like Doug tells you a
thing works, you listen.
The sheer size of
antennas for the 1.8MHz
band makes space a
requirement, unless we
cheat of course. But don't go out - go up!

that are available.
They range from 3m to
over 10m long (some
even longer), but try
the longest that you
can. Although a good
ground is essential in
this project.
The 'thin end' may
have to be cut back
until the centre hole is
found. The antenna
wire is fed through the
middle of the fishing
pole. If you are lucky
enough to have two
scaffold poles and a
joiner we will get
closer to our required

Rotator and beam antenna

reader joined
to the tower

Shunt lead
iwire or rod)
spaced 250-600mm
from the tower/

Tuning
Capacitor
)250p)

40m.

With two scaffold
poles and the fishing
pole at the top, we will

have a total length

Coaxial

!inner)

'Earth' rod
(outer)
WT1130,
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Fishing pole
5m or more
Coil 1440H
1001 35d,a

.-

ciosewound

that may be as long as
25m - or even moreiFig.
31. However, the final
length is likely to be
short so, a loading coil
will be required. The
best place to put this
loading coil is right at
the top, but is often
impractical. The next
best place for the coil, is

to put it will be just
above the joint of the
fishing pole to the
Scaffold poles
120m overall)

scaffold pole.

With some 20m of
scaffolding and a five
metre fishing pole,
calculations show that a
coil of about 144pH was
Insulated
needed. With the 35mm
mounting
Coaxial
diameter pole I had this
post
linnet)
equated to about 100
iouter)
close wound turns. Use
K'r 1172
this valued as a start
point for your own.
Fig. 3: Joining two
Bolt one end of
scaffold poles together
the wire to the end
and using a long fishing of the scaffold pole
pole can take a vertical
and after winding
antenna towards the
around the pole,
magical V4 (40m) on
the wire is passed
1.8MHz (see text).
through a small
hole and up the
middle of the fishing pole and out of the top. All
joints should be taped to aid weatherproofing and
to stop the pole collapsing in on itself.
The coaxial inner is connected to the bottom of
the scaffold pole and the outer shield connect to
your ground stake or, if you're lucky, to your earth
mat. The scaffold pole should be guyed of course,
but make sure that insulated materials are used.

Top Hat
Apart from loading verticals a form of
hat' can
be used, the model shown incorporates both of
these techniques. The 15m of scaffold pole topped
by a loading coil of 53pH is capped by just two
wires which can also be used as guys. The 8.2m of
wire provides the 'Top hat' effect in a limited way
(Fig. 41.

With the dimensions mentioned the antenna
should resonate about 1.84MHz. It is essential that
the diameter of the pole used is over one inch as if.
say 2mm wire was used the tap legs would have to be
increased to 10m each side and the loading reduced to
320. A Top hat' is shown on top of the 12m poles. In
this case we again use a mixture of loading coil
1166pH l and Ibp hat' (Fig, 5).
The 166pH loading is made up of 119 turns on a
35mm former. The hat can be made up of anything. I
have used a loop of fencing wire hung on a fibreglass
pole. The loop of wire was joined at short spacing to
the centre, much like the spokes on a bicycle wheel.
The 1.2m diameter will aid the resonating of this
antenna on the band.
It must be remembered that each of the
descriptions above, worked at my house! They
probably won't work where you live. The changes in
ground, the type of material used and even type of
tower used will change things quite a lot.
What I can say is that if you are willing to
experiment then a way forward will be found. The
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sizes and notes given here are
intended to guide you towards
achieving a good antenna for the band.

Many amateurs will rely on a
simple s.w.r. bridge to resonate their
antennas. There are many other
variables involved that the simple
bridge cannot cover. Yes, you may
have a low s.w.r. but is the antenna
efficient?

All Singing

Wire 18.2m) /l Wire 18.2m1
.."*"....<53u114

1

68

(see text)

Scaffold poles
115m overall)

Use insulated
guying lines
to keep the
wires at 68
to the vertical

Insulated
mounting
post

in John Devoldere ON4UN's book
Low Band DXing. The next best lin my

Antennas or Peter Dodd G3LDO's
Antenna Experimenters Guide. Any of
these books will provide good basic

-1=

==o
GrD
C-D

4=.
g-T-1

O

Coaxial
On a recent trip I bought one of the
MFJ 'all singing' Antenna Analysers
touter)
(MFJ-259), not their latest version but
*rim
the one with the meter and frequency
counter in it. This proved beyond
Fig. 4: Using
doubt that you should not rely solely on the s.w.r.
8.2m long wires
bridge.
as both 'top Anyone doing antenna work should have an antenna
loading' and as
analyser (club's should buy one to loan to members),
part of the
they are excellent. Just knowing the resonant
guying system
frequency of an antenna and the (approximate)
(see text>.
impedance makes them worth the price.
For those wishing to get more ideas,
there's a lot of good reading available
'Top Hat' 11.2m diameter)

opinion) is the ARRL Antenna Book,
which has several chapters aimed at
loop antennas and long wires.
We can't miss out either, Lea Moxon
G6XN's book, HF Antennas for all
Locations. First published in 1982 and
updated in 1993, this book still has lots
of ideas in it. Others books include Orr
& Cowan's Vertical Antennas and
John Heys G3BDQ's Practical Wire

C-7

O
O

-{
run
GS')

O
=I
crp

Coil 166pH

=2
IL-

119t - 35cha

closewound
Scaffold poles
(12m overall)

rr

rin
Insulated

mounting
post

information on making your own
antenna.
I have about 18 books on antennas
W1"113ii
from around the world. From home produced by a club to text books on antennas, they
are all similar in many ways hut there are also small
nuances of approach that can be used in differing
circumstances.

Personal Computers
In recent years the profusion of personal
computers has brought forth a wonderful number
of programs allowing 'modelling' of many
electrical parameters. Without doubt one of the
very best antenna modelling programs is EZNEC

Coaxial

--droner)

(outer/

Fig. 5: A round
capacity, or 'Top'
hat loading
element on a
tree -standing
vertical suitable
for use on
1.8MHz (see text).

from Roy Lewallen W7EL.
Used by some of the very best contest groups,

EZNEC allows you to input your 'thoughts' and
actually see them in action on your screen. This
highly recommended program is available from
Roy direct or via email at W7ELOteleport.com
To misquote our Prime Minister, The Right
Honourable Tony Blair's 'famously saying'
there are three important things for us to do,
experiment, experiment, and to experiment. If
we work at it and experiment we will get a
1.8MHz antenna that will produce the goods
and just maybe work the world.
Happy building.
Dick GOBPS
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"Balanced feed my boy, balanced feed"

...continued from page 39
Reflector Elements
Each of the reflector elements is treated in much the same
way as the driven elements. The trap conversion is
identical to that described previously. The only difference
is in the final assembly by allowing for a 5'1 increase in
dimension 'L' as given in Fig. 2. This gives the slightly
inductive length of the inner elements of 5.575m making
the overall length some 6.48m.
The driven element and reflector are mounted onto the
original TA32 boom. which is 1.78m long. This gives an
inter -element spacing of just over 0.11 for 18MHz and just
under 0.151 for 24MHz. The forward gain of this new
combination antenna is not super, but accords with what
the ARRL Antenna Book leads me to expect from a two
element beam antenna of this type, and that is about 3.54dBd.
The front -to -back ratio as measured on air using a
steady carrier, (although not very scientific) gave a figure
of about 25dB. The front -to -side ratio is amazingly good. I
can null out 'EU' QRM by on air measured 45dB and more
distant signals can be reduced to the noise level.
This is no TH7 antenna but it does a fine job for me
and it cost only the price of some new trap covers. My
rotator, a Diawa DR7600R rotator (Yaesu equivalent
G6001, turns this antenna plus a stacked 3 -element tribander - see heading photograph - is mounted on a 21m
tower (though it's seldom above the 15m level). The
assembly has survived five winter seasons of gales.

Other Beams
For this article I've assumed that you have a Mosley
TA32. However, if you have a TA33 (or similar antenna )
then these modifactions can still apply. All you will need to
do is experiment with the director along the same lines
and you'll have a 3 -element dual bander for the WARC
bands.

If you have a TH-3 or similar high gain beam, then I

refer you to WB4OSN's article in the June 1989 issue of
the DX Magazine.
One good thing about the Mosley beam antennas is
that most of the spares you'll require are available from
Mosley UK. who will send you a price list upon application.
Unfortunately, Mosley cannot supply spare trap covers
and coil formers. If you have an accident with these then
you will have to improvise. Take a trip into your local
aluminium graveyard and save yourself some money

A Balun?
I made mention earlier of a balun. Many years ago an
elderly Radio Amateur giving some sage advice to this
(then!) stripling beginner regarding
antennas, uttered the maxim 'Balanced
feed my boy, balanced feed". These words
20
have always stuck with me, and invariably.
when building antennas. I try to comply

with that stricture.

s

The maxim was, of course, perfectly
true in the days of open wire line and
parallel tuned a.t.u.s. Since those times. we
have come to accept 500 coaxial cable as
the preferred method of feeding our
antennas. However, I have tried various
unbalanced to balanced devices and have
come to dislike all of them for a variety of

"On

Frequency i1ghtlti bond!

Is ,M

29
2

reasons.

; 15
However, the presence of r.f. appearing
on the outer of the coaxial cable braid can
3
cause complications. Therefore, in this
0
21 ON
installation, the coaxial cable is directly
connected to the driven element and I've
used the preferred current type balun. This
consists of six turns of the coaxial cable
(close up to the feed point) wound to a diameter of 150mm.
With this arrangement. I have had no problems.
I daresay that the 'experts' will be able to pull holes in
this 'design' but the proof of the pudding is in the
operating. So. if you want a beam for 18/24MHI. then this
could be for you!
IOW

,241601: hand

24 950

Fig. 6: The measured
s.w.r. of Derek's antenna
over the two, relatively
narrow, WARC bands.
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HORT WAVE RECEIVER

HF3

UPER PACKAGE
UPER PRICE

The receiver is fully synthesised
employing a phase lock loop VCO to
ensure stable and accurate signal
reception.
* Frequency range 30kHz-30MHz
* Modes USB/AM/LSB
* 1kHz steps with clarifier
* Audio output 2 watts
* Headphone socket

* 10 memory facility
* Data output on the receiver & data
lead for connection to your computer
* UK power supply & long wire aerial

Receive:
SLOW SCAN TV
WEATHERFAX
SYNOPTIC RTTY etc. etc
Using JVFAX 7.1 freeware and
HamComm 3.1 shareware.
Both are included on the disc supplied.

System req: 386 SX25 min,
with 2.5Mb hard disc space
VGA, 4Mb mem, serial port.

£159.95

+£6 P&P

TRANSCEIVERS
2 MTR MODEL 2001
144.600 145.9675

£193.74

PTT tone burst. Listen on
Input. Facility 12.5kHz.

41 IC

l

VAI

4 MTR MODEL 4001
70.250 70.4875
12 /.kHz Spacing.

(Add £6 P&P:

Spacing 25/5 watts.

Power 25/5 watts.
6 MTR MODEL 6001

70 CMS MODEL 7003

50.500 51.990

432 - 500 to 434 975Mkte

10kHz spacing where

25kHz Steps. Power 3
watts. PTT tone burst.
Listen on input.

applicable. 25/5 watts.
CTCSS tone held in non

memo',

AK

Web Site:

http:1/www.kbnet.co.ukakd

Unit 5, Parsons Green Estate
Boulton Road, Stevenage
Herts SG1 4QG

Tel: 014381 351710

akd?kbnet.co.uk
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FREE PARKING

Amateur Radio Communications Ltd
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12 9BA
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of the TS -570D but complete with
enhanced features at an unbelievable RRP

Now in stock! NEW

VHF/UHF HANDHELDS

E379

£499

PERIOD

The IC -W32 is e high performance. full function
treertrendly dualband handle, that meets the

demands of bath the MON and
Iexperaanced operator Simple
operation and advanced leatiall a
O Independent band controls
Simultaneous receive of both
bands 200 memory channels
with memory name capability

Handheld to hand held cloning
capability DMus mote

00n t °Navin Peon; oar ords, to, rod one
off spacial eon

EXTENSIVE RANGE OF USED EQUIP.
SCENT All FULLY TESTED
Here is just a small selecton o!
our current stocks. Vsesu FT-767GX 2m . boats:wok..

£700

korn 1C-I01H complete with all assn...

CTEI.

Kenwood TS -770..._.._._._._.-.__._.._.£225
korn ICR-7100 VGC ....., ........ ....... ... ..... [TEL
loom ICR 7000 was (009 .. ....._
now £625

AOR AR7030 as now we. E599-__noss £499
'Riau FRG -100 b00007.. PRI.___..... £325
'lees, r7 '26 - 21., or
£625
[TEL

-v. Tel: 01925 229881/Fax: 01925 229882
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RADIO SHOW COMMITTEE PRESENTS

HF & VHF LOW PASS FILTERS &
BANDPASS TRANSCEIVING FILTERS
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WI LOW PASS FILTERS
50239
£64.95
£84.95
S0239
£69.95
425
S0239
£89.95
426
S0239
Most lowpass filters are made from thin lightweight maters,

420

600W
8kW
600W
3kW

421

30 M H z

30MHz
56MHz
54MHz

assembled with pop rivets, and do not even have earth terminals! Their
performance is, to say the least, poor Delta lowpass Filters are
designed for performance not economy, giving a tough solid

construction, with attenuation slopes which avalanche downward

h LEICESTER
TEUR RADIO
!folve
CASTLE DONINGTO
INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION CENTRE,
near juction 23A M I motorway
on

24th & 25th
SEPTEMBER, 1999
All the usual features but even bigger than ever.

For further details contact Geoff Dov

immediately above the transmitting frequency range No other current
filters compare favourably with these designs. Delta Lowpass Filters
allow frequencies below the rated cut off paint to pass with little or no

G4AFJ. Tel: 01455 823344 or
Fax: 01455 828273

attentuation, while those above the cut off frequency are harshly
attenuated. These filters are heavily built deep notching Chebyshev
designs. ideal for preventing interference from harmonic or spurious
emissions
a must for good operating. Low power models use

For stand and table bookings contact.

silver -mica capacitors and phenolic connectors.
High power models use thick teflon TFE insulation sheet, brass or copper
capacitor plates, and all connections are soldered.
Filters are non -polarized and non -directional and should be mounted as

E-mail:G4MTP491ars org uk Web site: nup iiwww iars ixg.uk

John Theodorson, G4MTP.

Tel/Fax: 01604 790966

close as possible to your station earth They may be stacked for
additional attenuation Insertion Loss is 0 1dB - 0.4dB approaching cur
off Attenuation is 70-90dB

Ii
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4114611411 /11.1111
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Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards

rs. laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do.

412

413

TRANSCEIVING BANDPASS FILTERS
250W
50-50.5MHz
S0239
f77.45
250W

144-148MHz

S0239

£77.45

These Bandpass transceiving filters are designed to lessen or eliminate
interference from nearby transmitters operating in close proximity to
transceivers As they are transceive style, they will also effectively reduce
any transmitted spurious and harmonic emissions from your transmitter
The 412 and 413 are two stage, parallel resonant circuit, top -coupled
designs Each unit will pass the listed band of frequencies, and attenuate or
block all frequencies above and below that band segment.

The filters are not polarised, and can be connected either way round
between the transceiver output and the antenna Direct grounding of the
filter may in some circumstances offer better overall performance, but
generally the station s earth ground will be sufficient. Insertion loss's 13.5dB

Available only by mail order from our sole distributor.

CASTC91444

Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU
Free UK mainland carriage! For full catalogue semi f2 in stamps.

Sales order line
VISA

01692 650077

Fax: 01692 650925 Website: www.cqcqcq.com
66

The few that don't we'd like you to wnte in about.
And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press. poster and
cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's free.

The Advertising Standards Authority. /
We're here to put it right,
ASA 1.1d., 2 Torrington Place. London WC I E 7HW

RADIO ENGINEill
REQUIRED
1-hought about earning a lik !HA i/11111 .no1 hobby? Want a
carver not just a job? Have you a radio qualification?

Hemline a radio engineering consultant in the mobile phone
industry.
Plea,' 4ealt a Cl" waft current salary details to:

Millennium Network Solutions

Personnel Dept.
Crown House
72 Hammersmith Road, London W14 8TH
or fax it to 0171-559 3401
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Hello and Wekome to
Electronics -in -Action

tor April 1999. I've got so
much to tell you about this month
that I'll have to shorten my usual
book descriptions. Rest assured
though, we haven't forgotten books
altogether. Elsewhere in this issue

you will find profiles on several
other books about test equipinent
and associated electronic subjects,

'that's around two and a halt unifies in
old monev't. There are 117 sections
with many circuits in each section Each
circuit has a good description and other
relevant detail, unlike the 'circuit cookbook' that I've had for many years that
provides circuits only.
Of the many sections in Volume 7 of the
encyclopedia likely to he of interest to
you, as a Radio Amateur, there are
sections concerning antennas bulb
active and 'normal'), rt, amplifier
circuits. As well as oscillator laudio, LC,
RC. and crystal types) circuits. mixer,
modulator/demudulator and transmitter
circuits. If you have any interest in radio
circuits then Encyclopedia Gfflectronic
Circuits is a definite 'must on your
bookshelf.
Though I feel the hook will spend little
time sitting on the shell, the
Encydopedia Of Electronic
Circuits is tar
too full of new
circuits 10
spend much

time alone. Anti
with more that

As I've seen the books that are
described in the Profiles, I have

to say that they are all well worth
the space on your bookshelf. t toss es el,
bat k to the Ix
I'd like to mention. it s

worthy of a whole page to itself. The
book. by Rudolph Graf and William
Sheets. i' t.alleof Encyclopedia Of
Electronic Circuits Volume 7, the latest
in a *figs at circuit 'cook -books'.
As a book, Encyclopedia 01 Electronic
Circuits, is a real 'thumb -buster', at over
1100 pages it's almost 70mm thick

100 sections
choose front,
there's bound to
be more than one
section that appeal,

to you!
Encyclopedia Of
Elet tronic Circuits
excellent value al
£31.99 (plus P&P)
and is available from our Book Service.

From Readers
Reader Peter Crabtree G7T00 thinks
he's come up with a p.c.b. production
tool that will consign messy etchant and

Fig. 3: The kit of the Novice Amplifier, as supplied from Lake Electronics. (See
text for details).

i-sist-pens to the realms of histi try.
I lave a look at the photograph of
Fig. I where I've shown the pad, uning tool that Peter has
designed. Similar to the familiar
'hole -cutter' but much smaller,
the cutting tool leaves a small
circular pad on p.r .h. material.
Peter produced the circuit tit
George Dobbs G3Risirs 'Mix
OS a dereOfellji1011(li the
:cchnique, this is shown in
Fig. 2, where you should ijust)
be able to see the cleared
pads surrounded by 'ground plane' material. Starting with a unetched
piece of pc h. material, the 'islands' are
our using the the inverted cup cutter,
either 'freehand' or using a matrix guide
made tram same other material.
I like the method that Peter has
developed, a's both unusual and easy to

Fig. 1: Cutting 'islands' made easier with this cutter from
Peter Crabtree G7T00. (See text for details).

Amplifier Kit
Part of the Novice License course is to
build, under supervision, a small audio
amplifier. Alan lake Of Lake Electronics,
has developed a suitable small amplifier
tha would be ideal for the prospective
Novice or in fact for anyone needing a
small sell -contained amplifier of around
I 00mW of audio output. The contents of
the
am shown in Fig. 3, which
lives up to Alan's boast of 'The kits with
all the bits'.

In the kit are the semiconductors,
resistors, capacitors, the volume control
and a small speaker, a battery clip
suitable for a PP] 9V battery and of
course, the p.cb, itself The instructions
accompanying the kit are on a single A4
double -sided piece at paper Short but
adequate for the task, each resistor
component is identified by reference to
the colour bands. All tither components
are shown in a simple overlay diagram,
which aids putting them in the right
place.

Fig. 2: A project showing how neat the results of using
the cutter can look in practice.

PW - Electronics in Action. April 1999

use. In tact, I found that I didn't need a
drill of any type, a simple pin.vice, big
enough to grip the cutter, was all that
was needed for small projects. The
miniature inverted cup cutter is
available direct noir Peter Crabtree
G7T00, at 106 Sagecroft Road,
Tlsalchain, Berkshire RG18 310 Readers
should contact him tor price and
availability, her ause I have no other
details

With only 12 components to solder in
place, I took under an hour ill complete
the kit and I would imagine that a
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Novice would take just a little longer
than this - hut not much more. I would
suggest though, that having a
magnifying glass to hand to positively
identify the three transistors would be
handy. My eyesight is not bad, hut I
tound that reading the transistor type
numbers just a 'tad' on the difficult side.
But this is not an adverse comment
about the kit itself. which is shown
completed in the photograph of Fig. 4.
The Novice Amplifier Kit has a
companion Novice Receiver kit, shown
in Fig. 5 and they cost E8 each with a
L1 P&P charge dor one or more kits). I
shall he describing building the receiver
kit in the next issue of E-i-A, but if
you're unable to wait, the kits are direct
from Lake Electronics, at 7 Middleton
Close, Nuthall, Notingham NG16 1811.
Tel: 0115-938 2509 or vou may order
via E-mail to radkititcompuserve.com

HT.
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Fig. 4 deft and lower): The neat - if spartan - layout of the Novice Amplifier,
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quality from it. See text for
more details).

Well. if you look at the circuit diagram
of Fig. 6, you will see the results. I'm
particularly fond of the small battery
valves, they take me hack to my first
'personal' radio many years ago, when I
used to listen to radio Luxembourg with

ft+)
WT 1131

the characteristic- 'rise -and -fall' of signal
level that the a.g.c. circuits couldn't

Table 1: Pin connections for several output pentodes from the
DL91 series that will work with the two valve audio amplifier.

Fig. 5: The Novice
Receiver Kit, also from
Lake Electronics, which
will be described in more
details in a future issue
of E-i-A.

Fig. 6: This audio amplifier, using
battery valves may be built with
easily available parts. Though
pleasing in sound - don't expect real

Valved Amplifier
In the February ossue of E-i-A, I
mentioned that I was developing a small

valved audio amplifier using 'battery'
valves and essay available components.

cope with very well.
The circuit shown in Fig. 6, uses a 17.1
as a preamplifier stage Nit with a
voltage gain of about 10-12_ This may
seem to bean unusual application of a
variable gain valve - hut I had a lot of
them to hand. The main amplifier, V2,
may be any one of the D19? series of
output pentodes. I've tried most of them
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Measuring Vann Drapers
n the course of preparing this
column for the magazine, I'm
lucky, in that I get to 'play with'
many pieces of equipment that I
might not otherwise have the
chance. This month, I've had the
opportunity to try out a new digital
multimeter td.m.m.) from the test
equipment suppliers Vann Draper .

The UpTek LP -310 d.m.m. is a well
specified multimeter. It is so well
specified that it truly is worth calling a
Multi -meter as it measures not only the
usual voltage, current and ohms, hut
also capacitance, frequency, transistor
gain and logic levels in computer
circuits. All this in a unit measuring
around 190x90x35mm and weighing
around 320g!

The 320g weight is or the unit itself.
there is a supplied protective 'holster'
that. when used pushes the overall
weight up to around 600g. This
protective unit, formed from a dense
soil plastic, doubles as either a belt
mounted holster, into which the LP -310
d.m.m. may he clipped, or as an
impact protection 'armour' when the
unit is used on the bench.

I didn't try the armour nut by dropping
the UpTek, but it definitely gives the
impression that it will be more than
adequate for the job. A moulded -in
loop would allow the holster to be
fitted on strong belts up to 30mm wide
and up to around 5mm thick. But
enough of the holster, what were my
thoughts about the UpTek LP -310 itself
you may ask?

The UpTek LP -

Solidly Construded
In answer to that question I have to sas
I found the LP -310 a solidly
constructed unit with a large 118mm
high} liquid crystal display d.c.d.) that
was particularly easy to read under
most lighting conditions. The 30 -way
rotary measurement selection switch

310 digital
Multimeter from
Vann Draper in

its 'armour'
holster, a useful
meter for all
aspects of the
hobby.

was very positive with little inclination
to move, once set. The measurements
are on a 'three and a half' digit meter
giving a range of 0-1999 on all ranges.

The decimal point is set in the relevant
position in each of the six current, five
voltage, eight resistance, one junction
forward voltage, live capacitance, oni
frequency and two logic level types
settings. The transistor fFE setting has
no decimal point setting. Both voltage
and current ranges may be selected tot
either d.c. or a.c. values with the same
range.

Measuring transistor gain is
particularly easy on the LP -310,
and it makes choosing matched
pairs a simple matter.

Two fuses, one for
2A and a larger
one rated at 10A,
protect the current
ranges from
overload.

Two 1.2m lest leads are supplied with
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prototype is shown in the photograph of
Fig. 7. The variable resistor R5 allows
the grid bias to be changed to
accommodate other preamplifier valves
in VI's position.
The only other component that needs
more explanation is the output
transformer in the anode circuit of V2. I
use a small 6V -1A mains transformer for
availability and cheapness. The 49:1
ratio of the transformer suits the 81:1
loudspeaker to a nominal anode load
impedance of around 12-1 Skil. A better
match would have been a 7.5V-1 A
transformer, but I didn't have one!

The main failing of using a 'mains'
transformer (which I 'rescued' front a set
of powered computer loudspeakers( is
that it has far too much primary
resistance (around 7000) which causes
lowered gain and worse distortion.
However, the 'real' audio quality is
adequate fin spite of the inadequacies of
the output transformeri and the
prototype unit. Fig. 8, has space that will
eventually have a receiver built into it.
So, watch this space!

And Finally
Fig. 7: The underside of the
prototype two valve audio amplifier
showing the temporary link up. The
pre -amplifier valve V1 is the darker
valve base on the right hand side.

in the circuit and they all work in the
circuit shown without any real changes
being necessary.

Looking in my valve data books I
decided that using the parameters for
the DI.94 valve was a useful
compromise and so the anode
current is around 10mA with
a negative bias of -4.5V. As
the various valves in this
series have slightly different
pillows I've included this
detail in Table 1 so that you
may use whichever you have
to hand.

Zener Bias

Fig. 8: The prototype audio amplifier
from above. Space has been left at
the other side of the unit to include
a receiver at a later date.
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the unit (which if it's being worn on a
hell, would have to he pushed into your
(Jacket or removed( are pushed into the
recessed sockets. There are three

options for the positive lead with one
common terminal. Voltages. resistances
and frequency are measured on one
terminal, currents up to 2A on a
second, whilst a third is used fur higher
currents Up In the 10A limit.

Test Sockets
There are Iwo other test sockets on the
front on the LP -3l0 meter. and eight pole socket to be used when testing the
d.c. current gain of transistors, and a
two 'in -line slot' type through which
the leads of capacitors on test should be
pushed. The transistor socket is laid out
in such a way that both npn and pop
transistors of any lead orientation may
be fined without leads having to cross.
Very useful!

The two spring clip connectors ice

I chose to use a Zener diode
to 'create' the grid bias as the
most convenient way, being
'self-contained' no other
battery or p.s.u. is needed.
Developing the grid bias this
way does mean that there's only a
nominal 85V available for the ht. but it
makes little difference that I noted in
development. The underside at the

And finally this month, the
answer to the Picture
Conundrum that featured in
the February 1999 issue of E-iA. It is of course has almost all
of you pointed out) a valve pin
straightener. It's shown 'in
action' in Fig. 9.1 haven't
drawn a winner yet as several
people sent in their answers
via E-mail - and I've had art
enormous computer crash
which means I've lost their
entries. Would those people
who know their answers
arrived tl told you what
number you were in the list so no cheating) send another
E-mail and I'll make the
announcement of the winner
in the next issue of E-i-A.

Well that's all I hav e spate for this month so,
I'll see you all again in the June issue.

ONICS-IN-A

testing capacitors I found rather 'tight'
operations and I have some difficulty
in inserting the finer leads of smaller
value components. As the unit I had on
loan was new. this problem might
disappear with use. The thicker types of
leads were no problem at all, pushing
in quite positively giving a god contact
with little evidence of 'noise' on the
reading.

The ease of reading and general
agreement with a variety of other
meters that I use constantly, gives me
confidence to say that the UpTek LP 310 is an excellent meter that would be
suitable as a main test meter for many
technicians in workshops or on the
'shop floor'. The range of
measurements makes it difficult to think
of a better or more versatile unit.

Protective Holster
The protective holster makes it easy to
aro,: round with you in safety. although

LEC RONICS-IN- r C
the leads would need to be tucked into
your pocket or removed when not in
use. I have only one real quibble about
the UpTek LP -110 d.m.m. and even
that's a minor one not connected with
its ability to measure. I feel that the
fold -out stand on the back is a little on
the flimsy side. It bends quite
dramatically when in use and changing
ranges as is sometimes needed when
you're working.
Would I recommend the LP -310 to you
the reader? I most certainly can, it's a
very capable d.m.m. and could form a
major part of anyone's test equipment.

'

y

TI

It should give many years useful service
even submitting it to the rigours of the
field days and garage use. With around
200 continuous hours of use from an
alkaline 9V battery, it should always be
available whenever you need the meter.

My thanks go to Vann 1)raper lift of
Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal Street,
South Wigslon, Leicester Lila 2PL. Tel:
0116-277 1400, FAX: 0116-277 3945,
who can supply the UpTek LP -310
d.m.m for E69.33, which includes VAT
and post and packaging. A real bargain
at that price!

STOP PRESS How's This For An Offer?
If you would like to save 30% off the price of the LP -310 Meter,
Vann Draper have told me they're willing to offer the UpTek
LP -310 meter for only £49 inclusive of VAT and delivery to anyone
mentioning PW when placing an order.
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Fig. 9: The answer to the picture
conundrum is: - it's a valve pin
straightener!
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JO order dill of the rifles reeefloued oe these pages please use the ord

now as a technical manager for

In 'Book Profiles'
this month, the
Practical Wireless

Editorial team

Hameg Instruments iUKr.
There is something in this
book for those of you who feel you

Book

already know something about
oscilloscopes - as it also covers the
more complex oscilloscope

PROFILES

functions - digital storage circuitry
and the correct use of digital
storage oscilloscopes !DSOs). Some

suggest that you
Osallos(opes How To Use

take a closer look

Them/How They Work

Fourth Edition

at some books

about test
equipment. Now

that the novelty of
the New Year has

worn off (and
Christmas is but a

memory), why not

take your mind off
the winter blues

This book,
published by

Newnes, claims to
be "... the standard
reference which tells
you not only what to

of this selection of
books?
TELEPHONE, FAX,
E-MAIL OR USE THE
ORDER FORM ON
PAGE 82

60

out. Recommended.

This Hands -On
Guide To
Oscilloscopesclaims
to cover

"... all aspects of
oscilloscope use".
Published by the

McGraw-Hill
Book Company.
this book is

'scope". Written by tun
Hickman - a pen -name

aimed at the

"... professional
electronics engineer of
many years experience ..." is also
the author of numerous articles in
the technical press and has a
number of other books under his
belt - Analog Electronics, Practical

RI Handbook, EDN Designer's
Companion and Analog Circuits
Cookbook, so the book states.
In the Preface to the book, it
states that the book is aimed at
anyone interested in oscilloscopes,
how to use them and how they
work - just what the title of the

and

particularly not a textbook

on how to design oscillosopes". So,

testing our opinion

Barry Ross

look for, but how to get
the most from your

book suggests. It does state,
however, that it's not a textbook

and chills by

Oscillosropes

Ian Haman

used by a

well and truly

HandsOn Guide To

of the chapters include: 'Vertical
Amplifiers'. 'Probes', 'nigger
Circuits', `Timebase Generator' and
'Choosing An Oscilloscope'. The
diagrams in this book are of better
quality and, overall, it's clearly set

don't buy this book if you want to
design one!

However, the book does go into
great detail on the types of
oscilloscopes which exist and the
contents range from 'The Basic
Oscilloscope', 'Advanced Real-time
Oscilloscopes', `Using Oscilloscopes'

and 'Oscilloscopes For Special
Purposes'. Some of the diagrams
could be a little easier to read but

otherwise, this book comes

Recommended.

novice who

wants to
become familiar
with oscilloscope
circuitry and correct operation of
the instrument in a range of
operations and states that it only
requires a minimum of previous
knowledge. So, if you have ever
wanted to learn more about
oscilloscopes but didn't known the
best place to start, then this could
be the book for you.
The book states that the
author, Barry Ross, "... has spent
over 30 years in the oscilloscope
industry, first as a design
engineer and

Build Your Own Test
Equipment
Homer L. Davidson
Would you like to be able to build
instruments to help you with
troubleshooting: TVs: stereos;
computers: CD players: Amateur
Radio equipment and much, much
more? Then this could be the book
for you!

Build Your Own 71st
Equipment claims that it will tell
you all you need to know about
constructing expensive, high capacity trouble -shooting
equipment for almost any purpose.

The American author, Homer L
Davidson owned and operated a
successful radio and TV repair
business for 38 years before
becoming a full-time writer of
'how-to' electronics books.
It doesn't matter what level of
electronics you're at, this book
aims to he something for all levels.

Practical Wireless, April 1999
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Michael or ShEldgh

A professional technician, it
claims, will find this a useful book
just as much as an ambitious
hobbyist who wishes to save on
instrument and repair costs.
The author takes a step by
step approach to: finding and
buying components; designing PC
boards; substituting components.
building and testing projects and
putting your completed
instruments to work.
With extremely clear pictures
and diagrams. this book comes

Transistor Tester, the Capacitance
Meter and the AF Frequency
Meter. The last chapter covers
'Probing' - the Analogue Probe, the
CMOS Probe and the TM Probe
Good clear diagrams and a
casual, easy -to -follow approach bti

Highly Recommended.

Equipment Construction

the author makes Test Equipment

Construction a Highly Recommended title at a mere £3.99.

R. A. Penfold
This compact little book is
published by Babani Electronics
Books and appears to be a handy
reference source, it's neat size is
just right for storage and use in
the shack.

The author. Robert Penfold.
elates in the Preface: "... in this
book some simple and inexpensive
pieces of test equipment are
described. They have been

designed to fill in the gaps covered
by most multi -meters and to cover
the checking of both linear and
digital circuits". So, this book
would probably be a good starting
point for those of you who are new
to test equipment design and
construction.
The chapters take you through
'Audio Test Gear' the AF

.10

[MEI 659930.

The Editorial Team at PW put
some Test Equipment books

through the vigorous 'Book
Profile' mill this month. From
Oscilloscopes to the more
advanced test equipment
construction - we've 'tested' them
all for you!

More Advanced Test

R. A. Penfold

Test Equipment Construction

Oil

(RSGB) and written by Clive
Smith G4FZH claims to describe

"... a range of test equipment and
measurement methods which
More Advanced 71.4 Equipment
should satisfy the requirements of
Construction , as you may have
most Amateur Radio stations".
noticed, is written by the same
The text explains the theory
author as That Equipment
and construction stages of a
Construction - Robert Penfold majority of the
and follows the same format ;,, the
designs covered in
above title.
the book with the
Obviously, this
emphasis on the
ncent
Mote Adva
.,Inm
book covers the more
simpler type of
n
advanced equipment
equipment in the
and the author himself
hope that "... they
states: "... this book is
will be easier or
not primarily aimed at
more affordable
beginners and near
to the Radio
beginners at electronic
Amateur".
project construction. A
This Third
certain amount of practical
Edition has,
apparently,
experience and knowledge
of electronics theory is
been
assumed". So, be warned.
completely
He does go on to say that
revised with
you do not need to be an
many new designs:
expert in order to be able
"... including digital
to build and use these
instruments and p.c.b.
designs and that
patterns and layouts have been
"... anyone with a moderate amount
provided to make construction as

TELEPHONE,

FAX, E-MAIL
OR USE THE
ORDER FORM
ON PAGE 82
Mots. note: Coat rPor

romped with Tod otriers

-rest Eq-r
constrUO°

of electronics experience should be

easy as possible".

able to tackle these projects".

This book has many diagrams
and comes Recommended.

A similar format to his first
That Equipment Construction, this
offering from Babani Electronics
Books also comes Highly Recommended to those more confident
Radio Amateurs and it too is very
reasonably priced at £3.50.

Test EqUiPMEnt

0

cio

R

0

Test Equipment For

The Radio Amateur

Third Edition
Generator. The Test Bench

Clive Smith G4FIli

Amplifier and the Audio
Millivoltmeter. 'Meters' - the High

This book, published by the Radio

Resistance Voltmeter, the

Society of Great Britain
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event then faded out around
2305UTC with MMO8Q1 being
the last station heard. A very
sudden end to a reasonably
good auroral opening.

1==.

SOLAR CYCLE
If you've been following this
column recently, you'll know
that we're heading relentlessly
towards the peak of Solar

L1-1

VHF REPORT

O
O

REPORTS & INFORMATION
BY THE LAST SATURDAY OF
EACH MONTH.
DAVID BUTLER G4ASR
YEW TREE COTTAGE

LOWER MAESCOW
HEREFORDSHIRE HR2 OHP

TEL: (01873) 860679
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E-MAIL: g4asr0blinternet.com
Packet Radio 0 GB7MAD

UK DX Cluster 0 GB7DXC
THIS MONTH DAVID BUTLER
G4ASR TAKES A LOOK AT
YOUR ACTIVITY REPORTS
AND MAKES A PREDICTION
OF WORLD-WIDE DX LATER
THIS YEAR.

Conditions on the v.h.f.
and u.h.f. bands during
the December -January
period can best be described as

'rather quiet'. On the 50MHz
band there were no winter
Sporadic -E (Sp -E) openings of

any note and no-one in the UK
reported any DX stations
outside of Europe via other
propagation modes during the
period.
The Geminids meteor
shower on December 13/14
and the Quadrantids shower on
lanuary 3/4 provided some
activity, mainly on the I44MHz
band. A few auroral back scatter openings were noted
(December 11, 29, January 13,
14, 22) the best of these being
the event on lanuary 13.

ON THE AIR
One of the characteristics of the
Quadrantids meteor shower is
that the peak in radio activity is
very sharp and therefore quite
easy to miss, go on the air an
hour early and you might not
hear any reflections at all.
However, by using the proven
technique of adding one year
plus six hours to the previous
years observations it does gel
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you in the right ball -park. This
method is of more practical use
on the 144MHz band where
peaks in activity are more easily
defined.
At lower frequencies such
as the 50MHz band, it's often
difficult to identify a specific
peak in radio reflections. This is
because the ionisation may
exist considerably longer, very
similar to a 5p -E opening, with
no easily identifiable activity
peak.
During the 1998
Quadrantids meteor shower I
observed the peak in activity on

the I44MHz hand to occur on
January 3 between 1230153OUTC. Adding 365.25 days
gave the 1999 peak as Sunday
January 3 between 1830213OUTC. As a rough check as
to the validity of this method I
made a note of when UK
stations made meteor scatter
'spots' on the DX Cluster. The
first I 44MHz spot was made at
1819UTC and the last at
2320UTC with many occurring
between 2000-2100 U TC. (It
was difficult to analyse the
50MHz spots but most seemed
to occur between 19002300UTC.) I am therefore
confident that this prediction
method is reasonably accurate.
Further confirmation came
from Dave Dibley G4RGK
(1091) who reckoned that the
shower peaked around
2045UTC on lanuary 3. During
the evening he heard some
excellent reflections on
144.100MHz. many from
stations greater than 1800km
away. Dave mentions that he's
now using software written by
9A4GL to decode the high
speed c.w. signals. Called
MSDSP, this program emulates
a variable speed tape recorder
by using a SoundBlasterPro
compatible sound card.
However, unlike a modified
tape recorder or the DF7KF
digital tape recorder (d.t.r.), the
MSDSP software is not
completely stable and may
crash unexpectedly on
occasions. However, despite
these glitches, Dave reports that
he is very impressed with the
program. During the

Quadrantids he received c.w.
signals from the stations of
EU6M5 (1(045), LY2MW
(K024), LY2SA (K014) and
RU I AA (K048).

Cycle -23. What relevance does
this have to v.h.f. propagation? I
hear you ask. Well, quite a lot
actually and especially so on
the 50MHz band.
If you're a newcomer to the

'magic band' then you've
probably only experienced the

AURORA
A reasonable wide -scale auroral
opening occurred during the
evening of January 13. On the
50MHz hand stations
throughout the UK were heard
working on s.s.b. into Estonia
(ES), Finland (OH), Sweden
(SM). Up on the 144MHz band
it was a similar state of affairs
although there was much more
c.w. activity in evidence.
Andy Cook G4PIQ 00011
missed the first hour of the
event but did manage to get on
the hand around 191OUTC.
Although it was getting towards
the end of the first phase there
were still a few strong c.w.
signals to be heard. Among
them was the station of Y1211

(K016) but he couldn't attract
his attention. Andy noted that
he had to beam significantly
towards the east to work some
of the stations. For example, he
worked PA4VHF on a beam
heading (QTF) of 60'. The first
phase of the opening faded out
at his QTH around 2000UTC
but reappeared suddenly at
2155UTC.
The beacon SK4MPI came

up to 57A and GB3NGI, which
Andy reckons is a useful
indicator, was heard at 55A.
(The 'A' at the end of the report
indicating an auroral tone - a
hissing sound when heard on
Andy then called CQ and
worked a number of stations
including SM3MXR (IP130) and
5K4A0 (IP60).
In his opinion, the second
phase didn't seem all that stable
with the auroral curtain moving
around quite a lot. The beacon
SK4MPI was extremely variable
in strength and often not
audible at all. However, Andy
did work some good DX on the

144MHz band including
DL I UU (1062) and YL3AG
O1(026) before finishing up with
a number of DL stations
(1030/1031) on a QTF of
around 60 degrees again. The

summer Sp -E openings and

maybe the occasional auroral
opening. That's all well and
good if you only want to work
around Europe (and very
occasionally to North America).
but what if you want to work
world-wide? Well you can - and
it will happen very soon.
Around the peak of the
solar cycle land for one or two
years after the peak), the F2 layer can be sufficiently ionised
to support world-wide
communications on the 50MHz
band and on very rare
occasions even as high as the
70MHz band. One of the latest
predictions places the
maximum to occur around
March 2000 (with limits
between the middle of this year
to middle -2001).
As any h.f. operator worth
his salt will tell you, however,
there are seasonal variations in
the F2 -layer intensity. Although
the ionisation in the F2 -layer is
caused by solar radiation, the
maximum electron density is
found in regions 10-15' north
and south of the magnetic
equator. Although the position
of the ionised regions are
independent of the time of year
they become unbalanced in
intensity as the sun favours
either one or other region.
However, during the period
of the equinoxes (September 23
and March 21), when the sun
crosses the equator, the
intensity of the two regions are
at their greatest. This is because
the length of day and night
everywhere are of equal
duration and therefore the
ionisation effects are similarly
balanced.
Although I've been very
specific about the date when
the sun crosses the equator, the
F2 season on the 50MHz band
is generally accepted to lie
between September/November
and February/April. During the
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year of maximum solar activity
the December/January gap may
disappear completely allowing
up to eight months of DX
conditions. Some operators
claim that when approaching
the solar maximum the
autumnal equinox gives a
higher m.u.f. while during the
decline towards solar minimum
the earlier spring equinox is
better.

A similar mode to look out
for is trans -equatorial

propagation (t.e.p.I which
utilises two F -layer ionised belts
located north and south of the
geomagnetic equator. During
the autumn and spring equinox
periods contacts can be
established by stations located
around 4000km either side of
the geomagnetic equator. From
the UK, this means that contacts
into Southern Africa (A22. Z22,
ZS) and South America (CX. LU,
PY) are very possible. There is a

very high likelihood of these
paths developing around
October of this year.

STATION ACTIVITY
David Dodds GM4WLL reckons
he must be "off his rocker".
Who else would deliberately
choose to be tramping around
in deep snow on a gale -blown
moor at 08001.1TC, in order to
erect an antenna for a brief two
and half hour Sunday morning
contest on an under -used hand?
This was the first in a series of
short cumulative contests on the

70MHz band which David had
decided to enter.
The weather in mid -January
was very cold hut in a perverse
sort of way this was rather
useful as the rock -hard ground
enabled access to be made to
the highest point of the contest
site. Normally the mud defeats
him! The station at GM4WLL/P
0085) consisted of a Trio TR9130 transceiver. a Spectrum
transvener and a 4 -element
Yagi. This was mounted at a
height of only 5m above ground
as the high winds made it

difficult to fully erect the
portable mast.
The first hour of the contest
was very slow going but after
that it livened up as fixed
station operators finally crawled
out of bed and got on the air. In
total, 15 contest QSOs were
completed, the best DX of the

morning being G3TCU 0091)
at 526km. Other stations
worked on the 70MHz band
included GD4GNH, GM3TAL,
GM4AFF, GM4DGT, GM4DII,
GM6CMQ and GMBBDX.
Further to the south, David

worked the stations of G3IKR.
G3NKS, G3UKV. G3XDY.
G4LRT, G4YTL and GOMIW. He
mentions his surprise that some
of the operators in southern
England were not being heard
at the station of GM4AFF.
Although Stuart is located
120km north of the GM4WLL/P
site his superior station
normally winkles out the DX
that David cannot hear. He
suspects there may have been
some form of tropospheric
enhancement even though there
were gale force winds at the
time.

MICROWAVE BANDS
Recently I purchased the latest

'Third generation' DUNI
ItIGHz transverter. Although
fairly expensive (approximately
f350), it does blow away the
myth that microwave operation
is only for the advanced
enthusiast. Now it really can be
a case of 'plug and play'!
The DB6NT unit is
manufactured by Kuhne
Electronic and is claimed to be
the world's smallest 10GHz
transverter measuring only 30 x
55 x I SOmm. Its small size
doesn't belittle its performance,
though and each unit comes
with it's own measured test
results.

My unit produced 220mW
output power (nominal 200mW
minimum) with a 1.3d13 noise
figure (1.2dB typical), The
transverter requires drive at
144MHz and has built-in i.f.
switching. Both the i.f. drive
(4W maximum) and receiver
gain 118dE31 are adjustable to

suit the 144MHz transceiver in
use. The d.c. switch -over is also
built-in, operated either
automatically via a positive
signal on the i.f. feed (as in the
FT -2901, or manually via a p.t.t.
to earth.
Three solder pin connectors
are provided for +12 to I4V
d.c. power input, a 12V output
lon transmit) for antenna relay
and/or external p.a. and an
output power monitor via a
built-in directional coupler and
detector. This feature is really
useful as not all operators have
access to microwave analysers
or power meters.
The transmit output and
receive input ports are SMA
connectors, as is the 144MHz
i.f. feed. All you need to get
operational is a changeover
relay (microwave type with
SMA connectors), an antenna (a
small dish or horn), some SMA
patch leads and a low power
144MHz transceiver (an FT -290
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or IC -202 would be ideal). lust
throw it all together - and 'hey
presto' - you're operating on the
10GHz band.
Normally you'd use the
transvener for narrow -band
operation such as c.w. or s.s.b.
but there's nothing to stop you
from using f.m. (if you really
must!). Many operators only use
the band when a contest is
scheduled_ In this instance, they
usually operate portable from
the top of a local hill. However,
there's a growing number of
operators who prefer to operate
from their home location. You
may not gel the advantage of a
perfect line -of -sight path but
you will be able to catch all
those propagation modes that
probably won't exist during a
brief contest session.
Among these modes will he
tropo enhancements and scatter
from intense rain and snow
showers. Signals can be quite
strong during these events
enabling contacts to be made
over obstructed paths of many
hundreds of kilometres. The
existing UK tropo record for the
band is a 1275km contact made
between G3GNR (1070) and
SM6ESG (1067) in January
1997. Neither station had any
significant site advantage, it was
lust a matter of being in the
right place at the right time.

SATELLITE NEWS
A few months ago I mentioned
that Russian cosmonauts had
successfully hand -launched a
second mini -Sputnik satellite.
Listening immediately following
the launch Pat Gowen G3IOR
heard the beacon during the
first pass between 23550000UTC on November 10.
Signals were excellent and Pat
even found the transmission to
be fully quieting on his handheld radio using a quarter -wave
whip antenna.
Called Sputnik -41, RS -178
and R.5-18, the new satellite
was built by AMSAT-France in

co-operation with the
educational department of the
Russian Aeronautic and Space
Federation. Note that this is not
the spare model of Sputnik -40
as I had originally reported.
That unit Is still housed aboard
the Mir Space Station and is
expected to be launched later
this year.
Sputnik -41 is similar to it's
Sputnik -1 model predecessor,

being only 20cm in diameter
and weighing 4kg. It comprised
of a 180mW frequency
modulated (f.m.I transmitter
operating on 145.815 MHz. II

had no solar cells but worked
from dry batteries with a life
expectancy of three to four
weeks.

In addition to an audio frequency tone indicating the
internal temperature Sputnik -41
also transmitted six prerecorded digitised voice
greetings in French. English and
Russian. One message came
from 14 -year old Constantin
Samburov, son of Segei
Samhurov RV3DR, who is the
Mir Space Station Amateur Radio Manager, Constantin said
"1998 was the International
Year of Air and Space". The
other English message came
from Project Chief Victor
Kourilov of the Russian
Aeronautic and Space
Federation and stated
"International Space School
Sputnik Program." The French
and Russian messages conveyed
similar greeting messages.
Andrew Thomas G8GNI
(1091) was pleased to see a
mention about Sputnik -41 as his
ten-year old son, Carl, had been
carrying out a 'space' project at
school. lie had been
downloading weather satellite
pictures from NOAA 12/25 and
thought it would be interesting
to listen out (or Sputnik -41.
Using a Yaesu FT -847

transceiver and 9 -element Yagi
(no elevation). the satellite was
received on a number of
occasions, 20 times or so, with
the best reception occurring
between mid to end November.
Signal strength was invariably
very strong and during one
pass, on November 17, a tape
recording was made which was
used as part of Carl's school
project. Andrew reckons that
Sputnik -41 was an excellent
educational satellite as it
certainly made space
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communication very real to his
children. They now stop and
listen every time something
space -related comes on the

radio or television news which
can't be bad!
In a Packet radio message,

IT

john Ml BTR reported hearing
Sputnik -41 every night since it
was hand launched. Using a

SP

Yaesu FT -3000 and a tri-band

vertical antenna, the low power
signals were only peaking
around SI at best. However,
with an Icom IC -821 transceiver
and a horizontal 9 -element
F9FT Yagi the signals were often
59+. According to reports.
Sputnik 41 lasted for four
weeks, falling silent on, or
around, December 10.

Certainly at my QTH it was
unheard on December 11,
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although it had been heard at
very good strengths on days
previous.

BEACON NEWS
In a recent issue Tex Swann
G1TEX published a list of v.h.f.
and u.h.l. beacons located
throughout Europe. However,
as you may realise, it's
impossible to hear the majority
of these from the UK. Therefore,

I've provided a list of UK
beacons that you should be
able to hear from your QTH on
the 50MHz, 70MHz. 144MHz
and 430MHz bands. At the time
of writing (January 1999) some
of the beacons were off the air

and I've indicated, where
known, when these units are
expected back.

MID GLAMORGAN

DEADLINES

TEL: (01443) 411459

That's it again for another
month. Please forward any
news, views, comments or
photographs to the address and
by the date given at the top of
the column.

Conditions on the h.f.
bands have been rather
'up and down' this
month, with generally good
conditions throughout the first
couple of weeks of January.
However, the latter half of the
month definitely provided a
downturn in propagation
conditions.
Most of the hi. bands have
only been open during daylight
hours this month, although they
have been allowing longdistance work to take place
regularly. But despite this recent
'dip' in conditions, things are
steadily improving for the h.f.
operator and as we approach
the next sunspot maximum, we
can expect even better
propagation conditions,
particularly on the hands at the
higher end of the hi. spectrum.

THANKS FOR YOUR LETTERS

AND GOOD LUCK WITH THE
DX. SEE YOU AGAIN NEXT

MONTH.
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Fig. 1: List of beacons which you should be able
to hear from your 0TH on 50MHz.
50MHz beacons

CO

O

;o(x)0MHz GB3BUX

Bulton1093BF.

50 042MHz GB3MCB

51.Auste111070TI.

50.050MHz GB3NHQ
50.060MHZ GB3RMK
50.062MHz GB3NGI

Potters Bar 1091VQ (Off I.
Inverness 10771/0

50.064MHz GB3LER

Ballymena 1065PA (Off - back in March).
Lerwick IP901D.

50.065MHz GB3I01

St.Helier IN89WE.

Fig. 2: List of beacons which you should be able
to hear from your QTH on 70MHz.

O

70MHz beacons

70.000MHz GB3BUX
70,010MHz GB3REB
70.020MHz GB3ANG
70,02SMHz GB3MCB

Buxton 109313F.

Camberley 10910H (Off).
Dundee1086MN.
SLAustell 107001.

Fig. 3: List of beacons which you should be able
to hear from your OTH on 144MHz.
144.430MHz GB3VHF
144.445MHz C;83LER
144.453MHz GB3ANG
I44.469MHz GB3MCB
I 44.482MHz GB3NGI

Wrotham 10411DH.

Lerwick tINOID (Off).
Dundee1086MN
SLAustell 107001.
Ballymena 1065V8.

Fig. 4: List of beacons which you should be able
to hear from your 0TH on 430MHz.
430MHz beacons
432.890MHz GB3SUT
432.910MHz GB3MLY
432.934MHz GB3BSI.
432.942MHz CLUNG!
432.965MHz GB3LER
432.970MHz GB3MCB
432.980MHz GB3ANG

WALES CF46 6D8

Sutton Coldfiek11042CO.

Fraley Moor1093E0.
Bristol 1O81QI
Ballymena I065VB (Off - hack in lune).
Lerwick 1P90JD

St.Austell 107(K)) (Off).

Dundee I086MN.

Land) at 0930, FG/VVOADX

(Guadeloupe) at 1929, 368GF
(Mauritius) at 1620, A47RS
(Oman) at 1630 and using
RTTY.ZD7DP (St. Helena Island)
al 1740UTC.

THE 18 & 21MHz BANDS
Now overt() the Isle of Sheppey
in Kent and Ted Trowel!

G2HKU, who thankfully
managed to avoid the 'flu bug

CLUB ON THE NET
News has come in from Dave
Griffiths GWOJUI in Pontypridd
(Mid Glamorgan) that the GW
QRP Club - Cymdeithas QRP
Cymru - is now on the Internet.
The club was formed in 1994 to
encourage on -air low power
operating amongst Welsh Radio
Amateurs and has around 40
members in Wales.
Their new Web pages
include information on the
club, QRP dubs around the
world, as well as QRP articles
written by its members. The
address is: www.gwqrp.freeonline.co.uk and messages can
he sent to C,WOJI

144MHz beacons
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9GI NS (Ghana) al 1659 and an
unusual one in the shape of
SP5EWX/Aeronautical Mobile
over Iceland at 175OUTC.
Next up comes Carl Mason
GWOVSW of Skewen in West
Glamorgan, who has been
using low power this month.
On the 14MHz band, using 4W
of s.s.b. he worked CT3/1.X1KQ
(Madeira Island) at 1330, while
4W of c.w. brought in EA8QJ
(Canary Islands) at 0822,
HBO/DLI RBW (Liechtenstein) at
1500, as well as 8P9EM
(Barbados) at 194OUTC, (QSL
via G3VPL).
Meanwhile, on the
receiving side of the hobby is
Gordon Hurrell BRS-91705 on
the Isle of Wight, who reports
amongst others 14MHz s.s.h.
reception of TN7OT (Congo) at
0900, RX10X/FIL (Franz loset

ia:

daveiggwOjuj.freeonline.co.uk

YOUR REPORTS
As space is limited this time
around, I'll go straight into your
reports, concentrating on the
higher bands this month.
The 14MHz log from Don
McLean G3NOF in Yeovil
shows that he's been reaching
out to all parts of the globe
lately. Using s.s.b. at 100W. he
hooked up with FRSHA
(Reunion Island) at 1628. TLSA
(Central African Republic) at
1800, ZL9CI (Auckland &
Campbell Islands) at 0930,
3V888 (Tunisia) at 1600,

this year! An
man, Ted
used 70W to hook up with
ZB2E0 (Gibraltar) on the
18MHz hand at 1600, while
operating on 21MHz brought
him contacts with VE3AR
)Canada) and K2VCO/6 (west
coast USA) both at around
160OUTC.

Down in Worcester Park
Surrey, Eric Masters GOKRT has

been using both low and high
power this month, hooking up
with LZ2EV (Bulgaria) and
IK4UGH (Italy) around 0900
with 5W of c.w., while high
power s.s.b. brought in EW7EW
(Belarus) at 0920, and USOHZ
(Ukraine) at 0900UTC.
Don G3NOF had a go at
the 18MHz band, and dug out
T12CF/YNI (Venezuela) at 1237
QSL via W3HNK, ZL9CI
(Auckland & Campbell Islands)
al 1936, VK2CLB (Australia) at
0934 and VP8CR8 (Falkland
Islands) at I O29UTC. (Q51 via
K4QDI.
Sean Gilbert G4UCI in
Milton Keynes bemoans the
perennial problem of h.f.
Amateur Radio - that of the
'idiot brigade' who continually
call during 'pile-ups' on the
hands, rather than behaving like
gentlemen (and gentlewomen!)
and having courtesy for others.
They lost him a contact with
ZL9CI on the Auckland &
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1145,
IX7DFA
(Ian

Mayen
Island, at
1250 QSL
via
LA7DFA,

Undaunted, Sean used
power levels of 5 and 30W c.w.

to hook up with OY2H (Faroe
Islands) at 1400 on the 18MHz
band. While 2IMHz operation
brought him contacts with
CO3IP (Cuba) at 1420, PT7SY
(Brazil) at 1150. EK88L
(Armenia) at 1550 and WbFID
(west coast USA) at 154OUTC.

THE 24 & 28MHz BANDS
In between job -hunting, Eric
Masters GOKRT has been

getting some time on the air.
Eric's log shows c.w. contacts

on 24MHz with KIM and
N4ND (USA) at 1550,
SM3WMU (Sweden) with QRP

c.w. at 1500, while low power
s.s.b. brought in W4OIZ (USA)
at 1451UTC.
On the 28MHz band Eric

PO BOX 261304

1600 and

COLORADO 80226

II 2NY

USA

also been active on the 24MHz
band, logging 736HVM (South
Africa) al 0855, ET3AA
(Ethiopia) at 1400 and Du4ox
(Philippines) at 1128, while Carl
GWOVSW offers 24MHz QRP
c.w. contacts with T94KU
(Bosnia) and WA4TDL (USA),
both at around 142OUTC.
Finally for this month, Sean
CALM ties up the ribbons with
reports of his c.w. contacts on
the 24MHz band with 5N3CPR
(Nigeria) at 1330, LW1DX
(Argentina) at 1220,
6Y5/DL7VOG (Jamaica) at
1620, HK6KKK (Colombia) al
1642 and CO8LY (Cuba) at
1345UTC.
Operating on the 28MHz
band brought Sean contacts
with VK4XA (Australia) at 1108,
Pl9/PAOVDV (Netherlands
Antilles) at 1300 and last, but
certainly not least, ZF2NT
(Cayman Islands) at I320UTC.

28MHz rig into a wire dipole
and home-made two clement
cubical quad antenna, he

you use!
That's it for this month,
hope I managed to squeeze you

worked, amongst others, 9G1B1
(Ghana), ZS6BSN (South
Africa), TA211 (Turkey), 6W1HM

all in! Cheerio for now and
good DX!

(Senegal), KC311. (USA), SVOLM

THANKS TO ALL REPORTERS
FOR THEIR TIME AND EFFORT

(Central African Republic),
HSI RU (Thailand), KP3A0
(Puerto Rico) and AA1AC/VP9
(Bermuda) all at around 1200.
Don G3NOF lists s.s.b.
contacts with A41 LZ (Omani at

SIGNING OFF

IN MAKING THE COLUMN A
SUCCESS. AS USUAL,
REPORTS, INFORMATION

AND PHOTOGRAPHS TO ME
BY THE 15TH OF THE MONTH
PLEASE. DETAILS AT THE TOP

OF THE COLUMN.
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BACK OF BEYOND

(Costa
Rica) at

Well, it certainly looks as
though our reporters have had a
good month on the h.f. hands
and have proved themselves
quite adept at digging out the
DX. Being in the right band at
the right time is what it's all
about, so keep an eye on the
clock and watch out for those
big openings. whichever band

c.w. contacts with USA

AND INFORMATION FOR THE
JULY COLUMN BY APRIL 15.
ED TAYLOR NOED

used SW of s.s.b. to hook up
with a string of US stations,
while a switch to 100W n.b.f.m.
on 29MHz gave him contacts
with UAlTBK (Russial and
UR3CHS (Ukraine) at around
1250, as well as CNBNK
(Morocco) al 1103UTC.
Home-brew is the theme at
the station of Pat Painting
G3OUC in Newbury, Berkshire
(see Fig. 1). All of Pat's gear is
home-made, low power s.s.h.
Using his 'Little Skipper' 15W

(Greece) and HZ1AB (Saudi
Arabia).
Ted G2HKU lists 28MHz

PLEASE SEND ME REPORTS

T1210'

(Cayman
Islands) at
Fig. 1: Home-brew is the theme at the
1641 UTC.
station of Pat Painting G3OUC in
Newbury, Berkshire.
Short
wave
listener
Campbell Islands. hence his use
(s.w.I.) Gordon BRS-91705 has

of the term 'idiot brigade'.

SCENE USA

leoetorgwaetWol87

geographical separation,
Hawaii counts as a separate
'country' from the rest of the
USA, so this state is in demand
by everyone on the air,
particularly during contests.

DENVER

E-MAIL: NOED@Radielink.net
ED THINKS THAT ONE OF
THE MOST INTERESTING
PARTS OF THE WORLD IS
HAWAII. THIS GROUP OF
ISLANDS IS ALSO A USA
STATE. IN THIS MONTH'S
COLUMN, HE DESCRIBES A
RECENT VISIT AND WHAT

YOU MIGHT FIND ON THE
RADIO IF YOU HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO GO. IN
ADDITION, THERE'S GOOD
NEWS ABOUT RECIPROCAL
LICENSING AND THE UNITED
STATES.

As Radio Amateurs we
sometimes think we

know a little hit more
about the world than most other
people. We know about
geography, because we're
always studying maps to find
out how to work that latest DX.
We know about politics,
because we're aware of the
changes in prefixes around the
world as countries split up.
merge and change their status,
We perhaps know more than
our neighbours about postage
rates in sending QSL cards to
exotic places.
It was with these thoughts
that I contemplated my OWN
knowledge of a part of the USA
which I had never been to
before and which was quite a
hit more exotic than I expected.
The islands of Hawaii are out to
the south and west of mainland
USA and quite remote. The
flora and fauna are unusual and
the islands were the 50th state
to join the union - and the
latest. That was about all I knew
and I decided to learn a little
more before taking a winter
holiday there. I could also add
that Hawaii must be a long way
from my home in Colorado,
since it was going to take longer
to fly there than it would to fly
to London!
From an Amateur Radio
point of view, Hawaii is
obviously not really rare DX.
Most of us will have contacted
KH6 if we are active on the hi.
bands. I lowever, because of its

To learn more about Hawaii.
take a look at a Great Circle
map based on Honolulu, the
state capital (see Fig. 1). The
Great Circle is a view of the
earth, looking down from
directly overhead at the point of
interest. The far side of the
globe is 'stretched' and opened
out, as if it were a flat piece of
material. The advantage of
doing this is that you can now
see the correct bearing and
distance from your point of
interest (in this case, Hawaii) to
any other place in the world. Of
course, the scale of the map is
exaggerated more and more as
you go out to the edge.
It immediately becomes
clear from Fig. I that Hawaii is
Isolated. The nearest continent
(North America) is 3000km
away. The next nearest land
masses - Asia and New Zealand
- are even further. This has
created a unique situation as far
as wildlife and human
development is concerned and
it also has ramifications for
radio, as we will see.
Historically speaking,
Hawaii is thought to have been
settled by Polynesian voyagers
in the 6th Century, with later
arrivals in the tenth century.
These intrepid sailors from the
south travelled to many of the
Pacific islands, including New
Zealand. They brought a
language and a relatively stable
way of life and must have
thought the Hawaiian islands to
he a paradise, with a plentiful
food supply and a warm
climate.
Europeans arrived with
Captain Cook in the 18th
Century, by which time Hawaii
was beginning to become
united under a single King. The
Hawaiian royalty were much
taken with the European style of
monarchy and the country was
a British possession for a few
months. To this day, Hawaii has
the Union Jack in the corner of
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its state flag - see Fig. 2.
However, the (relative) nearness

of the USA led to domination
by American sugar producers.
In a series of unsavoury events,
the monarchy was overthrown

in 1893 and Hawaii became an
American colony, leading to
statehood in 1959.
Hawaii consists of six larger
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islands and many smaller ones,
stretching over about 700km of
ocean. (See Fig. 31. All the main
islands have Amateur Radio
Clubs, so I checked their
meeting dates to see what could
be fitted Into my trip. Perhaps
there might also be some radio
facilities that a visiting 'ham'
could use. A little research
produced great results and gave
me an insight to what it's like to

If you want to have
complete information about
Terry and Donna Clayton's
QTH, 'Sea Q Maui', it's best to
check their Web site:
www.seaqmaulcom They offer
great B&B facilities overlooking
a golf course and can't do
enough to make visits as
interesting as possible. There are
plenty of things to do on the
island, so members of a party
who are not so enamoured of

radio will find lots of
amusement.

'HAM' RADIO
FROM HAWAII

Fig. 1: Great Circle Map
based on Hawaii.
go on the air in Hawaii. Not
only that, the XYL and I had
time to see some of Hawaii's
amazing natural phenomena!
Imagine the ideal situation:
a Radio Amateur
runs a 'Bed and
Breakfast' and lets
'hams' have full

Fig, 2: The Hawaiian
flag.

Fig. 3: Map of the
Hawaiian islands.
use of his shack. The
accommodation is reasonably
priced and congenial and the
station has modern equipment
with a range of decent antennas.
The location is close to the

airport and the main town and
within easy reach of tourist
attractions. Does it exist? Yes -

welcome to the island of Maui
and to the home of Terry
KH6SQ!
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So, what's it like to operate from
Hawaii? The first thing to
remember is that virtually
everyone you hear is DX, in the
sense of being a long way away.
It wouldn't be a good idea to
expect too much from the v.h.f.
and u.h.f. hands! But what this
means on h,f. is that the bands
seem remarkably quiet. There's
no real local QRM, because
there are very few locals; your
nearest 'ham' neighbour is likely
to be 1t10km away on the next
island - not a problem!
Another factor of
importance is that your first
'hop' down from the ionosphere
is likely to be onto water, that is
- the Pacific Ocean. We
experience this phenomenon
from the UK when working the
Americas - it means that
outgoing signal attenuation is
often lower than incoming. As a
result, signals from Hawaii can
be stronger than expected.
On the downside, the
proximity to the equator (20'
north) means that static
interference is higher on the
lower bands, particularly 3.5
and 1.8MHz. Terry is happy for
visiting 'hams' to experiment
with antennas, so it might be
interesting to try something new,
such as a Beverage. (Actually,
visitors have been responsible
for several of the new antennas
put up at Terry's QTH).
lust having 'KH6' in your
callsign leads to pile-ups of
greater or smaller degree. I
suppose that there are always
new amateurs around the world
who would like this new
country in their logs. Once you

Fig. 4: The crater of
Haleakala volcano.
are in a conversation with
someone, it's unlikely that
people will interrupt - Hawaii is
not THAT rare! But it's easy to
work stations 'contest -style' on
an open band and a lot of fun!
Now that 28 and 2IMHz are
opening more frequently, I
would guess that there will he
pent-up demand for Hawaii on
those hands, leading to high

Amateur Radio Club in
Kahului. As it happened. this
was an open meeting, where
members could air their
views about the club's
activities for the following
year. I wondered how the
concerns and interests of the
locals would compare with
those of 'hams' elsewhere.
Perhaps I should not
have been surprised that the
topics of conversation were
similar to those to be heard in
almost any other club. There
was to be an emphasis on
training of new Amateurs. Who
would like to run courses?
Members were asked to think of
ways in which newly licensed
Amateurs could be retained in
the hobby.

QSO rates.

To get an overall picture of
the bands, I asked KH6SQ to
compare operation from Hawaii
with operation from other
locations: "Al the moment, 14
and 7MHz are both very good.
It's easy to work lapan. Australia
and New Zealand. The Pacific
Islands are close and if there's
anyone on, we'll work them.
I've found 3.5MHz to be harder,
using long wires and I might
need to put up a better antenna.
With an amplifier feeding a TH7
at 14m. we're spoiled here!
Europe is easy to contact in the
right conditions, although not

on I .8MHz. Don't forget
50MHz, which is great when
open - we regularly hear the
beacons from Australia and
South America".
Without turning the column
into a travelogue, let me briefly
mention some of the non -radio
activities which visitors to Maui
can find. For example, KHbSQ's
house is on the slopes of an
inactive volcano and a drive to
the summit leads to some
breathtaking views - see Fig. 4,
There's fabulous snorkelling and
whales can be seen at a nearby
bay. There are plenty of
splendid hikes, with views
around almost every bend.
Naturally, there are lots of
beaches and with a minimum
daytime temperature of about
23'C. it is easy to get a tan. No
wonder some visitors decide not
to go home!

MAUI AMATEUR RADIO
CLUB
While staying with KH6SQ, I
went along lo one of the
monthly meetings of the Maui

Fig. 5: KH8/NOED

operating from Maui.
The club wanted to attract
younger people. There were
concerns about repeater sites,
particularly those managed by
commercial organisations.
Questions were asked about
content of club meetings and
the possibility of 'back to basics'
lectures. Who would arrange
club outings and when should
they be? Volunteers were
needed to prepare for field day
and contest operation.
There was one difference
from typical 'hams' in the UK.
When talking with members
after the meeting I noted this
general assumption: that
Amateur Radio involves being
ready for emergency
communications. In fact, the
meeting itself was held in the
offices of the Civil Defence
Headquarters, with whom the
radio club has close ties.
Although not common,
hurricanes and tsunamis (tidal
waves) could strike and there
were detailed measures to deal
with them. Radio Amateurs
were part of the communication
plan, particularly if mains power
were cut off to any area. Both
h.r. and v.h.f. rigs were to be
deployed if necessary. In
addition, 'hams' were ready to
communicate with (and if
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CJ
necessary, travel to) other
islands in the Pacific in the
event of natural disaster.

INTERNATIONAL
MARCONI DAY IIMD)

RECIPROCAL LICENSING

International Marconi Day
IIMD), on Saturday 24 April
1999, celebrates Guglielmo
Marconi's birthday and the

I've mentioned before that the
USA will be joining the CEPT
scheme for recipmcal amateur
licences. It finally looks as
though the bureaucracy has
been surmounted and the
system is about to come into
effect. What this means is that a
UK licence will be valid for
operation in the USA without
the need to apply for a
reciprocal licence and vice
versa.

All you will need to operate
in the USA is your home
licence and the CEPT document
(should be attached to the
licence itself) - no need to apply
in advance for permission. The
target date is April 1999, but
please don't assume it's all cut

and dried until officially
announced. The best place for
latest information is probably
the ARRL Web site:

www.arrl.org

MANY THANKS TO TERRY
KH6SQ FOR THE FINE
HOSPITALITY AND FOR THE
USE OF HIS PHOTOGRAPHS.
ALSO TO THE MAUI
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB FOR
MAKING ME WELCOME AT
THEIR MEETING. IF YOU
HAVE ANY COMMENTS,
PLEASE LET ME KNOW.
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Amateur Radio on -air activity
that's being planned will
include Amateur Television
(ATV).

The Kent Television Group
(KTG), in collaboration with the
British Amateur Television Club
(BATC), will be responsible for
the television contacts. Chris
Gibbs GBGHH, Technical Coordinator for the KTG says:
"South Foreland Lighthouse
will he our main base and it is
hoped to run a 1 OGHz ATV link
from here to Wimereux in
France. The public displays and
another ATV stations linked to
Wimereux, are planned from
the White Cliffs Experience
(WCE) building in Dover town.
Actual bands and equipment
requirements have not yet been
finalised". Saturday 24 April
and Sunday 25 April will he the
main days of operation.
Chris continues: "From an
r.f. propagation viewpoint,
Dover lies in a big hole in the
ground! But Cap Gris Nez
the French coast can be seen
from the roof of the WCE.
Direct ATV from the lighthouse
to the White Cliffs Experience is
not possible on any band, so a
repeater link might he
established if enough
equipment is available - we
have had the offer of some low -

power 10Gliz ATV gear but
23cm ATV will be used as

well".

RALLY '99

FOCAL POINT
REPORTS & INFORMATION
TO:

GRAHAM HANKINS GBEMX
11 COTTESBROOK ROAD

The day following Marconi's
birthday will see the BATC
holding the first of its two big
gatherings this year. 'Rally '99'
is on Sunday 23 April at the
usual venue, the Sports
Connexion near Ryton, which is

ACOCKS GREEN

BIRMINGHAM
B27 6LE

E-MAIL:
graharogghank.dernon.co.uk
PACKET: G8EMX@GB7SOL

THIS MONTH GRAHAM
HANKINS GBEMX HAS SOME
INTERESTING INFORMATION
FOR YOU ABOUT SOME
IMPORTANT ATV EVENTS
THAT ARE COMING UP THIS

just outside Coventry. There will
be all the familiar features of a
BATC rally - specialist Amateur
TV displays. AP/ Repeaters
Groups, ex -broadcast vehicles
and many seriously high -quality
ex -broadcast cameras! Doors
will open at 10am 10930 for the
disabled) and talk -in will be
provided by GB6ATV on
144MHz (S22) and via the
Coventry 430MHz voice
repeater GB3CV on RB9.

SHUTTLEWORTH '99
The countdown has started to

'Shuttleworth'99', organised by
the BATC to celebrate its 50th
Anniversary. This major ATV
event will be at Shuttleworth
College on Sunday 8 August,
the college is part of Cranfield
University, near Bedford and the
event will include lectures and
demonstrations on all
television -related topics. The

day will conclude with the
BATC's Bienniel General
Meeting to elect officers to the
BATC committee for the next
two years and the presentation
of various awards for
achievements in the hobby of
ATV. Plans for the event are still

occasion to remember. Further
details in the next 'Focal Point'.
As a further mark of its 50th
year, the BATC has changed the
format of its quarterly magazine
CQ-TV. Issue 18S, dated
February 1999, is the first ever
A4 sized CQ-TV and in its
Editorial, BATC Chairman
Trevor Brown G8CIS explains
why the move up from A5 was
made:
"We talked about it, we
asked the membership what
they wanted and we asked the
printer what it would cost. The
new larger page size enables us
to produce more pages if
needed and we have to think of
our Editor, Ian Pawson. Ian had
been wrestling with the
software while in A5 - most

packages are designed for A4 so
all sorts of reductions were
having to happen. We regard
the move to A4 as inevitable as
was the change from 405 line

TV to 625 lines in the UK".
The North London
Television Group (41.TG) are
working at providing a 1.3Gliz
ATV repeater in the Enfield area
and could have a repeater
licence soon. Their application
was submitted to the Repeater
Management Committee on 25
September 1998 and forwarded
onto the Radiocommunications
Agency MA) in November.
In the NLTG's December
newsletter, secretary John
Douglas G4DVG says "The
RSGB Repeater Management
Committee and Graham
Shirville G3VZV (BATC

committee) in particular have
moved very quickly in the
processing of the application
and we thank them for their
help".
The Beacons Repeater
Group, based in the West
Midlands, began this year with
an actual test of their planned
1270MHz ATV system for
Birmingham. On Sunday 3
January I took myself up to the
to
carry out some receiving tests
and to put out a I .255GHz
transmission of test card idents
and a New Year greeting, using
my own callsign G8EMX/P.
The results of these
receiving tests were interesting
and informative. Leicester AP/
repeater: GB3GV was received
quite strongly, but the s.w.r.
measurement on the transmit
feeder and antenna gave a fairly
high 2:1 reading. Several ATV
stations in the West Midlands
were available to participate
and all of them could put a
strong, high -quality P5 ATV
picture into the receive system
at the site. Transmissions from
the site were given varying
reports, from a low of P2 in
Stourbridge, a 19 from West

Bromwich then up to P5 within
Birmingham.
I was using 144MHz for
talkback during the site testing
and would have used the ATV
calling channel of 144.750MHz
for initial contacts. However,
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two stations seemed to be
already using that frequency for
an ongoing QSO, so my
opening contacts had to he
made away from the accepted
channel. So, could I urge non -

Leicester ATV repeater:
GB3GV

YEAR.
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ATV stations to avoid
144.750MHz if at all possible
and even ATV stations are asked
to move away from the calling
channel once a contact has
been established?

COMPUTER CRASH
I have been unable to respond
to some recent correspondence.
An E-mail arrived. inviting me
to give a Club talk on ATV but a
date was not set. Then, horror
on horror, my computer hard
disc 'crashed' and all data was
lost (no, that's right, I had not
made backups!) At least I now
know what a 'hard disc crash'
means - ha! Could the Radio
Club that made the enquiry
please E-mail again?
also received a (real) letter
through the post. It was from a
reader in Tel -Aviv, but
unfortunately, was hand-written
and the name, address and
telephone number were not
clear. If the writer still wants the
information, please try again
with printed details, or E-mail
me (hard disks permitting).
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THAT'S ALL FOR NOW, BEST
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DATA SCAPE
ROGER J. COOKE G3LDI
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TEL: (01508) 570278
E-MAIL:
ricooke4tFreeNet.co.uk
PACKET:

G3LDIOCB7LDI.035.GBR.EU
THIS MONTH ROGER COOKE
G3LDI EXPLAINS WHY HE'S
YET TO BE CONVINCED THAT
MORSE (CW) IS DEAD,
REPORTS BACK ON
SHACKLOG 'S NEW FACE-LIFT
AND ALSO EXPLAINS THE INS

AND OUTS OF THE
NEWSGROUP.

In my opinion, c.w. is hardly
dead, or even dying, if
listening around the hi
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hands during the recent CQ
WW contest is anything to go
by! The bands were the best
they have been for years, the
28MHz band was even packed
with c.w. up as far as
28.170MHz.
The poor old CB intruders
were having a real hard time on
our band. Did I (eel sorry for
them? Did I heck! If we could
encourage this sort of activity
outside of contests, then the CB
stations would not last a day! It
was impossible to find a clear
spot anywhere. Even the RTTY
sub -bands and data sub -bands

were full of c.w. This was a little
naughty I thought, although in
fairness, the data operators did
steal part of the c.w. hand in the
first place!
Having said all this, it
makes the 5 w.p.m. proposed
c.w. test look a little silly! I
suppose I'm prejudiced again in
that respect, but I totally
disagree with making the
amateur licence easy to obtain.
Anything obtained with ease is
treated with disrespect and not
valued at all. I am, however, in
favour of a tiered form of
licensing, similar to that In the
USA, so starting with a very
limited licence at S w.p.m.
would be fine.
But looking at it from
another point of view, if you
wish to become a member of
the the High Speed Club (HSC),
the criteria for that is as follows:
you have to obtain sponsorship
from another member and to
have that, you must qualify with
30 minutes two-way c.w.
communication using no less
than 25 w.p.m. Solid copy must
be made, together with
excellent keying. Computers,
keyboards and decoders are
banned, reception only by ear
and only a basic electronic
keyer may he used for sending!
Similar rules apply for
membership to the Very High
Speed Club (VHSC), except the
contact must be at no less than
40 w.p.m. Again, for the Super
High Speed Club (SHSC), the
speed must he no less than 50
w.p.m.
An interesting addition is
the Extremely High Speed Club
(EHSC). Here you must have
two recommendations and,

again, a 30 minute, faultless
contact at 60 w.p.m. must be
made. Applicants can send their
paperwork with ten IRCs and a
written and signed statement to
the effect that no computers,
etc., were used. Membership is
for life.
If you wish to practice for
entry into the exclusive EHSC
club, I suggest you log onto the
Web site shown in Fig. 1
There's a very good program
here called NUMORSE and you
can download it for free. The
URI of the Web site is

http://www.btinternet.com/-to
ny.lacy
An interesting use of Morse
took place earlier this year in
the EME contest. One report
came from a local station here
in Norfolk. Roy G3ZIG made
nearly SO contacts via the
moon, after spending the
summer months re -building his
huge 144MHz array. I spoke
with Roy at the local club
recently and he says that his
new antenna is surpassing all
expectations and he has now
worked 120 new stations on

c.w. via the Moon. Our original
basic data mode is now serving
a very hi -tech section of our
diversified hobby,

DCC WEB -SITE
The Digital Communications
Committee (DCC) have their
own Web site now and all
matters relating to it can be
found on this site, together with
lots of other useful information.
There's a full list of members,
together with E-mail addresses
and telephone numbers, reports
of meetings and links to other
digital sites.
Those of you with Internet
facilities should check out this
site: www.rsgb-dcc.demon.co.uk
It is shown in Fig. 2. This site
will be kept updated as far as
possible, so keep an eye on it
for the latest DCC information,
an addition for the address book!

\'ERTS ON INTERNET
Paul Sargeant G4ONF recently
wrote to me offering space on
his Web site for anybody
wanting to sell Amateur Radio
equipment. If you are interested
in trying this, the Web site to
look at is:

httrilwww.ncd.co.uk/forsale.
html Paul also manufactures
Cavity Wavemeters. The full
report on these wavemeters can
be found at:
http://www.ncsl.co-uk/cavity.htrn1

Also available on Paul's
Web site is a data software
program that could he
interesting to somebody. Look
on:

http://www.ncsl.co.uk/ncsi.html
The program is by Brian C_auchi
9H1IS and uses the sound card
as the interface. The sound card
is being used a lot these days
for programs like this. It's a
DOS based program but will
run under Windows.
Full documentation,
program, manual, etc., is
included in the self extracting
file on Paul's Web site. It can
take up to six minutes to

download but it's worth it. It
will receive WEFAX, FAX, RTTY
and c.w. Some modes will
transmit as well. Registration is
525 however.

SHACKLOG
TheSHACKLOG program is
probably the most popular UK
written and UK supported
logging software received its
first major face-lift for nearly
four years, adding functionality,
which puts SHACKLOG up with
the hest logging software. New
features include;

(1). s.w.l. mode, bringing all
the features of SHACKLOG to
the s.w.l. QS0 data entry.
reporting and QSL labelling
functions are modified to suit
s.w.l. use.
(2). Unique Packet Cluster
SNOOP mode - see Packet
Cluster spots, WWV and
Announces without being
connected. Great for the s.w.l.
and those with an unreliable
connection.
(3). Fully configurable Packet
Cluster audio/video alarms

including individual tailor-made
list of stations, prefixes, etc..
that the user want alerting to.
(4). More data fields - QSL
Manager, CQ and ITU Zone,
Island Luse for national island
award references - this is
additional to the existing IOTA
field), second REMARK field
and STATION WORKED in
s.w.l. mode.
151. Dual radio control SHACKLOG 5 now supports
control of two connected radios
simultaneously.
(6). More radios - SHACKLOG 5
supports many of the new
radios introduced in the last
four years.
(7). Multiple COM ports are
now supported.
18). Multiple logs. SHACKLOG
now allows the creation of
separate logs for variations of
your call, e.g. G3PMR,
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regular
GW3PMR, TK/G3PMR, etc.
(9). Radio Amateur Callbook
CDROM interface - print
address labels directly from
SHACKLOG and optional
display name/QTH/state when
logging US stations.
OM Enhanced import SHACKLOG S can import logs
from NA, TR, LOGEQF and tab
or comma delimited text files as
well as all those formats
supported by V4.x.
11). Enhanced Contest Mode
with dupe checking.
(12). Completely re -written
simpler to understand User
Guide - with worked examples
and lots of pictures.
(131. Availability and pricing.
SHACKLOG 5 will be ready for
shipping from January 9th
1999. Pricing: SHACKLOG 5
will cost L32. IOTA Database
LB. IOTA Awards Manager LS.
Set of 3: £42.50. Upgrades from
V4.x: SHACKLOG 5 (including
user guide) £20. IOTA Database
L3. SAM-I:E2. Upgrades from
earlier versions are available please ask. Overseas pricing please ask. As regards support
and future development,
SHACKLOG will continue to be
supported, enhanced and
developed from the UK.
It's the policy of the author
that SHACKLOG

servers anti provide newsgroup
access as part of the Internet
access package.
The news servers are set ul

new message gradually gets
passed across the Net, from
machine to machine. This
means that a message can take
several days to reach a distant
news server.
Your service provider

should even provide you with a
newsreader program, the
software you need to read and
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Fig. 3: The new search engine
which Roger discovered:
GOOGLE.COM.

Gransden, Sandy SG19 3A1.1.

UK. Tel: (01767) 677 913. Email: SHACKLOGitaol.com

send newsgroup messages. If
the software doesn't come pre -

configured, you will need to tell
it the address of the news server

NEWSGROUPS
A Newsgroup could be a
misnomer - gossip columns
more probably! There are about
13 000 of these and can provide
hours of endless - and mindless
- entertainment, if that sort of
thing is your bag! To read the
Newsgroups, you need to be
able to access a news server.
!these are the computers that
distribute messages sent to
newsgroups). Most major UK
service providers run news
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you are using, which will
probably be your service
providers' domain name
preceded by the word 'news'.
Some service providers restrict
access to their news server to
their own customers while
others, such as Demon, allow
all and sundry to log on.
There are so many
newsgroups that you're bound
to find something you're
interested in and plenty that you
didn't know you were interested
in! The groups are divided into

TEST

Fig. 1: The NUMORSE Web site which
can be found at:
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Click on 'File',
then 'Subscribe'
in the window
that opens. Click
on 'Add Server'
and type in the
name of your
news server
(probably news.
freeserve.co.uki,
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.rue

'Communicator'
and choose
'Messenger'.
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to exchange information with
the nearest machine, so that a

will continue to be
developed to keep
it amongst the
leading Amateur
Radio logging
software packages.
Review copies of
SHACKLOG 5 are
available from the
author to bona fide
Amateur Radio
magazines and
publications.
SHACKLOG 5 is
available from: Alan
Jubb G3PMR, 30
West Street. Gt

et, g

several main areas, identified by
the first few letters of the
newsgroup name.
To get involved in a
newsgroup discussion, you first
have to subscribe to the group
you are interested in. With most
newsreaders you simply
highlight the name of the
newsgroup in the full group list
and select subscribe from the
menu. When you have
subscribed to a newsgroup,
your newsreader will download
all the messages that have been
sent since the last time you
logged on. Messages are usually
deleted after three days, so log
on regularly.
My local guru. Paddy
G71(72, has offered the
following advice to new
newsgroup readers using
Netscape: Every new user to
Usenet should read
news.announce.newusers There
are only 18 messages in there at
the moment so it's not going to
take long to download. Also,
most ISPs provide a newsgroup
to inform their users what's
going on with the service.
Search for ireeserve and see
what you find.
Start Netscape and go on
line, then click on

then 'OK' it and
hopefully it will
start

downloading the
list of News
groups. All this can take
anything between ten and 40
minutes and will slow down if
you start doing other things like
Browsing so best to sit back and
watch. It's also better to do this
early on a weekend morning.
There is, of course, more
than one way to do all of this. In
the bottom right-hand corner of
the screen, there should be four
icons !five in version 4.5x).
Click on the one second from
right (third in 4.5x) and

'Messenger' will come up with
Netscape started, but off-line.
Click on 'Edit' and choose
'Preferences' and under 'Mail &
News groups' there should be
somewhere to add your News
Server.

SEARCH ENGINE
I was told about a new search
engine the other day:
www.google.com shown in Fig.
3. It really is superb, seems
much faster than Altavista tthe
one I'd used up to now) and
very versatile. It also has a
'feeling lucky' tab you can click
on. If you are feeling confident
about the outcome of the
search, click on this tab and you
are directed straight into the
site. The alternative gives you
ten selections in order of
priority and then another ten
times ten selections to look
through. Try it. you'll like it!
THAT'S ALL FOR THIS
MONTH. REMEMBER TO KEEP

ME INFORMED OF

ANYTHING WHICH YOU
WOULD LIKE TO SEE

COVERED IN THIS COLUMN.

Bye,' J. Code i3/9/
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REPORTS AND INFORMATION

also beer, following the long
running saga of the potential
closure of the BBC World
Service's German language
service. The decision on the
future of the

TO ME PLEASE.

service,

BROADCAST

Shepparton,
the short
wave
transmitting
station in
Victoria_ The

which
PETER SHORE

C/O PW EDITORIAL OFFICES
ARROWSMITH COURT
STATION APPROACH
BROADSTONE
DORSET BH18 flPW
E-MAIL:

petershoreepw publishing.ltd.uk
THIS MONTH PETER SHORE
BRINGS NEWS OF A CUT IN
DEUTSCHE WELLE'S BUDGET,

RADIO YUGOSLAVIA'S
EXPANSION AND UPDATES
ON BAND INFORMATION
FROM MANY RADIO
STATIONS AROUND THE
WORLD.

EXPANSION &
REDUCTION!

As we head into summer there's
bad news from one of the
c_rD world's largest international
c_m broadcasters. Deutsche Welle
faces a budget cut of DM40m,
reducing the station's total
operating budget to DM596m
(around L192m). One
immediate effect was felt in
early February, when staff at the
Berlin studios of Deutsche
Welle were told that the facility
was likely to close.
The German press has
reported the planned cuts
extensively and have suggested
that the station's austerity
measures means that some of
the 35 different language
services broadcast by Deutsche
Welle front its Cologne
studios may have to
01 AU.
close. Already the
new Ukrainian
service, due to
start in February.

O
O
O
fZ

Mei

has been

postponed and
may not start at
all, despite
arrangements being in
witV
place for the Ukrainian
programmes to Ix' broadcast in
Ukraine on m.w. and on f.m.
German newspapers have

72

9.86, 9.83, 7.525, 7.305, 7.185,
6.165 and 5.89MHz. As is
mostly the case with short
wave, the higher frequencies
are used during hours of
daylight and the lower ones
during the night time.
The international service
from Croatia is on the air with a
mix of Croatian and English at
0200-0600 on 6.13 and 06001000 on 11.82MHz.
Radio Australia has been
testing 21MHz channels out of

marked its
60th
anniversary

frequency of

last
September,

was due in
November
and then postponed when the
management al Bush House
changed. As this edition of PW
goes to print, the decision is
expected to be announced. Also
on the cutting block is the
Czech service.
At the other end of the
financial spectrum, Radio
Yugoslavia is benefiting from
expansion. Programmes in
English, French, Russian,
Spanish. German. Arabic.
Hungarian, Serbian and Greek
have all had their transmission
times expanded. Italian is a new
language service from Belgrade
too.
If you have access to the
Internet, check out Radio
Yugoslavia at

www.beograd.com/radioyu/
When I looked in mid -February,
the site had not been updated
with the expanded schedule.
There was, however, a series of
stories about the current
situation in the former
Yugoslavia, promoting a heavily
anti -Albanian viewpoint.
To listen to Radio
Yugoslavia. try the English
broadcasts at:
0000-003OUTC on 7.115MHz
0100-013OUTC on 7.13MHz
1310-140OUTC on 11.835MHz
1930-200OUTC on 6.10 and
9.72MHz
2200-230OUTC on 6.10 and
6.185MHz

21.71 MHz
has been on
the air

between 0900 and 1358UTC,
beamed to South East Asia with
likely reception in Europe.
The former Radio Australia
transmitting station at Darwin in
the far north of Australia may he
run by another minor
broadcaster. It's reported that
Deutsche Welle and NHK Radio
lapan have been negotiating
with the Australian authorities
and a report on Media Network
on Radio Netherlands suggested
that Merlin Communications
International, the former BBC
World Ser vice transmission
company, is also exploring
taking over the site.
Radio
Thailand has
English
broadcasts via
its own
transmitters
and the high p uwered

IMMII

Voice of
America
senders in the country. Try these
times and frequencies:
0000-003OUTC on 11.905.

9.68, 9.655MHz;
0030-010OUTC on 13.695.
11.905, 9.655MHz;
0300-033OUTC on 15.46.
11.905, 9.655MHz;
0530-0600UTC on 15.115.
11.905, 9.655MHz;
1230-1300UTC on 11.905,

you want to try getting a QSL
ard, the address is Radio
Thailand, 236 Vibhavadi
Rangsit Highway, Din Daeng,
Huaykhwang, Bangkok 10400,
Thailand this must hr. one or
the most complicated
addressees among international
radio stations!).
Here's an update to the
frequency schedule for RTBF.
the French-speaking broadcaster
In Belgium, which is now back
on the air to Africa:
0400-060OUTC on 9.49MHz
tonly 0530.0600 at weekends)
0600-081OUTC on 17.65MHz
?until 1100 Saturdays and 0915
Sundays)

00-1315UTC on 21.565MHz
11100.1215 Saturdays and
1200-1215 Sundays)
1600-181OUTC on 13.82MHz
(only 1700-1810 Saturdays)
RTBF's Web site address is

www.rtbf.be
Despite the dreadful stories
of food shortages, power
rationing and death c oming out
of North Korea. Radio
Pyongyang continues to make
quite a bit of use of the short
wave bands to beam
programmes in English,
Chinese, Spanish, Japanese,
Russian, Arabic, French and
German world-wide. English
programmes can be found
throughout the day, although
frequencies can come and go:

000-0100UTC on 15.23,
13.65, 11.845MHz;
0500-0600UTC
on 13.79. 11.71.
1.56MHz;
1100-1200UTC
on 13.65,
11.335. 9.975.
9.85, 9.64,
3.56MHz;
1500-1600UTC
on 1.65. 11.735,
11.335, 9.975, 9.64, 3.56MHz;
1800-1900UTC on 13.76,
11.71, 9.335, 6.575, 4.405MHz;
1900-2000UTC on 9.975, 9.60,
6.52MHz:
2100-2200UTC on 13.76,
11.71. 9.335, 6.575, 4.405MHz;
2300-0000UTC on 15.13,
13.76, 11.335. 4.405MHz.

1400-143OUTC on 11.905,

THAT'S ALL THIS TIME
AROUND. KEEP YOU EARS
ON THE HIGHER

OTHER STATION NEWS

9.655. 9.53MHz;

FREQUENCIES AS WE ENTER

1900-2000UTC on 11.9115,

Croatian Radio's domestic
service is broadcast on short
wave direct from Croatia and
via the Deutsche Telekom site at
hilich, English news bulletins
form part of the output.
Frequencies vary during the day
and you can try these; 13.81,

9.655, 9.535MHz;
2030-2045UTC on 11.905,
9.655, 9.535MHz.

THE SUMMER PERIOD IN THE
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
AND DROP ME A LINE BY
POST OR E-MAIL IF YOU
HEAR SOMETHING
UNUSUAL.

9.81, 9.655MHz;

Has anyone had a reception
report confirmed by Radio
Thailand? Let me know if you
have and do send me a copy to
include in a future column. If

UNTIL NEXT MONTH, 73.
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541 Reed stork..
ISO 9002 RS33906

We supply

Siemens franchised distributor

Capacitors
Resistors
The
tors
EMC filters
Inductors
Suppressors
-

Varist ors

Potentiometers
Knobs
Ferrites
Fuses

Spark gaps
Batteries
Terminals

Diodes & rectifiers
Transistors
Integrated Circuits
Semiconductors
Lamps & LEDs
Power supplies
Regulators
Thyristors
Sensors
Crystals
Panel meters
Test gear
Valves
Flash tubes

Electrovalue Ltd.

allec
Member

Books
Boxes & Cases
Breadboards

Connectors
Cable
Fans

Switches
Relays

Transformers
Hardware
Headphones
Soldering equips
PCB materials
Service aids

Ten 0161 432 4945

SIRIO VHFUHF ANTENNAS
DELUXE HIGH STRENGTH MOBILE ANTENNAS
These High Performance vehicle antennas are built from the very best
materials to guarantee maximum strength and performance. The whips
are very flexible 17/7PH stainless steel, and incorporate a custom
inclination system allowing them to be tilted 90° without keys or tools. The
UHF male antenna connector has a gold plated centre pin, Teflon insulator
and a silicone rubber gasket for perfect waterproofing.

2M MONO BAND MOBILE
HP2000

S 35dB Gain

HP2000C

Fax: 0161 432 4127

E45.70

Length 1.97n,

2 x 1/2k

680 Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester M19 1NA
e ma.' salesCikelectrovatue.car

£39.70

Length 1.23n.

5181.

15dB Gain

web site: www_electrovalue.com

70CM MONO BAND MOBILE
HP7000

£35.70

,eqg:h u.421

5 35dB Gain

HP7000C

LAR COMMUNICATION CENTRE

15dB Gain

Bradford Road. East Ardsley, Nr Wakefield WF3 2DN
Tel: 0113-252 4586

£42.70

Length 0.73m

2 a 5 Si.

2M/70CM DUAL BAND MOBILE

Fax: 0113-253 6621

HP2070
1 4 5'8..
HP2070H

Approved dealers for Kenwood. AOR. !cam. Yaesu and many others We sell
Jrnateur radio equipment, scanners, shortwave receivers. antennas and over 800
accessories Books, PWand SWM. Our after sales service is second to none.

2,1515.35dB Gain

HP207OR

£45.70

Length 1.05m

5.1513.15dB Gain

2 x 543),

We are open Mon to Sat 9.30am to 5.30pm

E35.70

Length 0,45n,

£43.70

Length 0.98m

5.15/8.15d8 Gain

1,2 - 2 x 5.13A

A range of suitable mobile mounts is available.

DELUXE HIGH STRENGTH BASE
ANTENNAS
Made to last, from the highest quality

Please mention

Practical Wireless

materials. These are no 'chinese copies'.
Sturdy, reliable and high performance. All
have N socket base connectors, and will
mount on a 35-54mm diameter mast.
Mounting bracket included.
2M MONO BAND VERTICAL BASE
SA22N

£87.45

Length 2 7m

7 15c18 Gain

2x

70CM MONO BAND VERTICAL BASE

SA703N

£67.45

Length 1 8m

3x58).

Spring Bank Holiday Sunday

8.15d8 Gain

SA705N
5x5:8).

£87.45

Length 2 Bm

10.15d8 Gain

ut
2W70CM DUAL BAND VERTICAL BASE
Length 1.3m
SA270SN
£67.45

MAIDSTONE
(YMCA)
RADIO RALLY

1,20 x 58i.
SA270MN
68)., 3 x 58).

SA270LN

QSX G3TRF
G8TRF (S22) G3YSC (SU22)

Length 2.9m
70.74MHz
S0239 Socket

314, J.Poie

500W

0P49-70

£57.45
5.15d13

Mast 35 42mm

6M MONO BAND VERTICAL BASE
£77.45
Length 2.5m

G. Plane

500W

49-70MHz

50239 Socket

2.15dB

Mast 40mm

MULTIBAND TX/RX DELUXE DISCONE
£77.45
Length 1.7m
TX MHz:49-51,120 180.
215.300,415 455.610-650.
710.1000.1130-1300.

Entry £1.50 per adult

(before 9.30pm)

7 15110.15dB Gain

4M MONO BAND VERTICAL BASE

M20. Junctions 4, 5, u, or 7.
then A229 to Loose Village

Telephone (01622) 736636

£97.45

Length 2.7m

CX4-71

10.30am

Trade bookings:

£77.45
6.15/8.15d8 Gain

2 x 5/8.4,5 x 5134

30th May

* SNACKS AVAILABLL *

5.15/7.15d13 Gain

Length 1.8m

HP2070

RX MHz 25 1300
2.15dB Gain
VHF 300W, UHF 200W

Available only by mail order from our sole distributor:

CASITC0J

Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU
Free UK mainland carriage! For full catalogue send f2111 stamps.

Sales order line

01692 650077

Fax: 01692 650925 Website: www.cqcqcq.com
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WATERS &
STANTON
01702 206835

KENWOOD Tm.V7E 2m 700A FM FAME SOW 3SW
REMOTE IAD"
KEPAY000 18-7511' 2M ALL MADE watE/BASE 25W WITH

£319

SANGFAN ATS B 18 Iowa RECEIVER WITH FM STEREO AND Sac II 5
sANGEAN P9-01 'PORTABLE IWMW.FM STEREO Ms 27CH
CA9

MU -1 V5 1

£375

SONY 1CF-5vd55 X2 PORTABLE RKENER WITH FM STEREO AM) SSBC189

YAESU FT XKOm 2FA DA 140891 70w

C275

SONY 1CF SW7600 PORTABLE RECEIVER VAN FM STEREO APO 55. 0119

YAESU FT SI CO 2M,70C.At Fm ACME SOW,35W

0299

SONY

ROBERTS R-861 'PORTABLE 1501011-30mHZ 558 , Fm STEREO PDS' 1149

YAESU FT 7368 .214.700A AND 614 All WOE BASE TRANSCErvERC899

SW7600G PORTABLE RECEIVER WITH FM STEREO

AM:, SU

£13.5

%MIAS AND STANTON PLC SECONDHAND
STOCK LIST AS AT 25Th EERKARV 1999.
PI.F..ASE NOTE SECONDHAND ITEMS COME
WITH FULL 3 MONTH PARTS & LA 801
GUARANTEE
FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE STEVE
DAVIES ON 01702-206835 OR FAX 01702.205833

KOm K.706 x2 17A14.214 ALL MODE FAURE/BASE WITH
GEN.COV
1C014(728 BASE TRANsCENER WITH GEN COY 12v
,CON K 73S x3 EASE TRANSCEIVER WITH GEN COV 12v
<CAA K738 BASE TRANSCBVER WIN GEN COVAM) ATU I21

VIN/UHF NAND HUD TRANSCHVIR
ADI A3200 '2M FM H/HELD WITH WAD SP me
Air.00 03.560 2M/700M FM H/HEU)

£1 69

ALNCO 01-51301(2 214/70014 FM H/HEID

[175

SCANNERS MOSIWBASE

Ait40 DIGS 20170C.14 FM WITH wOE Rx

£169
0125

REALISTIC P80-2039'68 9604942 (WITH GAPS) NANA 20001 '
uF4DEN UBC 9:001L1 '25 550,76013000442 AmEm wpm

C125

ICON IC -2E 2M FM mka H/HEID

COM (-250 '2M FM pas Wren WITH BATTERY BOX CASE'

C109

50001 12r

£225

KOFAIC-2SET 2M EM WHEW
Kam IC-24ET 2m/70CM FM H/FIEJ)

£119

MO R-6
£99

C179

KOm iCUE MGM FM Hf1f1)

£169

1199

1.595

KOM 1C-W2E 214/700A FM H/HELD I WITH SP MK )
10064 iCw32E 2p4/70CFA FM
WIN WADS CASE'
KEtWo000 T1+22E 2M Fm H/HELD

CA95

laNwOOD TH 28E 214 Fm H/rED

t 199

£525

KENwOOD TH-G71E 02 2m.70CFA FM PAIN inEtD WITH WOE RX' C229

HF TRANSCEIVERS

7/9

0229
1125

REXON R1-102 '214 FM HAND NE1D TONE BURST on BATT BOX' £69

KEMV000 TSA405 X2 BASE TRANsCENER WITH GEN COY 17Y C499

STANDARD C 558 21/70014 FM HAPOCD

0299

KENWOOD TS-150SAT X2 BASE TRANSCEIVER WITH GEN COY

YAESU FTSIR 2M/700A FM DUAL DISPLAY WOE RX 8061

C2/9

X2 *I SOINI-XWN2 AM ZION RECEIVER MAI4'

YAESLI FT/16 2M FM HAM) HEIR wihi 12V WAD

0125

STATION ACCESSORIES

YAESU FT811 70014 FM WHEW wITH DC ADAPTER

(189

ASIATIC SILVER EAGLE LP/YET/SAL AmPuFTED CRYSTAL DESK MK

CAM

YAESU VX-1R 2M/700A FM MICRO WITH WIDE RX

t 169

DAN,w0 OSP NE DSPAIM) INTERFERENCE REDUCTFON UNIT

YAM ET.757Gx x2 BASE TRANSCENER WITH GEM COY 12V
YAESU FT 840 BASE TRANSCEIVER WITH GEN.COV PI
YAESU FT -920 'HEM ALL MODE BASE WITH GEN COY 12V'

C399

SHORTWAVE RECOVERS

095

ACR AR 7030 0 32FANZ ALL MOOS RECT3VER 121

£199

c 1 )0

FS NO42 NOISE / INTERFERENCE REDUCItni UNIT

625

JPS NM- 1 DSP NOISE REDUCER

0215
£135

0449

KANTRCNICS KAM PLuS "m1.611m0 DATA CONTROLLER WITH

(399

PACTORLKIAL PORT*

£199

KEPNAOOD KSC 8 DESK RAPID CHARGER FOR FuHaDs

125
c113

COAT (470 I 001012-30W11 AM,S58.CW AWNS'
CFA( 872 x2 BASE $10393N RECEIVER
LOWE hf 250112 30act 30we RECEIVER 12V PC COmPATABLE

REMOTE MEAN'

C325

CASSETTE'

AMC() CRAW 614 FM mOaxf low CICS5

C159

PEAuSMC 08-394 82 150041301AHZ A.FASSB 9ECE71111

1/9
C1A9

GRuNCAG Y8500 PORTAIRE RECEIVER WITH Sus

C175

REALISTIC DX 392 'PORTABLE AmEAK STOLE03W,SW %ITN
C99

KENNOOD MC 900E9 MiCx FOR Dv TRANKENERS
Ke-Avoco 5P31 AKATORPG EXTENSCN SPEAKER MTH FIVERS

LS9

FAANS/12r

115

LOWS AP 150 AMPLIFIED 81091193 SPEAKER FOR 18150

099

C275

ROBERTS R 617 'PORTABLE 1539342.30104 AmEM STEREO'

C99

LOwl mODEFAASTER 82 VERSION 1 50nwARE FOR RECEIVERS

£69

C269

906E915 R 827 PORTABLE 0 30Avt1 WITH 890

mFi mf02071* SWR ANALYaR Icm 60m

C59

COm K -207H '2m,700A FM MOTE 50w, 15W (REMOTE HEAD' 0215

NEVADA

C115

TR* TR-2200 GX

.2FM KW TX

. 75.00

COm

YAESU FT290R

2mTR m/mODE TX

19900

KENPRO 202

21418 H/HELD TX

3900

YAESU FT290 1111

2mIR m/mODE

275 00

KENPRO KT 41

70085 WHET) TA

85 03

KENWOOD TH.215E

2mTR H/HOD TX

KENwOOD 1H -28E

2MTR 11/H 11.7001 RX

149 00

KENw000 TH-45E

700045 WHEW TX

13906

RExoN R1.102

2FATR H/HE1D TX

YAESU FT -23R..

2M HAttE

YAESU R290111

01705 662145

712025 AMP

2mTR m/mODE

375 CO

vAESi.) f1-690811 716020 AMP
6LATR mULTWODE 8 AMP

375 00

1AESu FT7909 41.7010 NIP

TRANSCEIVERS NE

2/9 CO

rAESV ET 509

2m/700AS HANCE

YAESU FT 708

7008 HANDE

YAESU FT -726R

rf /2m/70CmS BASE TX

599 00

69900

1/451.1E1-5100

DUAL BAND maid

269 00

1AES0 FT81008

2017004 WORE TRANSCEIVER

325 00

HE 103w Tx

. 995.00

KENWOOD TS -9305

HE 100w Tx

699.00

KENWOOD TS -680S

103w HE . lOw 614 MSS

599.00

RECOVERS

KENwOOD TS-440SAT 100W HE TRANSCEIVER

499 00

DRAKE

MOTS 1205

R8E

614/2m/70Cm HANCE

IRE

70C.N.5 MULIIMOCE 8 AM?

. 499.00

KENwOOD TS -850

599 00

PICENER

COMET 5872

70/23CM AP-OBTLE ANTENNA

COMET 5891

2m/70/23CM MOORE ANTENNA

89.00

69 00
99.00
199 00

89 00

25 00

3500

AMONG Fe 1500 COASTER 8W

249 00

250.00

ICOmIC-97000

vHEARTE RECEIVER

599.00

ICON P5-55

HE IOW Tx/RX

39500

(014 972

HE 113( . ACC

199.00

PS NTR-1

YAESU FT757GX

TIAWErvER

12500

KENWOOD 02003

. VHF/If RECEIVER 8 CONVERTER 325 00

YAESU FT -707

103W HF

325.00

LOWE 225

FM/AM . NICAD PACK

SANGEAN AT5 8.038

5/WAVE IV(

SONY ICESW55

SHORTWAVE RECEIVER

14500

KENWOOD DEC 230 MO CONTROLLER

yuPiTERu mVT-8000

wCEBAND RECEIVER

i 69 00

KENWOOD PS 20

TRANSCEIVERS VHF/ UHF

249 00

Auscaumous EQUIPAIDIT

YAESU 11-75769

. 100W HF Mf01111E/BASE

£69
C199

IPS FIR 10 82 NOISE / INTERFERENCE REDUCTION uNIT

0e9

C159

.

0219

DIAMOND SX-200 '1 B-200VH2 5W9 PwR METER 200w
(CM PS -55 I IV 20A MATCHING PSIJ

C449

GRUPCAG Y8-206 PORIABIE RECEIVER WITH FM

AUNCO DR -LICE 70C.14 FM WOMB 35W
A11 ()CR-610E 2m,70CAK Fm MOBILE SOW.35W

HE 1009+ TX

(129

DATONG F1-3 82 mULTWICOE FILTER WITH AUTO NOTCH

C325

ALEEE011 AE 550 2m FM PADHIE 25W 1001

COM K725

£105

YuEfTER0 MN 3308'66 1003042 (WITH WS) AM,FM 20001 '
YucrERu mvT 900)0 5 2039AK AIL mot* 160601

CI 25

(Om 006 mKn DSP HF/VW 1RANSCETAR

C205

REALISTIC PRC)43 '68 999mtE (WITH GAPSIPA FM 2000.
C129
SONY ICE PROSO 150KHZ lOiltANL 1 15 15223,41 Am.FM 8 55131129

£899

1-"AvO00 TM 251E 29411414061150W

C199

RAclosAoc PR000 '30-512,760 999mNZ Am,Fm.wFm 20001' 0125

5GC 50-2020 'CRP TRANSCEIVER SSII.CW 20W 12r
710015-5X5 BASE TRANSCEIVER MANS ..

VIIFAINE RASE/MOM TRANSCEIVER

C.I15

SCANNERS NAND HEED
KOM IC RI 01 1300mHZ AIATFAKIWFM 10001
1COm IC -10 01 1)30FA12 AFAMAAVFm 10004
icom (-1/2
495-1339mHZ AMFMWFM 4500T

AVJ MFJ-9020 X2 2014 Cw OF6 TRANSCEIVER

CICOO

C195

YAESU FRG- HD KKHZ-30FAELZ AM,OMSS8 I 2v WITH

AM) ATU ;2v

CAM IC -251E 2M ALL FACADE BASE IOW AIMS

£219

SONY KF 59+77 PORTABLE MOWER WITH FM STEREO AND 558

20 AmP PSU BORED

159 03

NOISE REDUCTION LINff

155 00

KENWOOD AT200

ANTENNA TUNER

17500

39900

KENWOOD A1230

ANTENNA TUNER

185 00

99 00

KENWOOD A1250

44111q64.A TUNER

225 00

.....

128 POWER SuPPLY

65 CO

6900

ALINCO DR -1406TH ...6mTR 20W FM MORE

169.00

I:ENDA m-22

2FATR MOBILE TX

129.00

<Om 1C-240

2FAIR 10W FM mailf

.99.00

RANDNEUIS

(Om K 22811

2m 45W 14089E

185.00

ADI AT -18

2mTR H/HELD TX

5900

COM TC-233011

DUAL 800 1406111

ALAN CT 143

2mTR H/HED TX

59 00

mw MODULES AvA52 MUSE TUTOR

KENWOOD Tm201

2FATR MOBILE

AUNCO A1M-203E

214 H/HE1D TX

129.00

WEEK TINA 432u..

7004 PFLAPAP.

KENWOOD TM -7328

DUA1 BAND MOBILE TRA.NSCENER 3291X)

AUNCO D1 -180E8

2m HANCE

129.1X1

TimEwAvE DSP 59.

D9 MITER

199 00

AUNCO Di 180

2M1R H/HEiD EDCI6

TOKYO FIL1300

700A 120 WATT AMPLIFIER

299 00

129 00

T00010640

6mTR TO If TVIR

175 03

149.00

TOKYO HC2000

210w PEP ANTENNA TUNER

225 03

SHA.KESPEAR 5125005 25W 'ARIA TX

. 339 00
169.00

229 00

KENw00011 120

Ex DEMO

STANDARD C-78

70OA5 PORT IOW AMP

199 00

STANDARD 65200

TWINBAND 50W MOBILE

299 00

AuNCO C5

DUAL BAND MICRO Ex DEMO

STANDARD C 8900

. 2FA MOBILE

18500

NENCO DJ-S41C

70Cm HANDE EX DEMO

'110 111 2200

2FATR MOBILE Tx

(06A ICATE

70CAtS EX DEMO

74

7500

FAST

CHARGER.

79 00
155.00

cow HF AMP

185 00

mil 986

X PEP TUNER

24900

MW MODULES

432/50 700AS AMP

79500

vECTRONICS VC300M ANTENNA TUNER

'MEW 11517

MSS &FT Au i81i ETC

49.00
23 00

7000
1903
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Unit 1, 161-163 Bispham Rd., Southport PR9 7BI,

01704 507808

COMPUTERS

15" - £105.00

SPEAKERS
80 watt PMPO - £6.50
FLATBED SCANNERS
300x600dpi - £42.00
600x600dpi - £67.00
MEDIA
3.5" disks (box of 10) - £2.00
CDR (single) - £0.85
CD-RW (single) - £5.50
PRESSIT kit - £18.00

17" - £199.00

!omega Zip disks - £8.75

CD-RONI DRIVES
36 speed - £32.50
CD Re -writer - £192.00

OTHERS
Floppy drive lock - £5.60

SOUNDCARDS
16 -bit PCI -£11.00

PR300MX systems from £475

MICE
3 Button Serial - £3.00

Soundblaster 16 - £18.00

MAINBOARDS

All hard drives are Seagate and

TX PRO II - £43.00
Gigabyte GA5 - £64.00

come complete with instructions Mitsumi PS/2 - 33.75

and 'Disk Wizard' for easy

KEYBOARDS

Chaintech Via - £66.00

installation.

Windows95 - £6.50

CPU's

4.3Gb IDE - £102.00

Windows95 PS/2 - £7.50

IBM P300MX - £43.00

Infrared - £29.50

Heavy duty BB - £3.50
MEMORY
32Mb SDRAM - £34.00

6.4Gb IDE -£116.00
8.6Gb IDE - £132.00
VIDEO CARDS
4Mb S3 PCI - £19.50
8Mb AGP - £26.00
MODEMS
33.6 External - £30.00
56k Internal - £32.00

32Mb PC 100 - £34.00

Diamond 561 PCI - £49.00

64Mb SDRAM - £67.00

Diamond 56c - £79.00

DRIVES
3.5" floppy - £10.50

AMD K6-2 333 - £68.00
AMD K6-2 350 - £78.00
AMD K6-2 380 - £108.00
FANFHEATSINKS

VISA

'MUM

Mitsumi Serial - £3.75

MONITORS
(3yr Warranty)
14" - £93.00

PHONE FOR DETAILS.
E

All prices include V.A.T. but exclude delivery. This is only a small
selection of our stock, please phone for prices of items not listed.

gaff&

MO.

anaadio To ay April 1999
liamradlotot;:v

\\5\yollt-wttfv,ty,

Review of Icom 706 MKIIG

rgotoillv

SALE

401/111

WIN

ks

.....

Icom IC-PCR 100 computer
controlled receiver/scanner
reviewed in last month's
Ham Radio Today

t.:si...:-.0.-

sr:.- ....

1;11.

C) Optocom computer controlled reciever
All your favourite regular columns
Credit card details

call

01707 853300 now to order your copy
or a yearly subscription and save money!
£2.50 issue - £26.50 subscription (UK) 12 issues

chc,,,,,:Potial Orde, pavobic

Li R:010 SUCkly 01 CW.11

'111

No. MN Mil =MB INNEN
Exp Date ME ill

Switch Issue No1101

Overseas rates available

Name

post

Ham Radio Today, RSGB Publications,

lambda House. Cranborne Road,
Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE
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Callsign

Address
Town

Postcode

Signature

Date
75

MCL1100 decoder with technical
manual. g.w o.. C100 Ileathke
Mohican receiver, working, needs re
aligning, with manual and circuit
diagram, £15. AVO valve tester with
valve data manuals, £15. All plus

SEND YOUR ADVERT TO PRACTICAL WIRELESS, BARGAIN BASEMENT, ARROWSMITH
COURT, STATION APPROACH, BROADSTONE, DORSET BH18 8PW

P&P Tel. 1019241 408817

FREE ADVERTS
NOM

we, chance hl send m

u

phonograph 14 your equipment is 110111.1
Wes
It
11.
math
integral

ai.timpant y11t11 adieu' tiC.11i, 'vac
that all photos .111 or he pehlitrhed
at oar dircrcerm and arc nonreturnable.
When .ending m your &Petri please

mute clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS
up to a niattitiunt of kri %M., plus
0,4,, ',tor yOrli,..3 detail. Fleece Use
the order hem pro. irk,J

Barg&

61FJ-9018 h.f. lair, boxed, brand
new, new price: £52, will sell for 125
Also, Lake Electronics GRP at.0 , as
new. C20. Both plus E2 carriage Tel: J
Garner 0151-427 1903, evenings.
'Barbon'. Aigburth Hall Rd. Liverpool
LI990G.

Offers invited for Bremi EIRL 200
linear in good condition for its age,
very little use, no box or manual,

Basement

interested? Tel. Bill 101684/ 295770 or
1077711 870611. anytime

Panasonic DR49 receiver,

Advertisements from traders or for equipment that is illegal to possess, use or which cannel he licensed in the UK.
will not be accepted. No responsibility will be taken for errors.
You should state clearly in your advert whether the equipment is professionally built. home -brewed or modified.
The Publishers of Practical Wireless also wish to point out that it is the responsibilly of the buyer to ascertain the suitability
of goods ()tiered for purchase.

f.m.A.w./m.w. plus 85W bands, three
built in antennas, continuous
coverage, to 30MHz. b to. mains.
battery or 12V car socket, E65 Ter
Jeff on Harrow 0181.907 0140.
evenings.

Panasonic multi tand compact

For Sale

plus 118-170MHz,

C175. Tel 1019931898237

70cm 1430MHzI multi -mode, 10W,

X. two v.to.s, 100 memories,
frequencies down to 5Hz. (400 Tel -

Yaesu FT 7808, £230 o.n.o. Tel:

0316081 662488

1019631 32241

1940e -1950s radios for eats Eke°
KB Pye. etc, plus Quad 22 preamplifier, Armstrong 726 tuner
amplifier. JVC JT VIO tuner. etc SAE
for list to Langley. Bartley House.

1019631 32241

tuner model 223. valve job circa
1950searly 1960s Tel Suffolk

FT -747. good condition, no power
lead hence, £285 Barran, Tokyo
HX240, C100 Liner 2, (30 Altai GOO.
£20. All above is g.w.o.. would
consider swap for reflector
telescope Tel: Phil 1016741618368.

101449t 721468

AVO meter model 7 with leads and
manual, needs slight repair of ohms

A Psion 5 palmtop computes,

range, E.25 Tel (912561 seems

litheb, complete in original box, with
supporting literature. list price, £399,
first 1299 secures. Tel: Walter G3ESP

02 'Spy' Suitcase Receiver.
(receiver section only) of the B2

Airband radio R537S. Signal
Communication Corp, 116 14061Hz,

crystal controls hand-held. (40 Tel
1013321662979.

FT -290 Mkl awhile mount, soft
case. rubber duck, charger, manual,
hand mtcrophone. E155 o n.o

Armstrong integrated stereo
amplifier model 222 and a mram

Child Okeford, Dorset DTI 1 BE F.

1019771 611229.

valves, buyer to collect. Oxon area.

'Spy' suitcase transmitter -receiver
set Reasonable condition, owned by
G3XFO for over 40 years Worked
well on 7MHz band Offers on 1107
(plus camagel. Tel Rob G3XFD at
PW offices.

cost C48, will sell for C25 o.v.n.o. Tel:
John 1012831221870

radio, model RF-13650, size:
198x118x33rnm, s.w., 1.1615.
29.99'3MHz, m.w.a.w.e.rn.. 87.5
108MHz. eb.9.s.b., instructions.

Kenwood R-5000, boxed,

good condition, (75 Tel Alan

immaculate, £570 Yaesu FRG -61300.

Edwards G3MBL OTHR, near Bury St
Edmunds 1012841827379

prolessionally modified, front encl,
super performance, unmarked. C370
May part exchange either of the
above for interesting receivers. h.1.
or v.h Loh I Tel. W T Johnston on
Bournemouth 1012021 430043

160130,14012m170cm1 1 63.571144/4301

Kenwood TM -9707E 144:430MHz,

. shops, schools, sports, theatre, park
nearby, looks onto green, nu traffic.
045000 Ter Batingham 1016421

0250. Atinco DRM06. 51:11v1Hz. C150.

Both as new or exchange both for
Tri-band mobile. Kenwood 711. etc.
or 144430MHz base station or lust

649585,

430MHz base. Tel: Paul 1019521
616394

6m 150MHz1 out, 25W, (100 Tel:

einetiquare wave generator LT25C,
excellent condition. £15. all pus
carriage Tel: Ken G3RFH on

Kenwood Trio R1000 receiver,
mint condition, hardly used, with

Blackpool (012531 407952.

manual. 1150 Tel Halifax 1014221

Racal 1217. Racal 117E, Racal RA
17C, all clean, g.w o. Exchange: loom
ICR70. nice condition. for Yaesu FT

Heath', it model HD -1418 active
auu,
similar to Datong FL2,
vg L
manual, £50. Maplin audio

Aline DR112 144MHz f.m,

Complete Coder cm. station

Microreader. E85. Realistic PRO -50

transceiver, mobile or base, (75,
Mtcroset RCI20 432MHz power
amplifier gasfet. preamplifier. (25

consisting of AT5 transmitter, p.s.0 .

Tel. G3OXV OTHR (01327) 702265.

2511 early 1930s mains tr. L. £100.
Heathlut SW 7800 receiver. digital
readout, C50. Tel: Tony Harwood

scanner, as new, boxed. £55 Stomo
5000, conversion details, £15. R7000
vertical 7-30MHz. as new, £200
Kenwood TS -180S Itt, excellent
condition. (250 Tel: Norfolk 104681

Mimeo DX -70Th transceiver, 100W
041 h.f arid 50MHz. complete with
manual. boxed, mint condition, only
used few times. genuine reason for
sale, 1425. Tel: Torn 1016981888618.

Antenna rotator arid dial controller
with clamps, complete, (30 BC221
frequency calibrator with charts,
excellent condition. £20 Tel 1012691
870076

AOR AR -2000 manner 500kHz
1300MHz, perfect condition, hardly
used, £110. Tel' 0113.295 5368

756762 or 019531 e81305.

G4HHZ 101703/ 268705.

learn 2035H mobile dual band

1.8 30MHz. 0250. Yaesu FT209R, 2m

Lancashire 1012541 705454

Alinco 2m linear amplifier. 3W in.
30W out, £15. Te1.1019461 691739.

Kenwood TS -430S. Kenwood PS 430 p.s.u., Yaesu FC700 &Tu.. all
mint condition, boxed, 1.m. board
fated. 0700 o.n.o. Tel: Kenny 0151677 5372, after 6pm.

receiver, as new. £360, Kenwood 79E

1981 -October 1967 complete,
February 1967. March 1967. October
1967. February 1968 and Practical
Electronics November 1964. Tel
Suffolk 101449) 721468.

handheld, with case and h,d??
NiCad. 0250 Also, Kenwood 79C,
slightly scratched hence £190, P&P
paid Tel. North Wales 1017451
7301618 or 107803> 054448 Imobilet

v.1.0. 120 ext v.f 0. plus FC-901

Cusheraft R5 Vertical Antenna,
.14-28MHri brand new originally
con C250.), never used, untored

Icon IC-2SE 14IMHz hand-held,
complete with handbook, case,
charger and set of replaceable AA

Lancashire area 4012541 814009.
1012541 723098

but believed to be complete, bought
from 'Silent Key' estate. Offered 'as
seen' for C70 plus carriage Tel Rob

NiCads thirty new). C75 Tel: Clove
G3TGF QTHR. Heathfield (01435)

Kemvood TS -050 Satellite. boxed
with manual, SP31 and psu.
bargain 025 Tel: Richard MOAUN

Kanwood 7833013 hi. rig plus
all with original manuals. C390 Also.
DX -394 g c receiver, (70 Tel.

AOR AR -3030 receiver, as new,
box. manuals, a.m.. s.a.m., f.m.. FAX.

G3XFO at PlAtoffices

, c w 100 memories, via_
Collins filters, steps down, 51-lz.

Datong FL3 receiver filter excellent

Isom IC -740 h f transceiver, p.s.u..
f m unit fined, manual, GOX??.

for ssb., cos. data, etc.. C65. Tel

0300. Yaesu FT -290 Mktl. £180

fined 118 000-175.000, 30kHz,

30MHz (400 Tel (016081662488.

GW3C010THR. Abersoch 10175811
712675

Hansen FS210 automatic s.wr
meter, E20 Tel: G C Chatfield on SE

manual, nice clean condition, full
output, £250. Kenwood TS 180
remote v.f.o., boxed, as new, C45.

London 0181-670 7397

Tel: Tony 101805) 601528

AOR AR3030 receiver. 5kHz-

Denbo,' a.t.u.. 34W built in balun

30MHz. 118.000-170.000, RS232 porn.

and 700W dummy load, excellent
condition. £200. 70cm 1430MHz
Jaybeam, 18-ele parabearn. good
condition. (15. Tel:1017401 651938

Icons IC -741 only two months old
and in mint condition, genuine
reason for sale at £1000 Tel: John

£400 Tel. 1016081 6624813

Drake RSA ieceiver, £500 S. G.
Brown type F headphones, mint,

team IC -751A Transceiver 500
filter fined, also voice unit, f495

ION200011. £150. KW 108 monitor,
C40 VEU413. £25. KW1000 linear.
(250. FT 102. (300. FT10120. 0250.
RA17. C100 Lots of KW spares Ter
Tibben 1013321883035 66 Horsley
Road. Kilburn. Derby DE56 ONE

AOR AR7030 plus NB7030 and sox
crystals. E650 or exchange for
conventional receiver. Bearcat

(10. Want JRC NVA.319 speaker.
May exchange Drake RSA for NRD515 arid NDH518 memory unit Tel:

kom a.t.u. AT -100. £140. Both units,
£600. (With manuals and boxes). Tel:
Tony GOVGA on Gloucester 1016841

2500XLT boxed. £150. CR100. C10.
AVO valve tester, 150. buyer to
collect Tel' 1019781 756330.

101772) 704009. after 6pm.

1.1.b

u.s

Collins filters, 100 memories, tone,
scan, v f.o., DDS, showroom
condition, boxed, manuals, only

AOR ARII200 hand-held scanner
100kHz.2040MHz, 1000 channels. all
modes. includes the new 8.33kHz
airband step, excellent condition,
£260. Tel: James 1079711 331959

on Cheltenham 1012421 239196.

1013551624039. anytime

76

Racal RA17L receiver, 500kHz
30MHz., in excellent condition and lull
working order. 0135. Early megary
aircraft valve transceiver. type TR.
1920, 160. WS No. 38 with junction
box, £40. Tel:1014821 887938.

Shack clearance, large amount of
spares. components, connectors.
manuals, cases, new and vintage
parts, unfinished projects, etc. SAE
for list to Mr Alston, 14 Kendal Close.
Worksop S81 7PU Tel 1019091
485717

Short Wave Magazines

April 1987
up to Lur rent erithun plus 65 various

older editions offers or swap
anything interesting, must collect
Tel. Chester 101244, 310271

KW 1000 linear amplifier with
Somrnerkernp FT -2772D 100W
h f., all bands. 1 8-30MHz. 240V or
12V, 0175 o.n.o. komIC735 g.c.
receiver, all band, 1.8-30MHz, 124,
£125 106m 128-50MHz1 transverter,
5-10W drive, (85 KW Ezee match,
£55. In: GIOJN QTHR on Essex
1012771624386.

Sony CRF-320 world zone. 32
bands. digital, classical radio. £350
Drake SPR.4, vg.c.. £100. Century 29

Marconi CR-100. CR-150, nice
original condition, 150 Each buyer to

bands digital a.mis.s.b.. b.f.o . solid
state, very sensitive, (100. Icom CR.

299430.

collect as very heavy, also some
Clarke arid Smith ask. Tel: Peter on

Eprorn programmer type an??

Scam R -71E receiver, £425. !corn IC.

Surrey 1013721 454381 or 10374)
128170, anytime.

70 professional receiver. C200 Racal
RAIL Mkll, v.g.c., £90. Inspect.
collect, swap radios possible Tel Middlesex 0181-813 9193.

EPP2. as advertised in current Maptin
catalogue c.w. leads, books. £85
o n o. PW meon 50.28 transverter.
(50. Various 1LR BBC Offshore
recordings, 02.50 each. Tel: Dave on
Beds 1015251 630259 evenings

751A transceiverrecerver (500

FT -101 transceiver. YC601 digital
display. 'Holdings' reclipper module,
instruction manual, four new spare

Stanwood 5700 as new. very little

Tektronix 546 dual trace

Racal RA17 receiver. (150

Eddystone 9587 receiver. ago
Hammurlund SP600 receiver. £300.

Marconi generator 215 1000MHz

used due to illness, £675. Tear Drop

f -m.. £85 Frequency counter 50MHz.
C75. 0 meter, 20-170MHz. £60
Marconi frequency counter, 10MHz
with adapter, 110-500M+42, £90.
Heathkrt 5m 'scope, (65 Venner
10MHz counter. (50. Tel:1012341

microphone. wired for Kenwood.

354767

Timewave DSP?? fiher, (75.
Crowson 1012791 815020

Imobiler
AR -30309.c. receiver, Collins
mechanical filters. 30kHz.30MHz.

N treneverter 2m r 144MHz/ in,

1019631 32241

1.144MHz1 Um. transceiver, £60.

Kenwood TS -4305 ht transceiver,

Copies of PW February 1961. June

830484.

R

747GX g.c. with In. cash difference.
Wanted R1155 complete. any
condition, also information on
Howes DFDI dig readout. Tel: Eric on

816698.

HF module for FT -72611. 0120 ERA

CR66 receiver, R010'0' multiplier
and PR30 pre selector, 1100 Philips

0714, three bedroom, end terrace,
garage. dnve, tower, planning
approved. 2-ele, 3 band TET,

oscilloscope on trolley, manuals and
spares, g.w.o., no sensible offer
refused, buyer collects. Tel' 1017321
822455

Titan h.f. vertical antenna works
80-10m 13.5-28MHz) including WARC.

costs 1300. will sell for £90 o vn.o.,

Practical Wireless, April 1999

as one small plastic stand off is
damaged. No a t.u. needed, ideal DX
or swap Pakrat Tel: Midlands 0121530 2392 after 6pm.

Matching Trio p.s.u. PS 3, 13.BV@SA.
f35. External v f.o. DFC230. C35.
Hanser power meter, 1.9-50MHz,
pep M.5.. C30. All o MO. plus

Yaesu FRT-7700 e.t.u., £35 du*

operation. C150 a no Tel: Bob

430MHz) antennas, £45. Scanner.

P&P Tel Alex on Kent 1017321
864920

G213K2 on Stevenage 1014381
228720

C140. Tel: 1079711 327333

carriage, or complete GRP station
plus fist microphone, 0275. Tel: Chris

Taegu FT1 plus speaker excellent
condition, lull working order, manual
and service manual. 0660 o.n.o Tel:

Veers FT -7070 with p.s.u., a.l.u..

duty rotator, including mast, head

TNC KPC9612, C165 KPC3 Plus.

£350. Trio TS-520SE. excellent

(damp, as new, handbook, box, E199
Yaesu FC102 arm.. 1200W model.

£95. KPC4 with smarhvatch, C150. K.
Net options for 9612. KPC3 Plus arid
KPC3 Extra. PMRS. kom U101 70cm
1430MHz), 12 channels. PRM80, 4m
170MHz1. ten channels. 095150. Tel.

GADS OTHR on Essex (016211
785704, or Packet
G4LDS@GB7DXM

1016261 773301.

one Marcum, CR10112 receiver, one
KW2000 transceiveraeceiver set. one

Trope Sandpiper 40m 17Mlazt. £12.
Deecom 80m 13 5MH11. Eta (Never

Tait base station working on
transceive 453 175MHz. receive:
459 675MHz transmit, offers, buyer

used l Tel 1017401 651938

Two Murphy h.frn.f. receivers.

`hew G450XL medium:heavy

Dave on Clacton -on -Sea .012551
675718

hilly equipped mobile rig. 255W.
GCS system, wired hand remote
control, flexible swan neck
microphone, adjustable front panel,
mobile bracket, manual, boxed, nice

E mail. niadeleysmith@zetnel co,uk

Yaesu FT -72118 114432MHz multi
mode base station. £350. Yaesu FT

View FT -2110R plus linear. 0220

Phil 1014951 303639

Universal M4000 Moder, good
condition, C550. Tel: Chris on Chester
0012441 346067

fAV8800 v h 1 fitted, plus Vaesu FRT.

Nottingham Rd. Selston,
Nottingham NG16 6BU

7700 antenna tuner, all v.g c with
manuals, £390 o.n.o. Tel
Warwickshire 1019281423571,

o n.o. Tel: Ted GOVVYU on Cornwall
(01209) 211689

Trio TS -120V 10W, c.wsss.b.(plus
details on running at less than 10W)
covers 3.5.7:147128MHz. C225

Kenworad TS -440S or WHY, Tel.
John 1012021 240390 0(1079711
700835

North Devon EX39 2EA.

12-1300V dr. dyniernotor for
WS 52 transceiver. Tel. GW3US

Eddystone Model 750 double
super het. RCA Al) 17L- receiver.

Eddystone Kilodyne lour tut or
parts to build one, particularly
chassis, front panel and dial

77 hi. rig. fm. and c.w. filler fitted,
C230. Hanson FS -210 and FS200,
s.w.r. meters, £20 each, all vg.c. Tel

Mow FT-747GX in good condition.

Yinsu FT40R 70cm 430MHz)
hand-held Ideal for Novices.

100W. all bands. 150kHz-30MHz, with
microphone. 0300 27MHz CB
transceiver Fidelity 1000. £20.
Realistic PR0-50 scanner, boxed,
good condition, C40. Tel. Russ on
South London 0181.308 1704.

charger, leather case and Packet
adapter, HB9CV antenna and ps-u,
also available at extra cost. only

Yeasu FT-757GX all mode. h.f.
bands arid g.c receive, boxed with

101926) 435261.

Wow FT -707 transceiver. 3.530MHz. WARC. 100W output, c.w.
filter, e.g c , f250 o.n o. Vaesu FT -101
transceiver. 1.8.30MHz. 100W. 12V.

option fitted for mobile portable
factory pre-set for maximum 9V.
require adiustment details to
operate at 13.8V, handbooktirtuit
diagrams Tel. John G4W02 OTHR
101705) 264288.

escutcheon. Case for Lissen
Skyscraper receiver Pocket s

Wear amplifier such as Heathlut

transistor portable sold in kit form

SB 200, KW 1000 or Yaesu FL

in the 1950s by Laskys, Premier
Radio et al as 'The Capri', believed

2100. must be in full working
order Tel Alex GORMN 0115-923
1257 or write to 25 Stanley Rd.
West Bridgford, Nottingham NG2
6Df

OTHR, Carmarthen 1012671
202321

to be Perdio in origin Tel Tony

934MHz transceiver. Della One
or similar, also want low band

Eddystone Model EC10

p.m r. transceiver, must tie p
controlled. up to C25 each said
Tel M J Hale 1019051421638. 36
Laxton Ave. Henwick Park.
Worcester WR2 6E0.

Harwood G4H142 101703) 268706.

manuals. £360. Magazines: RadCont.
PWs. SWMs. Ham and Amateur
Radio 1992.1995, almost complete offers Tel: Mark G4YRY on
Bournemouth 1012021 418801.
Yarrow FT -8000 dual bander. £350
Poway pack, £50. 2m-70cm (144

Apollo receiver. Tel Bob 101636)

Roder equipment MkX or MklX
for restored Swordfish aircraft
any items or information

Kemvood TS -9505 digital

welcome, Naval historic aircraft
project Tel. Jack GOTGP 1019291
427748.

1014431 204180

RadCom Magazines wanted.

8500. AOR 5000. JRC-545. Tel.

David Bout(' on Wetherby 101937)

David 1017881 574099

Manual and circuit diagram for

19801 and 19909. preferably full
run tho?? WHY? Tel: R Kell 101670)

Marconi signal generator Ti

815922.

travel

RF Power transistors type

Morse key. Eddystone flipper
shape like large roll plus post.

Enigma code nsechine wanted.
preferably complete. but anything

Ray 1012071235258.

25[2290121 and transistors type

s.s.b. unit Idemodulatorl. Tel:
short wave radio, rnixlel 2400 or
1400, in working order. Also
Grundig mains unit. model TN12,
from 24V s.c to 9V d c. or mains
unit TN 12B. Tel: H McCallion

1016261864305

G4MNB OTHR. Swindon 1017931
876325

Modules for Mrs FTV-700
v.f.o., any considered. used to be
matching vim for Yaesu FT -77

Scrap Mau FT -101B or mains
transformer plus valves for same
Tel G3GAI on Worthing (019031

1012651 43793, 8 Strathard Close.

Penikater would like to

Service sheet end diagram for

FT 203R. 2m ila4MHI) hand-held.

Heathkit audio generator

borrow. or receive for low cost.
copy of Tandy programme f.m.

Tel. Bill on Looe 1015031 263495.

AG9U circuit and data, all costs
refunded Tel Geoff (012091

scanning receiver, model PR2008.

valve amplifier used in 'Carousel'
reel to reel rape recorder, using
two track Collard studio deck circa

BBC Engittooritto History 1922.

218926.

Hughes 0151-280 8137, 16
Woodgreen Rd. L13 3EA.

1963 Tel R Phillips (014541
418295.2 Ladden Court.
Thotribury, Bristol BS35 200_

Power supply for Collins WWII

Soldering Station ander Fluke

transceiver TCS12, 440V at 1A,
220V at 1A homebrew. WHY7 No
problem. will pay good price plus
P&P for right unit. Tel: Peter

series 70X multimeter or sender,
must be in good and fully
operable state and competitively
priced, cash paid upon request.
Tel: Jonathan 0181.542 2374, after
6pm weekdays or all day
weekends. E-mail:
JoriathanGVVEHuntiabYahoo.com

Battery case FBA4 for Yaesu

Help please! Can anyone supply
circuit for Level' RC oscillator type
TG 200 DM? AtI costs will be met.
Tel D R Sawyer 1012731307676.
328 Cowley Drive. Woodingdean,
Brighton BN2 6TP

circuit diagram only. Tel Mr

203348

not, by enthusiast collector willing
to travel anywhere and collect

Help pleas! Can anyone supply

9am and 5pm Iworks 01111 will

with cash Tel. Phil 1015681708796
or 107971) 382419. anytime.

circuit for Levell RD ocsillator type
TG200DM, all costs to be met. Tel:

rot you ba.:1

0 Sawyer 1012731 307676. 328

Power supply for ION2000E

Dynatron tuner amplifier model

Cowley Drive, Woodingdean.
Brighton BN2 6TP

plus rig Contact 8. Murphy, Curia

Tired or scrap FT-902DM for

Cottage. Curraheen. Tralee, Co
Kerry. Eire.

spares Tel 101904( 794680, most
times

R1155, T1155, BC312. No.19

Trio speaker 430SP, C35

set. working order or faulty, willing
to pay sensible prices, also
interested in other value commune
cations equipment. For sale: FR
101, C70 o.n.o. To. John G7EJK on
Uttoaeter (918991 564477

offered. Tel: Ron 1019051355381.

1012651 43793, 8 Strathard Close,

Coleraine. Co Londonderry.
Northern Ireland 8151 3ES.

Eagle Products radio RX 60
a cult or any other information
Jul.Jam on Derby 1013321671851
and leave message.

G4VUN 1012871 634397. between

Information Advance (Gould)
p.s.u. Type PMA471 (0-15V 3A)

Drae SSTV unit with cables. swap
both for 80 channel legal CB
home base, can post Tel:
Scotland 1013341650040.

Sony 2001, Yaesu FT -2F, 2m
144MH71 rig, receives only, three

BBC master computers with
IMP@ monitors, three printers. 3
DD?? p.s.u.s. swap whole lot for
Yaesu FRfL50 twins or Heathlut
SB-303. S11400 twins or antenna
receiver??, valved or twins. Tel:
D. Holdswodh (014931 700162.
Trio TS -530S h -l. transceiver,
WARC, owned since new, sell for
C250 or exchange for decent
dual -band. 144 432MHz hand.
held with bits. 2.5W output. Tel*
John on Cornwall (015661
782125

%ISM FT480R 144MHz mufti.
mode for Sommerkamp P
TS7880X, 28MHz multi -mode.
Yam: FT -480R serviced by Castle
plus modified 12.5kHz c.w.
microphone for Immac, example
of the TS 7880X c.w. scanning
microphone. Tel: (013221283593.
weekdays 9-5pm, or E-mail,

gOkmx@hotmailcom

High voltage paar. (700.
800V@500mA1 and other parts for
ORO valve p.a.. consider
incomplete project or broken
amplifier. Also old lunwanted)
Yagi antennas, can collect or
dismantle any frequencies 3.5430Mfit Tel: Steve MOBPO on
0181-291 2859 or E-mail:
s blgr:rIcyg,,mds.ac uk

588361 or 104101 444921, can

995112. all costs reimbursed. Tel.

Coleraine. Co. Londonderry,
Northern Ireland BT5I 3ES.

models would do, even damaged
ones for spares. Tel
McCellion

transceiver with matching SP -950
speaker only used to receive, in
excellent unmarked condition.
dual receive. all filters, complete
manual. exchange for loom IC

Lowe PR -150 preselector Tel,

Tel- Geoff MWOATI 1019781 755898
or 104681 873096 'mobile)

MC1220PY MC1320PM,
MC1a2OCR, any one of these

Portishead 1012751 845409

receiver, any condition
considered, also any relevant
spare pans or components Ter.

Grunc9g Professional Satellite.

SRX60, fitted to Dynatron music
centres. models MC1120PW.

AOR 7030 receiver as new. C.W.
filters. 2.1(5.56.6..9 5kHr
exchange for AOR 5000 or Lowe
HF-250, cash adjustment Tel.

scanner, WHY? Tel: 0181-870
6316124 hottrsl

would consider complete PA unit
in w.u. if price OK Tel. Ron

transceiver; receiver, workrng or

m (28MHz( Oscar satellite) with
extended receive 1144-148MHi1
and internal mains p.s.u. in g.w.o.
for 6m g.w.o. s.s.b. rig. WHY7 for
sell for C200 o.no.I Tel:
Nottingham 0115-970 4134. leave
message if necessary

683639,

2SC2395 121 all for Yaesu FT 1.

Clansman RT320 manpack h.f.

2m (144MHz) mode base
fw.n.f.m.lus.bats.b...e.w/a.m/10

complete with original transit
case plus few vintage wooden
radios for MVT.7100 new

receiver. RA278E p.s.u. and RA261

David GOURX en 1015801 830558,
ever -wigs

Exchange

sets and accessories, one

Manuals covering Racal RA153

1972 I would like to buy a copy
of this book Can you help? Tel:

St. Edmunds 1012841 627379.

MA1350. Eddystone 850 and 880
receiver. Marconi Atlanta and

1014821 887938

Na5 Luther Rd. Winton,
Bournemouth BH9 1LH

Edwards G3M8L OTHR. near Bury

Racal RA121, PrIA350

be covered. Tel, Bill G4EHU on
Bridgewater .012781 433341

GIERM TeVFAX. 101202) 510400,

condition. C20. Ten EIFY52
transistors, new, C5. Tel: Alan

Es -bomb disposal military
backpacks I lour of), with small

considered. also spare code
wheels. code book, etc. Tel.

crystal sets, horn speakers, early
valves. Morse keys, spy sets. keen
collector pays well. Tel Jim Taylor

10120 or FT -1012 push to talk, good

build one. Tel 1014821 887938

A copy of the Isoloop antenna
manual on leaflets, expenses will

All early wireless spat wanted

101489) 789960,

Yam microphone VEVA for FT

160-10m I 1 8-28MH11. £120. Wanted.

f150. Tel Owen on Leamington

Yam FRG -11800 receiver in mint
condition with front end modified.
Copy of SWM magazine with radio,
£375 or exchangepan exchange for

24m 1144-50911141ransverter.
Write to Ade M1D02. Discovery
Records. 8a Grenville St Bideford,

mint condition, C159. Tel

106312.1035@compusenre corn

readout. E130 Butternut hi. vertical,
Collins KWM380. TelfAX: G3WOK
OTHR 1016471 281631

Vaasa FRG -8800 g.c receiver with

GOEZW 1017731 781290, 97

Wanted

twin meters, original box, handbook.

RIMIWIC DX -302 h 1. receiver. digital

condition, C150 o.n.o. Tel: Harold

Trio TR-9130 w h f . 2m 1144MHzi,
all mode transceiver, 25W output.
mobile bracket. boxed, manual. £250

leads, 0250. BC -611 coil box. CIEr. Tel
Ben 1015621 743253 or Email.

Yaesu FT -290R 144MHz multi
mode, good condition, NiCads
charger, p.s.0 . base antenna. 30W
linear, boxed with manual. £200 Tel:
Jon 101323) 769849 E mail:
imwilliams@surflink.co.uk

collects. Tel. G8KVU 1012031 597411.

Trio TM -211E 144MHz transceiver.

condition for military equipment.
WS19 with p.s.u.. CB, vario handset,

after 6pm.

Yam FT -480R 144MH: multi mode. Yaesu 480R serviced be
Castle plus modified 12.55fit c w.

microphone for Immac example

Racal lkIN a.tu... type MA144.
Racal h.f. linear, type TA349, tall
Racal 19m cabinet and a G2DAF
linear. or parts which I can use to

of the TS-788DX c.w. scanning
microphone. Tel: (01322) 283593.
week days or E-mail:
gOkin neaP hot ma itcom

Yaesu FT -70 menpack
transceiver wanted or any
accessories, have SGC DSP
power clear. loom IC -505 50MHz
transceivefirecerver, SGC431.
h.fSv.h.f. smarluner, Racal one
channel, 150W, h.f.rs.s.b.
transceiver/receiver for
exchange, cash adjustment as
appropriate Tel: Bob 1015271
64885. evenings.
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Valves

For Sale

Wanted

VALVES GALORE Most valves available
from stock. Otherwise obtained quickly.
Please send SAE stating requirements or

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 4kH-300MHz FM

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
communication receivers
Pre -1980.
Preferably working and in good condition.
Non working setsconsidered also domestic
valve radios. Items of Government surplus

telephone. VALVE & ELECTRONIC
SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157 Dickson
Road, Blackpool FY1 2EIJ.
Tel: (01253) 751858 or Fax: (012531 302979.

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED
Ham, Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for
FREE list to: Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish

£1.50. Ceramic, SAW filters. TTL oscillators
FM £2.50. New 16 page list.
CI Electronic Design.
Tel: 0181.391 0545. Fax: 0181-391 5258.

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100,
Circuits C1.50.
Hundreds available. SAE list. Bentley, 27
De Vere Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3E8.
R210,

HAD.

each.

£5

Tel: 0181-554 6631.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for

28
Banks
Ave.,
Golcar,
Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4LZ.
Tel: 01484 654650. Fax: 01484 655699.
E-mail: wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

Vintage Service data, circuits and manuals
from 1900 to the 1970s. Free brochure

CASH FOR VALVES.

ECC32 E10.
ECC33/35 £6. ECC83..'EF86 £3.50. KT66 £35.

E-mail: tudorgyvilliam-rees@virgin.net
Visa & Mastercard accepted.

KT88 E55. EL34 £20. EL37 £18. PX4 £70.

WE BUY & SELL HAM GEAR New and

G4MH1,

PX25 £130. GZ34 £8. GZ32 £8. DA100
£150. 4212E £150. PT15 £10.

Ask for free wanted list.
Colomor (Electronics) Ltd, Unit 5,
Huffwood Trading Estate, Bookers Road,
Billinghurst,
W.
Sussex
RH14 9RZ.

Tel: 01403 786559. Fax: 01403 786560.

E-mail: giacomelli@colomor.demon.co.uk

VALVES FOR SALE, swap, wanted.
Thompson. 83 School Lane, Hartford,
Cheshire. Tel/Fax: 01606 871082.

from Tudor Gwilliam-Rees, Savoy Hill

for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.
Langrex Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon
Surrey CR0 2QP.

TEL: 0181-6'64 1166. FAX: 0181-684 3056.

comps. PCB, inst booklet supplied. £8.95

Free brochure from QRP, 27 Amberley
Street, Bradford West, Yorkshire BD3 8QZ.

Also, most valves wanted for cash. Must be
unused and boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road,
Blackpool, FY1 2EU. Tel: (01253) 751858 or
Fax: (01253)302979.

Miscellaneous

Tel: 01237 424280.

used amateur equipment bought and sold.

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and
other parts at attractive prices! Ring for

PX welcome. Ring Dave G3RCQ the
gentleman dealer on: showroom (017081

free list. Geoff Davies (Radio), Tel: (01788)

374043 or office 0956 854947.
Open 7 days 9am-10pm. 9 Troopers Drive.
Harold Hill, Romford, Essex RM3 9DE.

HEATHKIT UK DISTRIBUTOR Heathkit
spare, service and educational products.
Cedar Electronics, 12 Isbourne Way,
Broadway
Road,
Winchcombe,

THE RF-KIT CATALOGUE. send 2x 2nd
class stamps
or browse
www.rf
kits.demon.co.uk
Hands Electronics, Tegryn, Llanfyrnach,
Pembs SA35 OBL. Tel 01239 698427.
{COM COMMUNICATION RECEIVER ICR71E VGC. Bargain at £350.00. FT -290R
£30.00. Tel: 01249 653735.

GLS COMPONENTS in stock now. Amiga
500/600/1200 spares. We can source almost
any component. Call for details 01623641122.

E-mail: gls12@hotmail.com 4 Worsbrough
Close, Mansfield, Notts NG18 5GR.

TS -450S GWO. Boxed. Manual mic for
sale. £600 ono. Buyer collects or will post.
Tel Ted 01234 357089 after 6pm.

574774.

Cheltenham, Glos GL54 5NS. Tel: (01242)
602402.

SHORT WAVE BROADCASTERS you
can monitor reception in the target area:
Government agencies you can control
MF/HF

receivers

or

transceivers

worldwide from your tone phone using
Radphone 200DX from www.pca.cc
Tel: +61-2-98889777 Fax: +61-2-98050253.

BROKEN TNCT Guaranteed repairs

at

attractive prices.
Ring Andy on 0151 677 4448 (eves).

Computer Software
& Hardware

Holidays

Crystal sets/QRP kits
BUILD A CRYSTAL SET and other
projects. No soldering required. Ful

equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and audio
components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines.

Publications, 50 Meddon St, Bideford, The
Little White Town, North Devon, EX39 2EQ.

portable 2m transceiver £195.00. ATU

TOP PRICES PAID

wireless equipment and obsolete test

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan bunkhouse - camping. Elevated rural site,
two miles from beach, use of shack and
antennas, open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho,
Pwllheli. Tel: 01758 740712. Packet
address: GW4VAG@GB7BAY#55.GBR.EU

Tx/Rx
SSTV-PACKET
interfaces from £28.50. SAE leaflets.
demodisk £1. Peter Lockwood G8SLB, 36
Davington Road, Dagenham, RM8 2LR.

PC-AMIGA

Tel: 0181-595 0823
http://www. ange lfi re.co m bk/g8s I b
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Complete
Projects

Designed as easyto build propects Tor
the Novice RAE students and in fact all

T -Kit

Americas Best'

Modules

miriar mot

TEN-TEC: .A\

6161Hz. Definitely not a

-Communications- receiver but groat
fun to build, The kit includes the
Tuning Capacitor and a high

2m and 6m FM mobile transceivers.
40m 30m and 20m ORP CW transceivers short wave receivers
20m 6m. 2m 6m, 10m - 2m airmooe transverters, SWR bridge
and RF wattmeter, RF ground counterpoise, transmatch tuning
bridge, electronic keyer smart squelch universal BFO active

impedance earpiece

"NOVICE" Amplifier - boosts the
output of the "NOVICE" weeder to
modest speaker volume - or usa it as a
Kits are just £8.00 each plus C 1 postage
handy 'bench' amplifier. The miniature

antenna receive convertor speech processor

loudspeaker is, of COWS., included

PLUS! Repair service for all Ten-Tec kits

7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX

* * Phone 0115-938 2509 * *

ttkitsoaeurcomms corn

E-mail: radlicitecompuserve com
Send SSAE for a brochure of our complete renge.

Belmont Buildings, The Street, Bramber, West Sussex BN44 3WE
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SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
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for either one or both of them.

LAKE ELECTRONICS Dept PW

Adur
Communications
Tel: 101903) 879526
OIJARIZ ellYSTAIS

NEW KITS FOR
CES4

beginners. These lath line include
printed circuit boards and All. the
components you are going to need)
"NOVICE- Receiver. coven 6 to

EX -11010 GUNN BMOCS

sVa 0551S1 us in cotwidwrg the correct speciticaltons

El saJemilGunaCiallesan YE HOPP** Gunn Dads: 0t Katt 6imi Bobs

12a0. X

Sand Detector Diodes tee 1K23 0 S1p.11101011I0.0101150p. 6EM2 0 fIM 6EM1001 S

Custom Manufactured TTI. and CMOS oscillators

QuartSLab Marketing Ltd

ACRIAMILI MASI FESS WM 33nlettInfOnt

Kb 1 4 pcs

ACCESS. ShirrTCH BARCLAYCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS curls a:rem-3

PAP f7 Undo CIO OW Free. undis Verbose stared

PO Box 19. Erith, Kent OAS 1LH

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

Phone 01322 330830 too 01322 334904

Nothing compares with the satisfaction of
making that rare DX contact, taking part in
your weekly net, chasing those awards or
settling down with the latest copy of
RadCom. It's also reassuring to know that
your equipment is fully covered with discounted
insurance, and that specialist advice is only a call
away.

We are here working on your behalf so that you can go on enjoying your
hobby.

RSGB Membership and RadCom delivered to your door, plus more, for just
£36 annually or £9 quarterly Direct Debit (E27 over 65 years of age: £22 students, £12 under 18).

e -s

01707 659015 for a free copy of RadCom, or join today and receive a free gift
Radio Society of Great Britain, Lambda House. Cranborne Road. Potters Bar. Hens EN6 3JE.
Cheque

Postal Order payable to Radio Society of Great Britain.

when you complete a Direct Debit - Otter expires 30.6.99
Please enrol me as a member of the RSGB and send me my free gift
t

Name (kra wus tsr)

Exp Date I

i

r

I

Switch Issue No

Callsign

1111 41C, El=

Address
Town

Postcode

Signature

Date
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The books listed have been

selected as being of

special interest to our
readers. They are supplied
direct to your door. Many

titles are overseas in
ongin.

Book store

Get yourself organised this year

with our special binder offer.

This month. Practical Warless are offering our readers the chance to
purchase the perfect solution to that heap of PW magazines that just keeps
on growing on the coffee table! The solution is really quite simple - and it
comes in the shape of a PW Binder!
These very special binders are produced in very heavy duty card, coloured in
a smart navy blue with the PW logo printed in - no expense spared - gold lettering on both the
front and on the spine. Each one comes complete with a set of year labels and binding bars and will comfortably hold a
years worth of your favourite Amateur Radio magazine.
If you order your binder now, you'll save money on the postage because we are offering them to our readers for a

mere £5 including P&P loverseas orders plus £2 P&P) Offer open until 30th April 1999.
To order please either use the form on page 82 or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote PW4
Pages
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FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN
PRACTICAL WIRELESS

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

SPECIAL OFFER

SUBSCRIPTION CHARGES HELD
AT THE OLD PRICES UNTIL MAY

1 Please send me
Practical Wireless
Binders @ £5 including P&P (plus £2 P&P for

31st 1999 AS A RESULT OF A

overseas orders). Offer open until 30th April 1999.
Books Please send me the following books.

RISE IN COVER PRICE.

£

Practical Wireless -I year.

£

J £25 (UK)
J £30 (Europe Airmail/
J £32 (Rest of World Airsaverl

J £37 (Rest of World Airmail)

Special joint subscription with

Postal charges:

Short Wave Magazine - 1 year.

£1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK)
£2 per book or £10 for five books or more

J £50 (UK)

items (overseas surface)
£2 per binder (overseas surface)
NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK

J £59 (Europe Airmail)
r_11 £63 (Rest of World Airsaver)

MAINLAND ONLY)

£74 (Rest of World Airmail)

£4.50 per parcel (orders must be placed by 12 noon)

PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH
ISSUE.

THE

Monitoring Times - 1 year (12 issues).

GRAND TOTAL

J £38 (UKI

Thankyou for using PW for your purchases.

J £43 (Europe Airmail)

I £49 (Rest of World Airmail)

PAYMENT DETAILS
CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
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5.00pm. Outside these hours your order will be recorded on an answering machine.

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW
Name

Card number

Address

Valid from

to

Signature

Postcode

Telephone number
Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow
28 clays for delivery.
Prices correct at time of going to press.

Telephone number
I enclose cheque/PO
Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.)

Charge to my AccessNisa card the sum of
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Coming Vlext
*Month in
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS
THE UK'S BEST SELLING INDEPENDENT
AMATEUR RADIO MAGAZINE

Next Month in
Practical Wireless,
the magazine
that brings you
Amateur Radio &
So Much More

-

QRP Contest Special:
Neill Taylor G4HLX,
adjudicator of the
Practical Wireless
144MHz QRP Contest,
shores his knowledge
and experience of v.h f
contests and explains
the essentials for
"Getting Started"' in
v.h f competitions
Dave Hewitt G8ZRF
describes how he
became interested in the

One of our regular
authors, Phil Cadman,
brings you an article on
Sealed Lead -Acid
Batteries this month

ShackWare - The Column

exercise!

More antennas from

where he will be guiding
you through 'The

'Looking At...' articles

Microwave
Newsletter This first

Mixer'

part shows you how to
become active on the
microwave bands
"without being a
plumber"'

PLUS ALL YOUR
REGULAR FAVOURITES

space"

On The Internet

Faris Raouf reviews

to you by Simon Lewis
GM4PLM - Editor of
the European

describes his High Gain
4 -Element Quad For
144MHz which he says
offers "o very high gain
in a very compact

Buying a PC

G3XFD in the next in
the series of Radio
Basics. He introduces
the permeability tuning
unit concept, which
provides excellent
bandspread and a
practical training

Not forgetting the next
in the series of Gordon
King G4VFV's

Nigel Booth M1DKN

Computers & SWLs

7MHz is the next project

for Rob Mannion

The first in a two part
series on Modern
Microwaves is brought

'Last To First -

INCLUDING
Bargain Basement,
Carrying on the Practical
Way, Keylines, News, Radio
Scene, Valve & Vintage

and much, much morel

Talkback's FTrunk - the
MPT1327/1343 Trunk
Tracker

SWM specialist Joe Carr

K4IPV this month Joe
adapts an h.f. antenna
for scanner band use.

David White G3ZPA
reveals Part 1 of the
history of Hanslope
Park Radio Station

This month's 'In My
Experience' JW
compares the Nevada
LP -1300 Log Periodic
with professional LPA's
10 x the price!

Contents subject to
change

BROADCAST
SECTION

Bandscan Australia

LM&S

CO Iry
CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT? APRIL ISSUE ON SALE 8 APRIL 1999
PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
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tA

A rather special
receiver 'front end' for

Almost!'

Contest in his article.

SPECIAL
by Jerry Glenwright

'Valve & Vintage'

Tex Swann G1TEX has
some more antenna related news and views
for you in the next
instalment of his bimonthly column.
Antennas -in -Action

Practical Wireless QRP

1 lib 6.,t.'

and all
your
regular
favourites
too!

sales NOW
_

Miss it, miss out!.
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ICOM

3"COLOUk LCP!
A first for mobile rigs
fET THE $I. PICTURE WITH THE NEW IC -2800H, ICOM'S LATEST DUAL -SAND, MOBILE
TRANSCEIVER. THE IC-2800H'S UNIQUE LCD HAS USER -SELECTABLE DISPLAY MODES AND VIDEO

CAPABILITIES BUT IT'S NOTJUST PRETTY -

qv DURABLE CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION

FLEXIBILITY, A BA NDSCOPE FUNCTION, INDEPENDENT TUNIAN CONTROLS, CONVENIENT
MEMORY EDIT INQ AND MUCH MORE - ADVANCED FUNCTIONS, CONVENIENT FEATURES AND
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE - fOOD qRI Ef!

960 0 tilos 0ittket tockist

t';pnine

The IC-2800H's unique colour LCD

The packet socket connects directly to a

All memory channel contents and set mode

provides four different display modes and

packet inodem,1200bps parka is also
possible via this or the ',tic contactor.

contents are programmable from your PC

+111!/!,

If!

fit nctr:In

swath labels to help night-time viewing.

with the optional C5-2800 cloning
software and 0PC-4761 cloning cable.

The controller is separated from the main

Iconi's independent tuning control system

unit for installation flexibility. !*stall

is employed with tuning 0441, A f and

A total of 232 channels, 99 regular, 5

the controller ex your vehicle's dashboard

squelch level controls and 4 function

for log and repeater and 1 call Admit/ for

with the main unit under your stet.

control switches for each band

each band. are available.

The IC -280011's external video femme/

Current trsiegeivers require yen to

To improve operation on narrow band VHf

Can monitor TV broadcasting with ATV

transfer a memory to VFO, then reprogram

FM channels the IC -2800H is quipped

tuner; recorded pictures from a

it after doing any editing. Not so with
the IC -2800H

with dedicated narrow band fM mode

mem,?rs

video/digital camera or display a yPS
map via car narigstion system.

it:P$1

{-Alf nArr,:x .(.:o4,1tift

Plies 141:44h

1,(14.'i h ,Y,

.

The HM -98 remote control microphone
Easily find busy frequencies or unoccupied

controls almost all functions remotely.

frequencies within a specified frequency

Key backlighting in the HM -98

bandwidth (up to ±500kHx; according to

provides easy operation

selected tuning step)

even at night.

Isom (UK.) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Say Kent CT6 8LD

URI. http://www.icomuk.co.uk

Telephone: 01227 741741

fax 01227 741742

icoinsalesIa iconaik to uk

Count On us!

EARTHSTATION
FT
-847
IP

HF/50/144/430 MHz All Mode Transceiver

Compact. too -great for our
next 'rover
operation."

'And the DSP
helped me
hear my first
moonbounce
signal.everr

.,'HF VHF UHF

The FT -847 changes base station operation
forever. Now, three radios in one--HF,
VHF/UHF. satellite: technology in its finest
application. from the world leader in amateur
communication.
With its unequaled combination of fea-

tures, like DSP filters-notch, NR and BPF.
built-in 6 -meter, voice monitor, separate sub band dial, Shuttle Jog dial. Smart Search.
and digital meter. the FT -847 is the only radio
of its kinds Exclusively for satellite work. 19
memories exceed any other radio. For performance, power -up with 100W for HFi6-meter,
and 50W for 2 -meter and 430 MHz.
Additional "must -haves" include cross -band
full duplex, normalireverse tracking, CTCSS
and DCS encode/decode, and direct keypad
frequency entry. Plus, the FT -847 is
1200/9600 bps packet -ready.
Take the next step in all -band performance
and take home the FT -847 today!

and satellite

At -1

Only one transceiver gives you
II mode operations on HF/50/144/430 MHz
with full Satellite capability.

ATA S-1 00
Active Tuning Antenna System
Designed for the FT -847. Works on 7/14/21/28/50/144/430 MHz
Amateur Bands for mobile operation.

Specifications subiect to change ...nthout notice Specifications guaranteed only within amateur bands
Some accessories andlor options are standard in certarnareas Check with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details

YAE SU
Choice of the World's top DX'ers

